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ABSTRACT 

 

Sensory detection of self-motion provides information on movement and orientation in space. 

Vertebrates detect these features in part through dedicated vestibular sensory endorgans in the inner 

ear. Vestibular signaling during self-motion drives motor commands which permit the eyes to remain 

stable while moving. Maintaining this stability allows a continual preservation of visual acuity on the 

retina while moving in three-dimensional space.  Such signaling is stereotyped in its computational 

processing and occurs through evolutionary conserved brainstem circuits. These brainstem gaze-

stabilizing circuits, however, are not always perfectly suited to respond with immediate perfection to 

all manner of possible stimuli complexities. Counteracting this rigidity is the intrinsic ability to be 

plastic and reorganize along many systemic levels. The balance between keeping essential processing 

measures while also maintaining a degree of flexibility is still incompletely understood, particularly 

with respect to scopes of permissive extents and corresponding mechanisms of reorganization. In this 

dissertation I expand upon these biological considerations through a series of experimental 

manipulations which challenge vestibular processing in Xenopus laevis. Leveraging these induced 

manipulations, I examine a range of anatomical, electrophysiological, and behavioral consequences of 

three specific atypical sensory conditions. In the first study of this work, I profiled the extent to which 

gaze-stabilizing reflexes can develop following embryonic removal of one inner ear, thus challenging 

traditional circuit connectivity and processing of bilateral input. In the second study, embryonic 

transplantation of the inner ear anlage generated animals with an additional ear on their trunk, a 

condition which assessed processing measures following introduction of extra input from an atypical 

origin. The final study of this work used pharmacological aided inactivation of phasic vestibular 

pathways to investigate possible sensorimotor consequences of an impairment in high frequency self-

motion detection. The collective findings of this dissertation reveal a considerable extent of plasticity 

in vestibular networks. Despite the sensory challenges presented, these results report a common 

ability to transform self-motion input into appropriate extraocular motor commands. This ability is 

inferred to be the result of reorganization at multiple sites which aimed at homogenizing central 

activity levels and/or establishing dynamic processing ranges. These findings add to the current scope 

of knowledge on the permissive extents of the vestibular system to be plastic in the face of sensory 

influences.  
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CHAPTER I:  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Detection of the external world is accomplished through the physiological efforts of sensory 

systems. In vertebrate species, following signal transduction from sensory organs and transmission 

into the central nervous system (CNS), sensory modalities become represented as neuronal 

computations within dedicated circuits. These computational transformations, combined with the 

ability to detect simplistic or increasingly complex characteristics of an environment, allow organisms 

to behaviorally respond to dynamic changes relative to themselves and their environment (Burgess 

and Granato, 2007). Such responsive actions constitute aspects of the full behavioral repertoire of an 

organism and originate from coordinated motor commands. The general ability to integrate sensory 

inputs to produce relevant motor outputs is termed sensorimotor processing and has historically been 

studied among the major sensory modalities, such as vision, hearing, olfaction, taste, and touch 

(Linford et al., 2011). Beyond these traditional senses, a variety of others exist and despite varying 

levels of ubiquity across vertebrates (Hodos and Butler, 1997; Gracheva et al., 2010; Crampton, 2019), 

all nonetheless contribute to sensorimotor environmental interactions. Inarguably, one of the most 

universal and evolutionary conserved modalities is the ability to detect changes in position and motion 

in space (Markl, 1974; Straka et al., 2014). In vertebrates, this detection ability is afforded through 

dedicated vestibular sensory endorgans in the inner ear (Beisel et al., 2005). Sensory information of 

linear and angular accelerations resulting from changes in position enable the vestibular system to 

contribute to neuronal computations associated with self-motion. The ability to detect and interpret 

self-motion dynamics is a fundamental feature of all vertebrates and it permits a spectrum of 

behaviors (Goldberg and Cullen, 2011). Most notable of these behaviors are stabilizing-reflexes which 

operate to ensure proper balance, posture, and visual acuity by generating motor commands which 

compensate for head/body deviations (Raymond and Lisberger, 1996; Bagnall and Schoppik, 2018). 

All vertebrates which locomote and change position in space rely on these reflexes to cope with the 

simultaneous detrimental effects of the latter deviations, which impact subsequent sensorimotor 

processing and behavioral interactions.  

Vestibular evoked gaze-stabilizing reflexes are of particular importance as they aid in 

correcting retinal image slip, a physical consequence of body/head motion which causes loss of visual 

acuity on the retina (Glasauer and Straka, 2022). Stabilization of gaze in such a manner is executed 

with relatively little delay (Collewijn and Smeets, 2000), and without such temporally appropriate 

corrective measures visual perception is challenged as the eyes are unable to maintain a position 
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where the visual scene remains fixed on the retina. Sensorimotor transformations that execute these 

vestibular driven gaze-stabilizing reflexes are processed through neural circuits in the brainstem. 

Afferent sensory neurons from inner ear endorgans relay self-motion information into hindbrain 

vestibular targets, which in turn project and signal to brainstem motor centers that drive extraocular 

muscles for subsequent yoking of the eye. This synaptic arrangement is conserved across all 

vertebrates with few deviations (Fritzsch, 1998; Straka et al., 2014; see below for exceptions), 

suggesting that gaze-stabilization from these sensorimotor networks has consistently provided a 

beneficial behavioral substrate under evolutionary pressure (Fritzsch, 1998). Despite the conserved 

and seemingly hard-wired nature of vestibular gaze-stabilizing reflexes, a considerable spectrum of 

functional plasticity exists (Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Hirata and Highstein, 2002; Paterson et al., 

2005). Such adaptability manifests intrinsically as changes in vestibular circuits themselves and their 

synaptic elements (Boyden et al., 2004; Paterson et al., 2005) and occurs either in isolation or with 

assistance from other brain networks that participate in self-motion processing, such as visual-motion 

and proprioceptive signaling ( Zennou-Azogui et al., 1994; Sadeghi et al., 2012) which converge with 

vestibular signals (Angelaki and Cullen, 2008). As with all forms of plasticity in the CNS and peripheral 

nervous system (PNS), maintaining a dynamic range of adaptability beyond developmentally defined 

functionality provides considerable benefits when continuously responding to complex environments 

with varying demands (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). However, holistic understanding of plasticity in 

vestibular gaze-stabilizing circuits, and by extension the vestibular system as a whole, is a sizable task 

which requires experimentation across many disciplines and profiling on systematic scales. Efforts to 

examine the permissive scopes and corresponding magnitudes of vestibular plasticity have 

traditionally leveraged induced or innate deviations in processing abilities. Such disruptions range 

from e.g., developmental modifications (Lilian et al., 2019), induced damage (Dutia, 2010), or motor 

learning paradigms (Boyden et al., 2004) and are followed by experimental profiling of functional and 

anatomical consequences. Owing to the complexity and distribution of these centers, no single 

experimental manipulation aimed at creating deviations of this nature can comprehensively assess all 

features of vestibular plasticity. Nonetheless, stepwise exploration can assist in navigating neural 

plasticity spectra and broaden our scientific understanding of how flexible the vestibular system is.  

In this thesis, I explore plasticity in vestibular gaze-stabilizing reflexes through a series of 

manipulations in the model system Xenopus laevis which aimed at inducing targeted changes in 

processing ability along vestibular pathways. In the following chapters, I will introduce three 

independent experimental manipulations which provoked changes in vestibular sensory detection 

and/or processing in central vestibular targets. The first two manipulations, corresponding to chapters 

II (Gordy and Straka, 2022) and III (Gordy et al., 2018), initiated changes during embryonic 
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development which challenged ontogenetic formation of peripheral sensory detection through either 

a decrease or increase in inner ear endorgans, respectively. Chapter IV (I Gusti Bagus et al., 2019) 

explores the effects of a selective, and acute, pharmacological targeting of functionally mature 

peripheral sensory neurons and central brainstem targets. Subsequent behavioral and physiological 

consequences of these experimental deviations are presented and used to approximate degrees of 

permissible plasticity in gaze-stabilizing vestibular reflexes. In the final chapter of this thesis, I discuss 

the implications of these findings and their contributions to the current and future field of vestibular 

research. 

 

Peripheral detection of self-motion 

 

 Sensory encoding of self-motion is a necessity for any organism that moves in three-

dimensional space (Walls, 1962; Land, 1999). In a general sense, detection of any external stimulus is 

typically isolated to a select number of sensory organs. Precepts are often even restricted to one 

organ, such as detection of light, which derives in vertebrates from the retina and is unable to be 

encoded elsewhere such as for example, through somatosensory touch receptors (Delhaye et al., 

2018). Self-motion detection is of a noteworthy complexity by comparison, where multiple sensory 

systems are recruited, either passively or actively, to extract features of bodily movement in space 

(Tanahashi et al., 2015; Chagnaud et al., 2017; Cullen and Zobeiri, 2021). Such recruitment is due to 

the dynamic and complex nature of motion as a stimulus that influences a wide range of sense organs 

and their subsequent processing during body movement. Auditory information is a substantial 

contributor to self-motion percepts (Tanahashi et al., 2015). Likewise, proprioceptive signaling gives 

feedback approximations of positional changes, which is a useful method of self-motion estimation 

(Cullen and Zobeiri, 2021). While a similar argument can likely be made for a range of sensory systems 

(e.g., the amphibian and teleost lateral line systems; Chagnaud et al., 2017; see below) and thus offer 

interesting philosophical considerations from an evolutionary perspective, the primary contributors 

to self-motion detection are the visual and vestibular systems (Dichgans and Brandt, 1978). These 

systems, which are evolutionarily tied very closely (Straka et al., 2014), operate synergistically to 

contribute toward central percepts of self-motion. Research on the vestibular system therefore 

benefits from considerations into synergistic visual contributions. The following pages will discuss both 

systems in detail. Emphasis will first be made toward their peripheral sensor organs and cell types 

followed by representative central targets and circuits involved in one avenue of self-motion 

processing, specifically the stabilization of gaze. 
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Vestibular sense organs in the inner ear  

 

Vestibular processing of motion stimuli in vertebrates initiates in dedicated bilateral inner ear 

vestibular endorgans. Such endorgans exist in conserved and highly stereotyped spatial arrangements 

within an anatomically complex network of ducts and pouches (Torres and Giráldez, 1998). These 

ducts/pouches, which are collectively termed the membranous labyrinth of the inner ear, are 

structurally supported by enclosure within a rigid cartilaginous (e.g., in larval Xenopus) or bony (e.g., 

in adult mouse) structure of matching anatomical dimension (Quick and Serrano, 2005; Ekdale, 2013; 

Pfaff et al., 2019). The neurosensory components within individual endorgans are mechanosensory 

hair cells and afferent neurons (Lewis and Li, 1975; Fekete and Campero, 2007; Fritzsch and Straka, 

2014). Irrespective of individual endorgan structural or positional arrangements, which imparts 

specific functional consequences during motion vector detection (see below), hair cells and afferent 

fibers are the dedicated effectors for sensory transduction and transmission into central brainstem 

targets, respectively. Cells of the former type are organized into distinct epithelial patches that are 

flanked by supporting cells (Wan et al., 2013). Hair cells within these patches have their apical sides 

embedded in endorgan-specific gelatinous structures and are bathed in a potassium ion (K+) rich 

endolymph fluid. A characteristic feature of these cells, from which their name derives, is a collection 

of stereocilia bundles along their endolymph-projecting apical side (Lewis and Li, 1975; Hudspeth, 

1997) organized in a staircase fashion of increasing height. In vestibular hair cells, an anatomically 

distinct terminal cilia termed the kinocilium is present. Additionally, hair cell stereocilia are 

mechanically linked along the tips, a feature which when combined with their stepwise arrangement 

enables their function as a sensor for the shearing forces originating from acceleration dynamics 

during positional changes of the head/body (Hudspeth, 1997). Displacement of the stereocilia, for 

example during head rotation or head tilts, initiates either an increase or reduction of K+ conductance 

into hair cells though mechanically gated ion channels (Hudspeth, 1989; Zdebik et al., 2009). Thus, 

depending on the direction and degree of mechanical displacement, graded depolarization or 

hyperpolarization of the hair cell occurs. Evoked fluctuations in K+ conductance and subsequent 

changes in depolarization influence downstream signaling mechanisms within hair cells, such as e.g., 

activation of voltage-sensitive calcium (Ca2+) channels, which ultimately culminates in dynamic 

modulations of glutamate release onto innervating sensory neurons (Jones et al., 2008). Such changes 

in hair cell synaptic release modulate around a spontaneous homeostatic level (Goldberg, 2000; Jones 

et al., 2008), which in turn is reflected in deviations of spontaneous firing rates of afferent fibers. 

Spontaneous firing rates in afferent vestibular fibers range from small values as in e.g., Xenopus laevis 
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which operate around 0.1 to 14 Hz (Gensberger et al., 2016), to average rates which can occur well 

above 100 Hz in birds (Anastasio et al., 1985) and primates (Goldberg, 2000) or intermediate levels as 

in the gerbil (Dickman et al., 1991). Thus, vestibular afferent fibers universally exhibit a consistent and 

sustained tonic baseline spontaneous firing rate which can increase or decrease depending on 

upstream hair cell activity. Afferent vestibular neurons are anatomically of the bipolar type (Maklad 

and Fritzsch, 2003). Peripheral dendrites of these sensory neurons synapse on all hair cells within 

vestibular endorgans, and their central projecting axons terminate in stereotyped hindbrain target 

regions. The collective population of cell bodies for vestibular afferents, alternatively known as 

Scarpa’s ganglion (Curthoys, 1981; Horn, 2020), are located adjacent to sensory neurons which relay 

auditory information such as from e.g., the cochlea in mammals or lagena/saccule in amphibians (see 

below, Fritzsch et al., 2002; Koundakjian et al., 2007). The primary function of vestibular afferent fibers 

is to conduct sensory input into the brain. However, these afferent fibers on their own lack any internal 

physiological indication for which dimensional plane a motion is occurring in. To circumvent such a 

deficiency, which in the null condition would render the inner ear as being a simple on/off detector 

for bodily movement in space, afferent fibers are physiologically labeled by their peripheral endorgan 

targets (Kuruvilla et al., 1985; Beraneck and Lambert, 2020). In addition, specific morphophysiological 

characteristics can be used to distinguish afferent fibers for certain features of information they 

process. However, this is limited to frequency characteristics and continues to lack specificity of 

peripheral sensory origin (Eatock and Songer, 2011). In addition to afferent sensory fibers, cholinergic 

efferent neurons (Fritzsch and Elliott, 2017a) are also connected to vestibular endorgans. The axons 

of these fibers project from their cell body origin in the brainstem and innervate hair cells and afferent 

fibers directly (Hellmann and Fritzsch, 1996; Mathews et al., 2017). Vestibular efferent neurons are 

believed to serve a modulatory role in influencing peripheral sensitivity, however a spectrum of 

specific functionalities is described for them (Mathews et al., 2017). 

As mentioned above, the inner ear is not merely a simplistic on/off detector for body motion 

in space. Rather, it faithfully encodes various features of motion parameters. Positional and structural 

features of specific endorgans enable them to achieve such detailed encoding. Vestibular endorgans 

can thus be roughly divided into two categories: those which encode linear accelerations and those 

which encode rotational accelerations (Angelaki and Cullen, 2008; Glasauer and Knorr, 2020). Linear 

accelerations, such as during translational movements or positional alterations within the earth’s 

gravitational field, are detected by otolith endorgans. Within these organs are clusters of hair cells 

which are termed maculae that are embedded into a gelatinous matrix that is covered by collections 

of calcium crystals, typically termed otoconia or otoliths (Popper et al., 2005). Inertial displacement of 

these crystal masses, for example during a forward linear motion or head tilt, induces positional 
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changes in hair cell bundles which in turn influence synaptic release onto afferent dendrites. All 

vertebrates possess at least two otolith endorgans, the utricle and the saccule. Further otolith 

endorgans exist in certain species, such as the lagena in all non-therian mammals (Branoner et al., 

2016), the macula neglecta in coelacanths, reptiles, and sharks (Brichta and Goldberg, 1998), the 

amphibian papilla in urodeles and anurans (Fritzsch et al., 2002), and the basilar papilla in amphibians, 

birds, and reptiles (Fritzsch et al., 2013). Though beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is important 

to note that certain otolith endorgans are not specific to detecting self-motion alone. Specific 

endorgans in aquatic organisms such as e.g., the amphibian and basilar papillae as well as the saccule, 

are known to detect auditory stimuli from the environment mediated by sound wave propagation in 

aqueous environmental mediums, though this is likely a possibility to some degree for all otoliths (Ross 

and Smith, 1980; Fritzsch and Straka, 2014). The utricle is mostly horizontally positioned while the 

saccule and lagena are vertically orientated, though the utricle and saccule exhibit slight deviations 

from perfect horizontal or vertical positioning. Hair cells within utricular and saccular maculae are 

arranged non-uniformly with respect to the polarity of their stereocilia bundles, and group instead 

into roughly two oppositely orientated clusters which span a 360° directional range (Ono et al., 2020). 

These roughly dichotomously orientated clusters localize discretely on individual maculae between a 

central line of polarity reversal called the striola (Li et al., 2008; Ono et al., 2020). The relative 

orientations of the two macular endorgans and their corresponding hair cell polarities ensure a range 

of sensitivity across a complete three-dimensional space for linear accelerations. Otolith organ-

mediated inertial sensitivity, however, is unable to detect fast angular accelerations in space and thus 

alone would be unable to provide the CNS with information about rotational movements. Such an 

ability derives exclusively from the semi-circular canal system.  

Semi-circular canals are the anatomical structures which permit the detection of rotational 

movements in space. Jawed vertebrates possess three such canals which consist respectively of a 

singular canal which is situated in the horizontal plane, as well as two additional in a non-overlapping 

arrangement in the vertical plane (Groves and Fekete, 2012). The latter two canals are positioned ~45° 

either antero- or postero-laterally with respect to the midline of the head (Simpson and Graf, 1981). 

Nomenclature for the three semi-circular canals is apt and conforms to their geometric organization: 

horizontal canal(s), anterior canal(s), and posterior canal(s). Each canal is filled entirely with 

endolymph fluid and swells at one terminal end in a structure called an ampulla. The canals themselves 

lack any neurosensory components which are instead housed in individual ampullae (Chang et al., 

2004). Located in each ampullar structure are canal cristae, which consist of hair cells and supporting 

cells that are embedded in a gelatinous matrix called the cupula that spans the ampullar pouch (Chang 

et al., 2004). Unlike macular endorgans, where force bearing otoconia deflect their underlying matrix, 
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canal hair cell activity is influenced instead by deflections of the cupula from inertial lagging of 

endolymph fluid through the canals during head/body rotation (Hullar, 2006). Deflections of the 

cupula are bidirectional depending on the direction of head rotation. However, the excitatory 

sensitivity of a single semi-circular canal endorgan is for one direction only. Indeed, cristae hair cells 

exhibit a uniform polarity and are therefore all simultaneously either activated or deactivated 

depending on deflection of the cupula (Deans, 2021). This polarity homogeneity presents with 

physiological consequences such that sensory input from a singular canal report solely on rotational 

movements from one dimensional plane and sensory neurons are therefore excited from only one 

rotational direction (Blanks et al., 1975). Combined with the unique orthogonal distribution of the 

three canals, the inner ear is thus able to profile rotational accelerations faithfully in three-

dimensional space. 

Linear and angular acceleration signaling enable vertebrates to perceive all manner of active 

and passively generated movements. However, it is critical to note that vertebrates are bilaterians and 

thus naturally develop with two inner ears. As a result, vestibular endorgans exist as bilateral pairs 

across the midline of the head. Furthermore, bilateral pairs are arranged in a mirror-symmetry to each 

other (Curthoys, 2020; Deans, 2021). Coupled with individual intra-endorgan directional sensitivities 

(see above), bilateral pairs work in synergy to encode motion vectors. This is particularly evident for 

the semi-circular canals where bilateral pairs are excited by opposite directional motions in the same 

dimensional plane. Alternating rotations in the horizontal plane, for example, will drive excitatory 

responses in hair cells for one canal or the other, but in mutual exclusivity. Accordingly, rotation in the 

off-direction will elicit a decrease in endorgan activity on one side while the activity on the 

contralateral side is simultaneously increased. Bilateral otolith maculae follow a synergistic 

functionality for populations of hair cells with similar polarity. Tilts which activate hair cell populations 

of one polarity type in the left inner ear will also activate a corresponding population on the other 

bilateral side, albeit these populations will exist on different sides of their respective striola macular 

reversal lines, which differ between specific macular endorgans (Curthoys, 2020). As further discussed 

in chapter II of this dissertation, the mirror-symmetry of inner ears therefore ensures that individual 

endorgans on both bilateral sides are unique in their sensory capacity. Since the discharge rates of 

associated afferent fibers are causally linked to upstream hair cells, such functional dynamics are 

maintained during neuronal transmission into the hindbrain. Indeed, fluctuation of afferent resting 

activity above and below homeostatic rates is a key feature of vestibular sensory processing (Kim and 

Curthoys, 2004; Gensberger et al., 2016). These combined features contribute to a hallmark 

characteristic of functionality in the vestibular periphery referred to as “push-pull” functionality, 

which assists in strengthening and amplifying sensory detection (Platt and Straka, 2020).  
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Dynamic transformations of vestibular signaling  

 

Head/body movements of vertebrates span a considerable spectrum of accelerations and 

resultant frequency profiles (Carriot et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2021). Beyond simple computations of 

directionality, vestibular endorgans can extract features from such complex movements which assist 

in discriminating frequency spectra during self-motion. Sensory resolution of this manner is afforded 

by a diversity of hair cells and afferent neurons with distinctive morphophysiological properties 

(Eatock and Songer, 2011). Hair cells, which universally maintain their role as sensors of 

mechanosensory stimuli, have a heterogeneity in morphophysiological traits that is observable at the 

level of stereocilia bundles, cell body morphology, and afferent terminal innervation (Goldberg, 2000; 

Eatock and Songer, 2011). Differences in the latter two features enable a classification of vestibular 

hair cells into two varieties: type I and type II. Type I hair cells are bulbous, flask shaped, and 

innervated by afferent terminals of the calyx type, while type II hair cells are more slender, columnar 

in shape, and innervated in a bouton-like fashion (Lewis and Li, 1975; Gopen et al., 2003; Burns and 

Stone, 2017). Type I and type II can be further differentiated based on stereocilia features such as e.g., 

bundle height, stereocilia quantity, and structure of terminal edge cilia, which are known to differently 

influence electrophysiological properties of sensory transduction (Spoon et al., 2011; Eatock and 

Songer, 2011). Type I hair cells in turtles, for example, have been shown to have more stereocilia than 

type II, a feature which contributes to higher degrees of current flow in the former (Moravec and 

Peterson, 2004). Differences in bundle morphologies are not exclusive to type I or type II designations 

however, particularly given that anamniotes possess only type II (Lewis and Li, 1975; Straka et al., 

2009) and yet maintain several different types of hair cell bundles as e.g., shown in the bullfrog (Lewis 

and Li, 1975). These variations in response characteristics assign individual hair cells to a functional 

dichotomy of being selective filters for the processing of either low frequency (e.g., slow head tilts) 

versus higher frequency (e.g., fast head rotations or translations) movements (Beraneck and Straka, 

2011).  

Sensory afferent fibers present with similar features that permit the continued disassociation 

of low versus high frequency movement processing. As mentioned above, type I hair cells in amniotes 

are innervated in a calyx fashion. In line with the properties of these hair cells that enable their 

selectivity for high frequency motions, terminal calyces contribute to fast conduction of synaptic 

signaling (Schneggenburger et al., 1999). However, it is of worth to note that not all afferents 

correspond to simple calyx or bouton terminals, as some afferents are dimorphic and indeed innervate 
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with both terminal types (Goldberg, 2000; Eatock and Songer, 2011). Therefore, afferents are better 

classified according to their response timing and dynamics. Tonic afferents are so termed due to their 

regularity in spontaneous response timing and maintained spike rates during continued stimulation. 

In contrast, phasic afferents exhibit irregular firing rates at rest and upon stimulation undergo a burst 

of activity followed by fast spike attenuation (Blanks and Precht, 1976; Lasker et al., 2008; Kalluri et 

al. 2010). Tonic fibers thus are more suitable for encoding e.g., head tilts or slow translations, whereas 

phasic fibers are ideal for higher frequency head/body movements. In regard to endorgan distribution, 

tonic fibers mostly innervate extra-striolar regions in macular endorgans and peripheral regions of 

canal cristae, while phasic fibers mostly target areas around the striola and central cristae regions, 

respectively (Lysakowski and Goldberg, 2004; Eatock et al., 2008; Eatock and Songer, 2011). 

Generation of these distinct response characteristics is attributed to multiple mechanisms, such as 

e.g., anatomical characteristics based on zonal location in endorgan sensory epithelia from frequency 

tuned hair cells, biophysical hair cell-afferent synaptic mechanisms, and intrinsic modulation of spike 

regularity through specific sets of ion channels (Eatock et al., 2008; Straka et al., 2009; Kalluri et al., 

2010; Contini et al., 2022). In the case of the latter, a few notable contributors have been reported, 

such as γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) mediated activation of metabotropic GABA-B receptors (Holstein 

et al., 2004). Vestibular afferents are excited by hair-cell derived glutamate through α-amino-3-

hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors 

(Niedzielski and Wenthold, 1995), which drive depolarizations and subsequent action potential 

generation. In contrast, phasic neurons are unique in their inhibition by GABA release which permit K+ 

mediated hyperpolarization of the cell, leading to spike attenuation. Such K+ conductance is known to 

be mediated by low-voltage gated potassium channels of the Shaker related Kv1 family (Kalluri et al., 

2010). In fact, selective use of the chemical 4-Aminopyridine (4-AP), which blocks Kv1 channels, has 

been shown to convert response dynamics of phasic neurons into those expected in tonic fibers 

(Kalluri et al., 2010). More passive features, such as cell body and neurite size also contribute to the 

generation of phasic responses simply by conduction velocity alone, which is proportional to diameter. 

In the case of phasic fibers, their size has been demonstrated to be larger than their tonic counterparts 

(Honrubia et al., 1989; Goldberg, 2000).  

Encoding the diverse features of self-motion which span variable frequency domains is a task 

well suited to the dynamic properties of frequency-tuned vestibular neurosensory cells. This 

discriminatory transmission ability has also been shown to be present in hindbrain vestibular targets 

in Ranid frogs (Beraneck et al., 2007; Pfanzelt et al., 2008; Straka et al., 2009) as well as downstream 

motor effectors for gaze-stabilization in larval Xenopus (Dietrich et al., 2017) to assist in faithful 

vestibular sensorimotor processing. In the case of motor commands, frequency tuned pathways are 
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present in the morphophysiological properties of motoneurons themselves (Dietrich et al., 2017). The 

ability to process differential frequency characteristics simultaneously through neurosensory and 

central pathways is referred to as parallel-processing and constitutes a general principle for vestibular 

sensorimotor transformations (Straka et al., 2004; Beraneck and Lambert, 2020). In addition, from a 

perspective of neural plasticity where flexibility in the face of environmental demands is paramount, 

parallel channels offer a provocative site of modulatory ability to assist in adaptive responses. In 

summary, vestibular endorgans in the inner ear are optimal peripheral sensors for detecting changes 

in body position and motion in space. 

 

Visual input during self-motion: optic flow from the retina 

 

Self-motion results in dynamic shifts of head/body position. As mentioned previously, a result 

of this movement is that the eyes of an organism accompany the head/body during its three-

dimensional displacement and thus are simultaneously moved with it. During conjoint displacement 

with the head/body, the area of the visual periphery that the eyes view changes accordingly. Such 

changes of the visual scene are used to estimate self-motion (Lappe et al., 1999). The neurosensory 

cells of the eyes include light sensitive photoreceptors and their associated sensory afferents, the 

retinal ganglion cells (RGCs; Kim et al., 2021). These cells localize in the retina, a highly organized 

laminar structure within the complex architecture of the eye along with other supporting cells such as 

bipolar, horizontal, and amacrine cells (Kha et al., 2019). Visual detection of the world is accomplished 

by coordinated efforts of the cell types within the retina, but the effectors for sensory transduction 

and transmission into the brain are photoreceptors and RGCs, respectively. Sensory input to the eyes 

is topographic, with characteristics of the peripheral visual scene being represented in spatial 

correspondence on the retina (Cline and Constantine-Paton, 1989; Cang et a., 2018). In the case of 

self-motion mentioned above, the entire visual scene is shifted concomitantly with movement of the 

head/body. This generates a full-field panoramic shift of the visual scene that is classically referred to 

as optic flow and is used as an estimate of bodily motion in space (Angelaki, 2014; Matsuda and Kubo, 

2021). Indeed, visual motion alone can be convincing enough to cause perceptions of apparent self-

motion despite being physically stationary (Dichgans and Brandt, 1978; McAssey et al., 2020). Optic 

flow signaling originates from changes in light detected by photoreceptors, however, single  

photoreceptors alone are argued to be incapable of motion processing (Borst, 2007). Instead, motion 

percepts are attributed to the signaling efforts of direction sensitive populations of RGCs (Barlow and 

Hill, 1963; Matsuda and Kubo, 2021) which process and relay this information into stereotyped second 
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order targets in the brainstem where computations continue (e.g., Nikolaou et al., 2012; see below). 

In addition, contributions from other retinal cell types through specific synaptic connectivities 

influence the processing of visual motion stimuli (Briggman et al., 2011).  

Optic flow contributes to a variety of environmentally relevant visuomotor behaviors such as 

navigation, heading, collision avoidance, and distance approximations (Lappe, 1999; Bhagavatula et 

al., 2011; Helmer et al., 2017). Furthermore, such visual input assists in stabilization of the body (Kist 

and Portugues, 2019), the head (Wagner et al., 2022), and the eyes (Masseck and Hoffmann, 2009a) 

with respect to the visual world. In visually guided vertebrates, and indeed many invertebrates 

(Helmer et al., 2017; Busch et al., 2018), all head/body motion in space will coactivate visual-mediated 

panoramic optic flow. Therefore, visual information is recruited by the CNS to aid in interpreting and 

responding to self-motion.  

 

Multi-modal convergence of self-motion information  

 

Beyond vestibular and visual input, sensory information from other environmental modalities 

contribute to self-motion processing. For example, proprioceptive input from muscle spindles (Cullen 

and Zobeiri, 2021) is a prominent contributor to motion precepts given that it provides real time 

feedback on how the body is physically positioned. Additionally, non-vestibular mechanosensory 

gated modalities are also recruited to extract features of head/body movements, such as auditory 

information (Tanahashi et al., 2015) as well as the lateral line system of teleosts and amphibians 

(Chagnaud et al., 2017). In addition, olfaction helps with gaze-stabilizing movements as demonstrated 

in the fruit fly (Chow et al., 2011). Combined with concomitant visuo-vestibular signaling and given 

the wealth of additional input afforded by these other sensory systems, encoding of self-motion is 

thus rarely accomplished by a singular modality.  

Within the CNS, visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive information converges extensively along 

vestibular network pathways, starting at the vestibular nuclei and ranging to even the telencephalon 

(Angelaki and Cullen, 2008; Fritzsch et al., 2022). For example, cells within the vestibular nuclei have 

been shown to be responsive to visual input alone, as well as during vestibular stimulation (Waespe 

and Henn, 1977). One benefit of such combinations is likely in the reduction of sensory ambiguities. 

Optic flow for example is not a perfect solution for determination of body movement. Indeed, it is 

only an approximation generated by motion of the visual scene relative to the organism and is thus 

sensitive to objects which independently move in the environment (Sasaki et al., 2017). Cooperative 

processing between vestibular and visual input has been demonstrated to help reduce such ambiguity 
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in the rhesus monkey through converging inputs (Sasaki et al., 2017). Auditory information is also 

known to resolve sensory differences in a similar manner. Echolocating bats have demonstrated the 

ability to integrate visual and auditory stimuli to good effect (Kugler et al., 2019) despite the low 

reliance on vision by these nocturnal animals (Kugler et al., 2016), which was argued to help resolve 

extrinsic and intrinsic ambiguities (Kugler et al., 2019). Auditory cues are apparently rather effective 

in their recruitment for self-motion percepts. Human subjects reported experiencing illusions of self-

motion from auditory stimuli alone, which was strengthened considerably when combined with visual 

input (Keshavarz et al., 2014), a sign that convergent processing is robust in these modalities. 

Behavioral consequences of vestibular impairments have even been shown to be ameliorated due to 

contributions from other modalities (Darlington and Smith, 2000). Even olfaction, as demonstrated in 

the fruit fly, is integrated extensively with visual and mechanosensory input and helps gaze-

stabilization (Sherman and Dickinson, 2003; Chow et al., 2011). Proprioceptive signaling is another 

noteworthy example in its beneficial interactions with the vestibular system which aids in the 

disassociation of active and passive movements (Cullen and Zobeiri, 2021). The former movements 

are generated by the organism directly (e.g., running, swimming, flying) while the latter are the result 

of extrinsically driven displacements of the body (e.g., wind buffering midflight, unexpected falls, or 

bodily displacements by water). Specific cellular targets in the vestibular nucleus exhibited prominent 

activity profiles during passive movements but were suppressed during actively generated motion 

(Roy and Cullen, 2001). Importantly, proprioceptive feedback during motion was critically important 

in such modulatory ability (Brooks and Cullen, 2014), further highlighting the necessary contributions 

of the latter modality for self-motion computations. A distinguishing note here is that vestibular nuclei 

target neurons which show this effect appear to be specific to those which project to the spinal cord 

or to the thalamus. In contrast, ocular motor projecting neurons use an alternate strategy which aims 

at suppression of gaze-stabilizing commands during voluntary shifts of the eye (Cullen and Zobeiri, 

2021). Therefore, it seems that proprioceptive feedback is relevant for ensuring physiologically 

appropriate behaviors resulting from self-motion.  

Though this section seeks to provide select examples of the importance of multi-sensory 

integration, it should be noted that non-sensory predictive motor signaling also operates in the 

computational processing of self-motion (Straka et al., 2018). Duplication of motor signaling is often 

relayed in the CNS and derives from either higher order centers in the form of corollary discharge 

pathways or from motor execution circuits as efference copies (Straka et al., 2018). In the above 

example of active/passive discrimination, the ability to gate central vestibular activity is believed to 

be due to a proprioceptive comparison to internal efference copies (Brooks and Cullen, 2014). 

Predictive motor signaling also seems to be instrumental in modulating activity of efferent 
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motoneurons which regulate inner ear sensory transduction (Chagnaud et al., 2015) as well as during 

suppression of vestibular evoked gaze-stabilization during undulatory swimming in larval Xenopus 

tadpoles and lamprey (Lambert et al., 2012; Wibble et al., 2022). 

 

Neuronal circuit control of gaze-stabilization 

 

Gaze-stabilization is an important sensorimotor transformation for moving vertebrates. As 

mentioned previously, dynamic changes in position displace the entire body, which includes the eyes. 

Motion-induced displacement of the eyes is rather detrimental for maintenance of visual acuity, as 

unexpected or continual optic flow is often not beneficial for an organism when visually interacting in 

their environment (Land, 1999; Angelaki and Hess, 2005). A method of counteracting this diminution 

of visual acuity is through short latency neuronal reflexes which derive from vestibular and visual 

inputs (see above). These reflexes transduce, transmit, and finally transform motion sensory 

information into motor commands which execute corrective adjustments of the eyes to keep the 

visual scene stable (Schweigart et al., 1997; Straka et al., 2014). Stabilizing movements of the eyes 

serve to negate bodily-induced displacements and thus maintain visual acuity during motion. Given 

that vestibular and visual information is processed through different peripheral sensory organs, a 

conceptual separation of these modalities into discrete pathways has led to a classification of a 

distinctive vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR) and optokinetic reflex (OKR). Though this thesis is focused on 

plasticity in the VOR, the synergistic co-activation of these two reflexes (França de Barros et al., 2020), 

and their extensive central convergence (Angelaki and Cullen, 2008), necessitates the discussion of 

both. The following sections will introduce and describe these reflexes.  

 

Extraocular muscles and their cranial motoneurons 

 

The common effector targets of motor commands for both the VOR and OKR are the 

extraocular muscles (EOM). Jawed vertebrates possess six primary EOMs, organized locally into 

antagonistic pairs. Two oblique muscles; superior and inferior, and four recti muscles; superior, 

inferior, lateral, and medial which are arranged around the eye (Fritzsch et al., 1990; Spencer and 

Porter, 2006). The collective contraction dynamics of all six extraocular muscles allow precise 

movements of the eyes, which are generally separated into two categories: movements that shift the 

eyes or that stabilize them (Horn and Straka, 2021). The latter is of interest in the work presented 
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here, however the former warrant a special notice given their prominence in a variety of species with 

a fovea or similar structures in the eye which permit high resolution detection (Land, 2015). 

Irrespective of movement type however, eye motion is accomplished through signaling from 

dedicated extraocular motor nerves (Spencer and Porter, 2006). 

The innervation of the extraocular muscles is rather conserved throughout evolution with just 

few exceptions. Innervating the superior and inferior recti (SR, IR), as well as the medial rectus (MR) 

and inferior oblique (IO) muscles are branches of the oculomotor cranial nerve (IIIth). The abducens 

cranial nerve (VIth) innervates the lateral rectus muscle (LR), while the trochlear nerve (IVth) connects 

its axons with the superior oblique muscle (SO; Büttner-Ennever, 1992; Horn, 2020). This innervation 

organization principle is lateralized in jawed vertebrates, with the corresponding nuclei (nIII, nVI, and 

nIV, respectively) of these nerves being located on the ipsilateral side to their target muscles (Büttner-

Ennever, 1992; Horn, 2020). However, an exception to this arrangement is in the case of the axonal 

branches of the IIIth and IVth nerve which innervate the contralateral SR and SO muscles respectively, 

following either cell migration or axonal crossing of the midline during development (Gilland and 

Baker, 2005; Bjorke et al., 2016). A further noticeable exception to this arrangement is in 

elasmobranchii such as shown in the stingray, where in addition to SO and SR contralateral 

innervation, the MR is innervated by axons from the contralateral nIII (Graf and Brunken, 1984; 

Puzdrowski and Leonard, 1994). Non-motor internuclear populations in both the nIII and nVI exist 

adjacent to motor clusters. These populations project, respectively, to abducens or oculomotor motor 

areas (Straka and Dieringer, 1991). Internuclear projections from the abducens nucleus terminate 

contralaterally (Baker and Highstein, 1975), whereas oculomotor axonal trajectories show mixed ipsi- 

and contralateral terminations (Clendaniel and Mays, 1994). Both are assist in the generation of 

conjugate horizontal eye motions (Baker and Highstein, 1975; Clendaniel and Mays, 1994). A critical 

organizational feature in all vertebrates is in the spatial positioning of respective EOMs and their 

pulling directions, which are generally rather aligned with the semi-circular canals of the inner ear 

with only slight deviations across species (Simpson and Graf, 1981). The functional importance of this 

will become clear in the following section. 

 

Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) 

 

Linking vestibular endorgans to the extraocular muscles is the vestibulo-ocular reflex. 

Traditionally considered to be one of the most conserved of vertebrate circuits, and often referred to 

as a “simple reflex-arc” (Straka et al., 2014) due to its simplistic three-neuronal arrangement 
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(Szentágothai, 1950) and short latency processing time (Collewijn and Smeets, 2000), the VOR is 

afforded a prominent place in vestibular circuit research. Any meaningful neurobiological profiling of 

a particular circuit requires a defined behavior which approximates the functional permissivity of 

neuronal processing (Bagnall and Schoppik, 2018) and indeed the VOR serves a singular purpose in 

executing compensatory movements of the eyes to reduce retinal image slip. This relatively simple 

behavior is executed through just few select muscles (see above) and is largely invariant in its outcome 

across vertebrates (Straka and Dieringer, 2004; Straka et al., 2014), including even the lamprey, the 

oldest extant vertebrate (Rovainen, 1976). The conserved and simplistic VOR behavior has 

correspondingly conserved circuit functionalities and anatomical arrangements (Graf et al., 1997), 

which is not surprising given that evolutionary pressures such as natural selection act on behavior only 

and thus indirectly on circuits themselves (Tosches, 2017). Due to this commonality across 

vertebrates, understanding of the principles of vestibular processing has benefited from experimental 

profiling of VOR circuits in many species such as frog (Gensberger et al., 2016), fish (Graf et al., 1997; 

Bianco et al., 2012), cat (Zennou-Azogui et al., 1994), and monkeys (Sadeghi et al., 2007) where general 

conclusions find applicability in holistic understanding of the vestibular system (Straka et al., 2016).  

Sensory afferents carrying input from the vestibular endorgans project into the vestibular 

nuclei in the hindbrain (Fritzsch et al., 2005; Soupiadou et al., 2020), where they innervate second-

order vestibular neurons. While not all afferent fibers project to the vestibular nuclei, as some exhibit 

a direct termination in the cerebellum (Barmack et al., 1993) or abducens nucleus (Uchino et al., 1994), 

most afferent fibers terminate in these dedicated and stereotyped regions in the hindbrain. These 

regions are historically classified according to their anatomical position along the developmental 

rhombomeric scaffold and are termed by such an arrangement: medial vestibular nucleus (MVN), 

lateral vestibular nucleus (LVN), superior vestibular nucleus (SVN), and descending/inferior vestibular 

nucleus (DVN) (Horn, 2020). In addition, teleosts, ampibians, and birds have an additional hindbrain 

center which receives afferent input termed the tangential nucleus (Peusner and Morest, 1997; Bianco 

et al., 2012; Branoner et al., 2016). Second-order vestibular neuron populations can also be mapped 

according to the trajectory of their projections (Glover, 1996). A projection-based map from central 

hindbrain targets is argued to be a better organizational determinate given that a world-topographic 

map is absent for vestibular inputs (Glover, 1996; Maklad and Fritzsch, 2003; Straka and Baker, 2013). 

For vestibulo-ocular projections, a trajectory map is particularly useful as it reveals specific clusters of 

second-order targets which relay signaling events for specific eye muscles and thus dedicated VOR 

behaviors (Straka et al., 2014). Beyond those of the vestibular-ocular type, other second-order 

vestibular trajectories exist, such as projections to autonomic (Holstein et al., 2012) or thalamic 

centers (Wijesinghe et al., 2015) but for the purposes of this VOR-centric dissertation, will not be 
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discussed further. Sensory information from the inner ear is separated into linear (otolith derived) and 

angular (semicircular canal derived) channels and is represented centrally in partially distinct circuits 

which comprise the linear and angular VORs, respectively.  

Angular VOR pathways relay transduced signals from the semicircular canals to ipsilateral 

second-order vestibular neurons. From here, a general dichotomous principle is observed in the 

projections of second-order targets irrespective of canal origin. Vestibular-projection neurons extend 

their axons either contralaterally to directly innervate and excite specific extraocular motoneuron 

nuclei through glutamatergic signaling (Büttner-Ennever, 1992; Graf et al., 1997) or project their axons 

to the extraocular motor nuclei on the ipsilateral side and drive an inhibition through GABA or glycine 

(Spencer et al., 1989; Büttner-Ennever, 1992; Graf et al., 1997). Excitatory and inhibitory projection 

neurons are spatially segregated in the hindbrain (Spencer et al., 1989). The targeting of specific 

motoneurons depends on the peripheral identity of the canal supplying the sensory input. For 

example, vestibular-projection neurons receiving same-sided afferent input from a posterior canal 

have contralateral axonal trajectories onto the oculomotor nucleus. From here, branches of the 

oculomotor nerve innervate the SO and IR muscles. Due to the crossing of the SO innervating nerve 

however, the innervation of this muscle is ipsilateral to the activated canal, whereas the IR is 

contralateral. This ensures that both eyes are yoked upwards during e.g., head rotation/tilts in frontal 

eyed animals (reviewed nicely in Horn, 2020). In lateral eyed animals with correspondingly shifted 

optic axes, such yoking is more torsional in nature (Bianco et al., 2012). At the same time, inhibitory 

vestibular-projection neurons innervate ipsilateral IO and SR oculomotor motoneurons. Such an 

inhibition ensures that antagonistically pulling muscles are not activated and thus permit correctly 

directed eye movements. Activity profiles for the horizontal canal follows a comparable scheme, with 

contralateral excitation and ipsilateral inhibition of abducens motoneurons, albeit the latter inhibition 

is accomplished through glycinergic signaling pathways (Spencer et al., 1989; Soupiadou et al., 2018). 

In addition, a synaptic intermediate is present in the horizontal angular VOR in the form of abducens 

internuclear neurons (Baker and Highstein, 1975; Straka and Dieringer, 1993). These glutamatergic 

internuclear neurons project across the midline and innervate MR motoneurons ipsilateral to the 

excitatory vestibular projection neurons. In doing so, the MR is driven to co-contract with the LR and 

ensures conjugate oppositely-directed horizontal movements of the eyes during horizontal rotation 

(Straka and Dieringer, 1993). These pathways are found in all jawed vertebrates, although a few 

notable species-specific exceptions and proposed supplementary pathways have been described, 

particularly with respect to auxiliary connections which serve to compensate for minor misalignments 

between EOMs and respective semi-circular canals (Pantle and Dieringer, 1998; Straka and Dieringer, 

2004). Additionally, a considerable difference is found in elasmobranchii such as the shark, where due 
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to the crossing MR branches of the oculomotor nerve, conjugate eye movements are produced from 

direct crossed excitation of MR motoneurons and disynaptic ipsilateral abducens internuclear 

intermediates (Graf et al., 2002).  

Linear accelerations are detected by otolith endorgans and are processed accordingly in 

specific VOR pathways depending on the type of motion. Comparatively however, the wealth of 

knowledge on angular VOR has historically surpassed its linear counterparts (Büttner-Ennever, 1999; 

Angelaki and Hess, 1996; Straka and Dieringer, 2004). Despite this comparative empirical lag, different 

linear VORs are known to be activated based on specific dimensional translations, as observed from 

distinct eye movement types. Forward/backward translations elicit disconjugate eye movements 

whereas medial/lateral translations drive conjugate motion of the eyes. A rostrally directed 

translation, for example, will lead to convergence of the eyes toward the midline, whereas a leftward 

translation causes a rightward shift of the eyes (Straka and Dieringer, 2004). Additionally, tilting of the 

head either along the rostral/caudal axis (pitch) or to the sides (roll) drives corresponding yoking of 

the eyes in the upward/downward or in the corresponding counter-torsional direction, respectively 

(Schoppik et al., 2017). It should be noted however, that signaling from the semi-circular canals are 

present during motions of the latter type and contribute to disambiguating rolls/tilts from strictly 

linear translations (Glasauer and Knorr, 2020). Linear VOR circuits differ from angular VOR pathways 

in their synaptic arrangement, at least in the connections preceding motoneuron innervation of 

muscles. For example, linear VOR circuits lack disynaptic ipsilateral inhibition of antagonistic 

motoneurons (Rohregger and Dieringer, 2002), though it maintains crossed excitatory connections as 

shown in frogs (Straka and Dieringer, 2004; Branoner et al., 2016), fish (Bianco et al., 2012; Schoppik 

et al., 2017), and cat (Baker et al., 1973). Linear VOR pathways have been described in better detail 

for the frog, which present with clear crossed excitatory connections combined with likely uncrossed 

GABA-mediated inhibitory signaling (Branoner et al., 2016; Soupiadou et al., 2018). This general 

arrangement seems to be consistent in anurans (Straka and Dieringer, 2004; Branoner et al., 2016) 

and fish (Bianco et al., 2012; Schoppik et al., 2017) and is conserved across most vertebrates (Straka 

and Baker, 2013). Evidence of polysynaptic circuits complicates a purely simplistic arrangement 

beyond anurans however, as particularly shown for the cat (Sasaki et al., 1991; Uchino et al., 1996) as 

well as even shorter latency monosynaptic connections (Uchino et al., 1996). Nonetheless, relatively 

short latency pathways from otolith input onto motoneurons continues to be a hallmark for VOR 

processing across vertebrates. With respect to differential contributions of otolith endorgans, the 

utricle is the likely common contributor to vestibulo-ocular computations across species, particularly 

given the lack of, or relatively weak, contributions from the saccule (Rohregger and Dieringer, 2002; 

Isu et al., 2000). Within individual otolith endorgans, such as the utricle, distinct populations of 360°-
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arranged hair cells are recruited during different motion types (Deans, 2021), which contribute the 

necessary spatial segregation of peripheral input needed to link movement in space to correctly 

generated VOR eye movements. 

Variations in circuit strategies aside, a few functional principles for VOR processing are 

important to note. Optimal execution of any VOR is during mid-range to higher frequency head/body 

movements (França de Barros et al., 2020). Indeed, in foveated organisms VOR processing is sufficient 

for gaze-stabilization within a bandwidth of 1 Hz to 50 Hz (Eatock and Songer, 2011). However, this 

bandwidth level can be lower such as shown in afoveate anurans which exhibit sensitivities below 1 

Hz (Gensberger et al., 2016). Irrespective of the dynamic ranges between species, very low frequency 

motions are difficult to interpret by the vestibular system and instead are encoded optimally through 

optic flow neurosensory pathways (Masseck and Hoffmann, 2009a). Transformations of optic flow are 

important during vestibulo-ocular processing, as VOR pathways are open loop and receive no known 

self-feedback on the quality or success of the executed movement (Zhou et al., 2003). One method of 

closing this feedback loop is through the optokinetic reflex system (Collewijn, 1989). 

 

Optokinetic-reflex (OKR) 

 

Gaze-stabilization through visual pathways is accomplished by the OKR. To maintain a stable 

image on the retina during panoramic shifting of the visual word, the OKR elicits eye movements which 

follow the moving visual scene (Robinson, 1981; Matsuda and Kubo, 2021). These eye movements are 

therefore syndirectional with the motion vector of optic flow. Given that this reflex terminates on 

extraocular motoneurons, it is continuously provided with direct feedback on the efficacy of 

sensorimotor maintenance of visual acuity (Chen et al., 2014). OKR elicited eye motion can periodically 

be interrupted by stereotyped, oppositely-directed, fast jerking movements if the eyes reach the 

extreme ends of their motion range (Beck et al., 2004). These resetting movements, which are called 

fast- or quick- phases, physically ensure that the preceding following motion can be maintained (Beck 

et al., 2004; Gravot et al., 2017). OKR behaviors have been observed in many vertebrates and the 

neuronal circuity underlying these reflexes has been extensively characterized (Giolli et al., 2006; 

Masseck and Hoffmann, 2009a). Such behaviors and corresponding processing centers are present 

even in the lamprey, as remarkably demonstrated by Wibble and colleagues (2022). Axon bundles of 

motion sensitive RGCs target dedicated midbrain and diencephalon regions. An evolutionary 

conserved cluster of nuclei, referred to as the accessory optic system (AOS), receives such input. In 

mammals, the AOS consists of a dorsal terminal nucleus (DTN), lateral terminal nucleus (LTN), and a 
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medial terminal nucleus (MTN; Fredericks et al., 1988; Simpson et al., 1988a). In birds and amphibians, 

the AOS nuclei are referred to as the nuclei of the basal optic root (nBOR; Gruberg and Grasse, 1984; 

McKenna and Wallman, 1985). In addition to AOS centers, a distinct termination site exists in a 

diencephalic pretectal nucleus. For mammals, this consists of the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) or 

the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (NLM; McKenna and Wallman, 1985) in e.g., anurans and 

reptiles (Masseck and Hoffmann, 2009a). Teleost fish have a common structure termed the area 

pretectalis (APT) which functions analogously as an AOS and prectectal structure in the previous 

species (Kubo et al., 2014). AOS and pretectal nuclei have efferent axonal trajectories that terminate 

on extraocular nuclei directly as demonstrated in a variety of species, such as frog (Cochran et al., 

1984), and pigeon (Brecha and Karton, 1979), although with only indirect polysynaptic connections in 

mammals (Giolli et al., 2006; Horn and Straka, 2021). The trajectories of these connections to specific 

extraocular motor centers correspond to the functional type of the AOS and pretectal sites. For 

example, the prectectal NLM is sensitive to horizontal optic flow and has ipsilateral projections to the 

abducens nucleus as well as likely indirect innervation of contralatetal oculomotor MR branches 

through abducens internuclear neurons (Holstege and Collewijn 1982; Cochran et al., 1984; Straka and 

Dieringer, 1991). The nBOR is sensitive for vertical visual motion and has efferent connections to 

relevant oculomotor and trochlear nuclei for vertical motion of the eyes (Brecha and Karten, 1980).  

 Synaptic relay from the AOS and pretectal centers has an additional indirect pathway to the 

extraocular motor nuclei which routes in sequence through the inferior olive, cerebellum, and 

vestibular nuclei (Horn and Straka, 2021). The OKR and VOR are therefore synergistic with each other, 

given that they converge on extraocular motor nuclei in the direct pathway and indirectly at the 

vestibular nuclei. This shared convergence, as well as a similar three-neuronal reflex arrangement in 

the former, highlight the cooperative nature of these circuits (Cochran et al., 1984). Indeed, APT 

neurons in fish and AOS cells in the rabbit have been shown to exhibit directional tuning responses 

which spatially align with the orientation of the semicircular canals (Simpson et al., 1988b; Masseck 

and Hoffmann, 2009b). This synergistic interaction is present even in the lamprey (Wibble et al., 2022), 

suggesting that such processing is conserved extensively. 

 

Development of the inner ear and vestibular circuitry  

 

 The molecular identity and functional properties of neurosensory cells and neurons are 

defined during development. Following, circuit assembly serves to connect ensembles of neurons with 

each other as well as with peripheral sensory and terminal motor effectors. These ontogenetic events 
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establish the constraints with which the nervous system can be flexible and plastic in response to 

sensory conditions (Tosches, 2017; Elliott and Gordy, 2020). Understanding the events leading to the 

formation of mature sensorimotor circuits is thus of interest in understanding neuronal plasticity. The 

next sections will summarize development of the peripheral and central vestibular system with 

emphasis on VOR circuits.  

 

Development of the inner ear and vestibular sensory neurons 
 

 The inner ears originate bilaterally from vertebrate otic placodes (Ohyama et al., 2007). 

Located dorsolateral and external to the developing neural tube (NT), the various placodes (e.g., 

olfactory, otic, and lateral line) arise from panplacodal ectoderm, which subdivides into discrete 

placodes through differential gene expression (Schlosser, 2006). The otic placode, which is specified 

through a series of regulated events which include fibroblast growth factor (FGF), bone 

morphogenetic protein (BMP), and Wnt signaling (Freter et al., 2008; Groves and Fekete, 2012), 

undergoes subsequent thickening and invagination to from a transitory structure called the otic cup 

(Torres and Giráldez, 1998). Following, the otic cup separates entirely from the surrounding placodal 

area and closes to form a hollow ball of cells referred to as the otic vesicle or otocyst (Elliott and 

Fritzsch, 2010; Fritzsch et al., 2010). The otic vesicle, and its precursor placode, are critical structures 

as they give rise to all neurosensory, supporting, and nonsensory cell types in the inner ear (Wu and 

Kelley, 2012). Patterning of the vesicle along the dorso-ventral, anterior-posterior, and medial-lateral 

axes is initiated by cascades of molecular and genetic events which allow the formation of the complex 

inner ear cytoarchitecture and its neurosensory domains (Wu and Kelley, 2012; Fekete and Wu, 2002).  

Delamination and migration of neuroblasts from such neurosensory domain regions in the 

otic pit/otic vesicle, which is the sole provider of sensory afferents for the inner ear (Fritzsch et al., 

2015), begins the development of the future statoacoustic ganglion (Fritzsch, 2003; Wanner and 

Miller, 2007), the identities of which are specified in part by expression of Neurogenin 1 and Neuronal 

differentiation 1 and their downstream effectors (Ma et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2000). Additionally, 

auditory versus vestibular neuroblasts are believed to be influenced by spatial patterning of the 

otocyst, given that the later exit the otic cup/otocyst more laterally than the former (Bell et al., 2008), 

although specific mechanisms governing acquisition of one or the other identity is still unclear (Appler 

and Goodrich, 2011). Notch-delta lateral inhibition assists in this process, as well as in determining the 

formation of prosensory cells which give rise to mechanosensory hair cells (Daudet and Lewis, 2005; 

Brown and Groves, 2020), which rely on atonal homolog 1 (Atoh1; Bermingham et al., 1999) and other 
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genes (Fritzsch and Beisel, 2001). In addition to development of neurosensory cell types, the complex 

structural features of vestibular endorgans develop from specified regions within the otic vesicle that 

are dependent on prior axes patterning, such as sonic hedgehog (Shh) specification along the dorsal-

ventral axis which influences endorgan formation (Bok et al., 2007). The semi-circular canals and 

otolith ducts form as the result of three-dimensional morphological and growth changes in the vesicle 

which produces chambers and channels (Groves and Fekete, 2012). For each semi-circular canal, 

protrusions from the vesicle extend outward and undergo a fusion to form hollow tubular structures 

(Haddon and Lewis, 1991; Haddon and Lewis, 1996). Formation of the otolith organs, which as 

mentioned previously are housed in recesses and pouches, is also due to morphological changes in 

the ear, and is likely the result of dynamics associated with anatomical changes of epithelial tissue 

(Glover, 2020). The genes and molecular pathways governing the development of the inner ear have 

been extensively explored, through efforts of single gene analysis as well as complex regulatory 

interactions between multiple genes and machinery proteins (Fritzsch and Elliott, 2017b). 

Within each vestibular endorgan, the development of hair cell organization and stereocilia 

polarity is a critical step, particularly given the stark contrast between the 360° orientation of hair cells 

within macular endorgans and the uniformity observed in the canal cristae. Regulating hair cell 

polarities in these endorgans are planar cell polarity (PCP) genes and proteins (Deans et al., 2007; 

Duncan et al., 2017). Loss of these genes results in aberrant distributions of hair cell polarities in 

maculae/cristae with consequent behavioral phenotypes (Duncan et al., 2017). Vestibular afferent 

fibers, as mentioned above, derive from the otic pit/otocyst along with those which innervate auditory 

endorgans. Peripheral and central innervation by vestibular ganglion cells on inner ear and brainstem 

targets respectively is critical for vestibular processing, and the ontogenetic processes of these events 

will be discussed in the following section. On a comparative scale, inner ear development across 

vertebrates has been well described in major model systems such as in zebrafish (Haddon and Lewis, 

1996; Whitfield et al., 2002), mouse (Morsli et al., 1998; Bryant et al., 2021), and even lamprey and 

hagfish (Higuchi et al., 2019). The African clawed frog Xenopus laevis, which is the model system for 

this dissertation, has also been explored considerably (Bever et al., 2003; Quick and Serrano, 2005) 

and warrants special notice here in the context of developmental timelines. In Xenopus laevis, the otic 

placode develops around embryonic stage 21, with the subsequent otocyst being fully separated 

around stage 28 (Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000). Otic neuroblasts have recently been shown in detail 

to delaminate starting at stage 26-27, a process which continues until stage 39 and includes neurite 

outgrowth already at stage 31-32 (Almasoudi and Schlosser, 2021). Around the time of neurite 

outgrowth, hair cells begin to differentiate and separate into discrete clusters (Quick and Serrano, 

2005; Almasoudi and Schlosser, 2021). Subsequent morphological changes facilitate the development 
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of vestibular endorgans within the ear which completes around stage 47 (Quick and Serrano, 2005). 

Formation of the canals is initiated around stage 43 and ends at stage 47. Macular endorgans, such as 

the utricle and saccule, are notably compartmentalized by stage 47 as well, and by stage 50 all 

endorgans of the inner ear are fully formed (Bever et al., 2003; Quick and Serrano, 2005).  

 

Development of VOR circuitry  

 

Sensory neurons form the first component of VOR circuits and have axonal trajectories that 

extend into stereotyped positions within the brainstem. Direct terminations into the cerebellum and 

abducens nucleus exist (Barmack et al., 1993; Uchino et al., 1994), albeit at a lesser degree compared 

to more numerous projections onto vestibular neurons in the alar plate of the hindbrain. Within the 

statoacoustic ganglion, afferent cell bodies and their associated axonal fibers are arranged in a manner 

with respect to size (Kuruvilla et al., 1985) and are partially segregated based on peripheral endorgan 

(Maklad and Fritzsch, 1999; Maklad and Fritzsch, 2002). Central projections however, mostly abandon 

any partial segregation in favor of projecting in an overlapping fashion among the various vestibular 

nuclei (Kuruvilla et al., 1985; Birinyi et al., 2001) and in doing so lack an obvious topographic 

arrangement relative to peripheral sensor arrangements (Maklad and Fritzsch, 2003; Straka et al., 

2014). These features demonstrate a developmental condition which has been proposed to represent 

a dynamic bandwidth for processing of VOR computations (Straka et al., 2014). However, despite this 

extensive overlap and thus the availability of multiple sensory inputs, most vestibular nuclei targets 

receive monosynaptic input from only one canal or otolith endorgan sector (Kasahara and Uchino 

1974; Straka et al., 1997), while only smaller subsets receive input from two or more otolith or semi-

circular canal endorgans (Straka et al., 1997). Convergence of projections in the latter condition has 

been shown for otolith and canal endorgans of similar directional sensitivity. For example, afferent 

fibers carrying utricular derived input will converge on central targets with afferents from the 

horizontal canal (Straka et al., 2002). This synaptic convergence is believed to represent directional 

tuning, a general feature which has been recently demonstrated for vestibulo-spinal projections in 

Zebrafish (Liu et al., 2020), and highlights the importance of activity in influencing consolidation of 

inputs during development. Remarkably, recent evidence in Zebrafish has demonstrated that 

developmental tuning is observable in the linked topography of utricular afferent cell body location in 

the ganglia and macular hair cell organization (Liu et al., 2022). Inferred directional sensitivity of 

utricular hair cells are correspondingly represented along the rostro-caudal ganglia axis, while medio-

lateral organization is a function of early to later delaminating sensory neurons (Liu et al., 2022).  
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The molecular instructions governing the projection of afferent fibers into the hindbrain has 

been studied considerably in recent years, including the published work of chapter III (Gordy et al., 

2018) of this dissertation. Axon navigation is the result of coordinated signaling events at the terminal 

growth cone, which drive movement dynamics (Russell and Bashaw, 2017). In particular, long range 

diffusible cues as well as short range physical cues mediate the growth of axons into brain target 

regions (Kolodkin and Tessier-Lavigne, 2011). Inner ear afferents can generally be traced to a singular 

localized area within the hindbrain dorso-ventral axis (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2018) in a function of time 

relative to other projecting nerves such as e.g., the lateral line or trigeminal nerve (Fritzsch et al., 2005; 

Zecca et al., 2015). This stereotyped spatiotemporal pattern is suggestive of specific cues which attract 

these fibers specifically. Projection in this manner occurs in the absence of precisely complete 

peripheral hair cells and/or central targets (Maricich et al., 2009; Elliott et al., 2017), indicating a 

possibility that such cues are intrinsic to the hindbrain region. While many diffusible and cell-surface 

anchored signals operate in generalized axonal pathfinding mechanisms, (Seiradake et al., 2016), only 

few have been demonstrated to be critical in guiding vestibular sensory fibers selectively, such as Wnt 

signaling through Frizzled receptors (Duncan et al., 2019; Stoner et al., 2022) as well as putative 

influence from Eph/Ephrin pathways (Siddiqui and Cramer, 2005). An impact from other molecular 

components, such as during loss of Neurod1, have been demonstrated and point to further regulatory 

mechanisms (Jahan et al., 2010). Additional evidence suggests that fasciculation along pioneer axons 

is also relevant for later forming afferents (Zecca et al., 2015). Complete understanding of the 

mechanistic events that drive vestibular afferent innervation, particularly with respect to auditory 

fiber projections, remains currently unclear (Maklad and Fritzsch, 2003; Appler and Goodrich, 2011; 

Elliott and Fritzsch, 2018; Stoner et al., 2022).  

Development of vestibular projection neurons is the result of coordinated patterning of the 

hindbrain along the major anatomical axes. Differential signaling along dorso-ventral and anterior-

posterior axes contribute to the determination of distinct molecular identities for vestibular 

populations (Pasqualetti et al., 2007), primarily driven through the presence of unique transcription 

factors (Storm et al., 2009; Diaz and Glover, 2022). Variance between these transcription factors and 

resulting cell type identities imparts differential cellular characteristics which manifest in e.g., 

connectivity specification in the form of axonal target trajectories (Diaz and Puelles, 2019). Along the 

anterior-posterior axis, such characteristics are the result of Hox gene transcription factors and 

downstream effectors (Krumlauf and Wilkinson, 2021; Tomás-Roca et al., 2016). Loss of these, such 

as for example in the absence of Hoxb1, results in aberrant axonal trajectory phenotypes for specific 

populations of vestibulo-spinal neurons (Chen et al., 2012). Dorso-ventral patterning signals, such as 

BMPs, Wnts, and Shh also contribute to the specification of hindbrain cell types (Hernandez-Miranda 
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et al., 2017), particularly of vestibular progenitor pools (Diaz and Glover, 2022). Neurogenin 1 

expressing columnar lines along the dorso-ventral axis are hallmarked by their location as the site of 

vestibular afferent termination (Fritzsch et al., 2006). Orthogonal combination of axes signaling 

generate discrete populations of vestibular neurons with unique molecular signatures (Lunde et al., 

2019) and resulting phenotypes, which is highly conserved across vertebrates (Straka and Baker, 

2013).  

Following the formation of vestibular projection neurons, axonal connections are established. 

As described previously, the unifying organizational principle of vestibular neurons is an arrangement 

according to innervation targets rather than a simple sensory topology (Glover, 1996; Maklad and 

Fritzsch, 2003; Straka and Baker, 2013). Vestibular-ocular and -spinal projecting neurons therefore 

discretely group according to their efferent connections along the hindbrain scaffold (Glover, 1996; 

Glover, 2000). Given the shared segmental origin for cells of similar identity and projection pattern, 

the processes governing the formation of connectivity are wired according to a genetically defined 

framework (Straka and Baker, 2013; Diaz and Glover, 2022). However, observations in the chick 

embryo propose that beyond these defined initial innervation patterns, instructions for synaptic 

specificity on specific extraocular motoneurons is influenced by signals originating from the 

motoneurons themselves. These signals are purported to only arrive after the motoneurons innervate 

their target muscles and highlights an elegant method of incorporating behaviorally relevant 

information to influence connectivity formation (Glover, 2003).  

Development of extraocular motoneurons is a necessary step in establishing a full VOR circuit. 

This process is governed by differential patterning and regional specific signaling events along the 

anterior-posterior and dorso-ventral axes (Lance-Jones et al., 2012; Chilton and Guthrie, 2017; Glover, 

2020). Such distinctive molecular specifications can be mapped according to motoneuron pool 

location, evident even in the oculomotor and abducens nuclei which are themselves divided into sub-

nuclei (Matesz, 1990; Büttner-Ennever, 2006). These events, at least for the oculomotor nuclei, are 

ascribed as being a function of developmental timing and birthdate (Greaney et al., 2016; Bagnall and 

Schoppik, 2018). The mechanisms which govern the spatial selection of extraocular muscles have been 

investigated across a variety of species (Clark et al., 2013; Chilton and Guthrie, 2017). Several axonal 

guidance molecules play an instructive role in establishing correct synaptic specification on 

appropriate muscle targets (Chen et al., 2000; Chilton and Guthrie, 2017) and is anatomically 

described in a temporal sequence which is generally conserved with some inter-species differences 

(Clark et al., 2013). The importance of linking specific motor control demands to the functional and 

developmental properties of vestibular circuits has been demonstrated by the observation of a 

temporal sequence in the formation of vestibular pathways (Liu et al., 2022). Early forming pathways 
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and their relevant sensorimotor elements were shown to be specific to phasic relays, such as escape 

responses, whereas VOR transformations are established later (Liu et al., 2022). Following ontogenetic 

assembly of the specific elements of VOR circuits mentioned above, resultant eye movement 

behaviors can be executed. The developmental timeline of these behaviors in Xenopus again warrants 

a notable mention. Otolith mediated VORs can be elicited as early as stage 42 (Horn et al., 1986), a 

time point close to hatching, followed by angular driven VOR at stage 48 (Lambert et al., 2008). The 

latter behavior is delayed only due to the unsuitability in size of peripheral canals which bottleneck 

sensory transduction, given that relevant behaviors can be stimulated electrically prior to that stage 

(Lambert et al., 2008). Furthermore, the acquisition of naturalistic angular VOR processing introduces 

temporal tuning of otolith derived VOR, presumably at the level of the vestibular nuclei, which is 

resolved entirely by stage 55 (Branoner and Straka, 2015; Branoner and Straka, 2018). Thereafter 

Xenopus tadpoles exhibit fully mature and functional linear and angular VOR sensorimotor 

transformations.  

 

Plasticity in the VOR and vestibular system 

 

Neuronal circuits are highly plastic structures. A fundamental feature of the vertebrate 

nervous system is the ability to flexibly reorganize in response to intrinsic and extrinsic events (Tien 

and Kerschensteiner, 2018; Cramer et al., 2011). Such reorganization can manifest as changes across 

a variety of systemic levels with varying degrees of resolution, such as circuit anatomical adjustments, 

synaptic modifications, cellular changes, and gene expression alterations (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). 

Compounding this flexibility, plasticity extents must also consider not just spatial properties but 

temporal characteristics as well (Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Meredith et al., 2012), particularly given 

that timing is a paramount feature of any neuronal computation. The nervous system is adept at such 

reorganization, especially when considering the seemingly hardwired instructions during 

development from the genome (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005; Kolodkin and Tessier-Lavigne, 2011). 

However, flexibility must be maintained at a level which permits standard functional processing and 

therefore presents with some degree of constraint (von Bernhardi et al., 2017). Given that 

sensorimotor systems are the interface with the environment of an organism, understanding such 

extents and constraints in these systems can provide considerable knowledge into general principles 

of neuronal plasticity. Vestibular signaling permits reflexive behavioral adjustments (see above) and 

is necessary for appropriate environmental responses. Plasticity in this system should therefore be 

constrained by the behavioral need to achieve these reflexes while simultaneously being able to 
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modulate to some degree. For example, vestibulo-ocular motor circuits are highly conserved and 

morpho-physiologically quite stereotyped (Straka and Baker, 2013), yet are known to be modifiable 

(Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Hirata and Highstein, 2002; Dietrich and Straka, 2016). Three important 

areas in which modifiability has been explored in vestibular networks is during ontogenetic 

development, eco-physiological adaptive responses, and following acute injury and disease. 

 

Developmental vestibular plasticity 

 

The mechanisms that govern change induced reorganization are not de novo processes, 

rather, they represent neuronal mechanics which are readily used during ontogenetic development 

(Hensch, 2004; Tien and Kerschensteiner, 2018). In fact, plasticity-based modifications occur 

extensively during, and are a hallmark of, embryonic formation of neural networks and resultant 

behaviors (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). This is particularly evident in sensory circuits such as in the 

visual and olfactory systems (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963; Wiesel and Hubel, 1965; Devaud, et al., 2001; 

Golovin and Broadie, 2016), largely given that patterned sensory input serves to refine central 

connections such as those derived from the retina (Torborg and Feller, 2005). As might be apparent 

from the preceding sections, this is also likely the case for the vestibular system (Straka et al., 2005). 

The influence of sensory input on the formation of vestibular circuits and subsequent 

electrophysiological and behavioral outputs is the focus of chapters II (Gordy and Straka, 2022) and III 

(Gordy et al., 2018) of this dissertation. Further introductory information can be found in those 

chapters, particularly chapter II. Here, but a few important points will be made. Refinement of central 

vestibular connections is speculated to occur largely from evidence of mostly monosynaptic 

innervation of vestibular projection neurons by only one semi-circular canal or otolith endorgan, 

despite the apparent availability of many inputs (Kasahara and Uchino 1974; Straka et al., 1997; Straka 

et al., 2014). This is proposed to be the result of either pruning or silencing of inputs during concurrent 

activity dynamics (reviewed in Elliott and Gordy, 2020). Similarly, convergence between canal and 

otolith endorgan signals on central vestibular neurons (Straka et al., 2002) are perhaps also influenced 

in such a manner. The recent seminal demonstration of synaptic convergence for similarly tuned 

afferent inputs on central targets by Liu and colleagues (2020) could potentially lend to support this 

claim. Activity has been shown to have some influence on afferent termination, demonstrated 

principally through transplantation studies (Elliott et al., 2015b). The electrophysiological properties 

and corresponding membrane dynamics of central vestibular neurons undergo extensive post-natal 

modifications (Dutia and Johnston, 1998; Murphy and du Lac, 2001) which are speculated to be 
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influenced in part by patterned activity levels (Straka et al., 2005). Beyond vestibular input, visual 

signaling appears to aid in the process of shaping synaptic plasticity in the vestibular nuclei (Grassi et 

al., 2004) but may not represent a general theme as functional maturation of certain firing 

characteristics occurs before visual activity (Murphy and du Lac, 2001). Connectivity selection by 

vestibular projection neurons on specific extraocular motor nuclei pools is also believed to be the 

result of retrograde instruction from the motoneurons themselves (Glover, 2003). Delayed input from 

the semi-circular canals is known to directly influence the response vectors of extraocular 

motoneurons (Branoner and Straka, 2015; Branoner and Straka, 2018), possibly through modifications 

on converging synaptic connectivities, particularly given that the utricle independently develops with 

a well-established 360° hair cell sensitivity arrangement which is also mostly maintained in the 

afferent ganglia (Liu et al., 2022). However, the full extent with which the development of vestibular 

circuits and behaviors are canonically influenced in some degree by patterned input remains unclear, 

particularly given that in some instances loss of signaling can still present with appropriate circuit 

development and function (Roberts et al., 2017; Bagnall and Schoppik, 2018). Nonetheless, the 

vestibular system is incredibly plastic in the face of atypical sensory modifications. Experiments 

targeted at generating non-canonical signaling levels and/or altered vestibular development in 

embryos, such as e.g., during embryonic ear removals, rotations, or ablations, have served to 

consistently highlight astonishing reorganizational extents and constraining limitations on both 

anatomical and functional levels during development of the vestibular circuitry (Levi-Montalcini, 1949; 

Peusner and Morest, 1977; Rayer et al., 1983; Fritzsch, 1990; Alagramam et al., 2005; Horn, 2014; 

Elliott et al., 2015a; Elliott et al., 2015b; Duncan et al., 2017; Roberts et al., 2017; Lilian et al., 2019; 

Ehrlich and Schoppik, 2019, Macova et al., 2019). Extensive reorganization is also present in organisms 

which have passed embryonic periods but nonetheless experience a considerable developmental 

transition. For example, the flatfish undergoes a permanent metamorphic postural rotation that 

brings one side into contact with the bottom of their aquatic habitat (Graf and Baker, 1985a). This is 

accompanied by a displacement of one eye away from the newly grounded side. Extensive central 

connectivity reorganization occurs during this transition which serves to link the newly aligned 

vestibular endorgans with spatial VOR circuits for appropriate motor transformations (Graf and Baker, 

1985a; Graf and Baker, 1985b; Graf et al., 2001). In Xenopus tadpoles with immature and thus non-

functional semi-circular canals, behavioral strategies have been shown to leverage the utricle for 

executing appropriate angular VOR, findings which highlight behavioral plasticity following 

embryogenesis (Lambert et al., 2020). 
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Eco-physiological plasticity: cerebellar contributions to motor learning  

 

 Mature VOR circuits are able to modify and be flexible in response to changes in naturalistic 

stimuli from the environment (Beraneck et al., 2008). Such stimuli can be complex, unexpected, and 

new to an organism. Resulting modifications should optimize and calibrate processing events to 

produce responses that maintain appropriate motor executions (Boyden et al., 2004; Broussard and 

Kassardjian, 2004). A hallmark of this VOR adaptability originates from influence by the cerebellum 

(Blazquez et al., 2004). Indeed, VOR-cerebellar plasticity has been a standard model for considerations 

into principles of general motor learning (Broussard and Kassardjian, 2004). Inhibitory efferents of 

Purkinje cells innervate vestibular nuclei neurons and influence the modulation of VOR response 

characteristics (Straka and Dieringer, 2004; Gittis and du Lac, 2006). Purkinje cell input arrives 

indirectly from vestibular afferent fibers (Sadeghi and Beraneck, 2020) as well as vestibular projection 

neurons (De Zeeuw and Yeo, 2005) by relay through granular cells and their parallel fibers (Raymond 

and Lisberger, 2000; De Zeeuw and Yeo, 2005; Boyden et al., 2004). An additional source of input to 

Purkinje cells derives from optic flow signaling from the retina which is relayed through the inferior 

olive by way of climbing fibers (de Lac et al., 1995). Retinal image slip is therefore integrated through 

these pathways (du Lac et al., 1995; Menzies et al., 2010) and provides information on the relative 

success of VOR evoked stabilizing eye movements. Plasticity mechanisms are believed to be localized 

at many sites along these circuits (Clopath et al., 2014), including the level of climbing fiber-Purkinje 

cell synapses (Ito, 1982) and within the vestibular nuclei themselves (Miles and Lisberger, 1981; 

Boyden et al., 2004), such as at the first synaptic junction of afferent fibers on vestibular neurons 

(McElvain et al., 2010). This variety of sites highlight a dynamic bandwidth of VOR plasticity which can 

selectively respond to different environmental conditions, such as adaptation resulting from visual 

feedback instruction (Collewijn and Grootendorst, 1979; Boyden et al., 2004; França de Barros et al., 

2020) or during habituation in the case of prolonged stimulation (Collins and Updegraff, 1966; Dow 

and Anastasio, 1998; Gutierrez-Castellanos et al., 2013; Dietrich and Straka, 2016). At the core of this 

flexibility is the cerebellum and disruptions of cerebellar function present with profound effects on 

VOR adaptability (Robinson, 1976; Lisberger et al., 1984, McElligott et al., 1998). Despite this however, 

some degree of dispensability is reported in certain contexts. Following initial learning by cerebellar 

activity, long term storage is maintained in the vestibular nuclei and thus becomes independent of the 

cerebellum (Kassardjian et al., 2005; Shuto et al., 2006; Gittis and du Lac, 2006). These collective motor 

learning mechanisms contribute to enacting flexible sensorimotor processes needed to respond to 

dynamic and mutable environments.  
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Lesion induced adaptive plasticity  

 

Central neuronal reorganizations are induced following lesions in the CNS or PNS (Vidal et al., 

1998; Chen et al., 2010). In the vestibular system, lesions can manifest from a variety of origins, 

ranging from acute physical injury of vestibular structures to the effects of specific diseases (Lacour 

and Tighilet, 2010; Smith, 2018). Lesion evoked plasticity has been best studied following unilateral 

disruption of peripheral vestibular signaling in a variety of species, largely resulting in either a sudden 

graded or complete loss of input on one side (Dieringer and Precht, 1979; Curthoys et al., 1988; 

Yamanaka et al., 1995; Curthoys, 2000; Dutia, 2010). It should be noted that lesions in this manner are 

assumed to happen on relatively established and entrained vestibular circuits which are herein 

distinguished from developmental conditions where circuits have not yet fully formed. Following 

these lesions, behaviorally identifiable phenotypes such as impairments in positional maintenance of 

the body and eyes, and disruptions in gaze-stabilizing ability, are readily observed and are due to a 

sudden reduction of unilateral input (Smith and Curthoys, 1989; Paterson et al., 2005). In a striking 

representation of CNS plasticity, some of these detriments abate over time (Smith and Curthoys, 1989; 

Paterson et al., 2005; Dutia, 2010) while others do so to lesser extents, not at all, or differentially in 

certain contexts (Dutia, 2010; Dieringer, 1995; Hamann et al., 1998). Nonetheless, such abatement 

occurs without any regeneration of peripheral neurosensory elements (Paterson et al., 2005; Lambert 

and Straka, 2012).  

The neuronal correlates of these recovery extents have been profiled on the anatomical, 

electrophysiological, and molecular level and are known to take place in the vestibular nuclei, 

cerebellum, and other vestibular network centers (Paterson et al., 2005; Dutia, 2010; Lambert and 

Straka, 2012). Additionally, a reduction in motor deficits has been shown to occur through substituting 

behavioral strategies (Dieringer, 1988; MacDougall and Curthoys, 2012) as well as through signaling 

mediated by alternate sensory systems which effectively bypass or supplement vestibular control 

(Lacour, 2006). These strategies make use of e.g., the visual, proprioceptive, and saccadic systems 

(Dieringer, 1988; Zennou-Azogui et al., 1994; Sadeghi et al., 2012). The prevailing scientific theory of 

these disperse processes is designated as “vestibular compensation” and describes the extent to 

which such processes can normalize motor detriments over time (Curthoys, 2000). Behavioral 

impairments are classified dichotomously between dynamic and static conditions, which respectively 

refer to those which occur during motion or during periods of rest (Paterson et al., 2005; Beraneck 

and Idoux, 2012). Static motor detriments, such as postural deviations and spontaneous nystagmus, 

abate considerably over relatively short time courses compared to their dynamic counterparts which 
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include impairments of sensorimotor transformation properties that rarely return to normal levels 

(Vidal et al., 1998; Paterson et al., 2005). These time course differences are proposed to reflect a 

spatiotemporally regulated scheme wherein more global responses, such as behavior or sensory 

substitution, occur earlier than local modifications in the vestibular nuclei (Beraneck and Idoux, 2012). 

Following, further local modifications become fixed over time and assist in the attempt to return 

dynamic impairments to normal levels (Beraneck and Idoux, 2012). A key feature of these 

compensatory mechanisms is in their equalization of activity levels between the bilateral vestibular 

nuclei (Beraneck et al., 2003). Unilateral loss of input imparts a sudden inequality in the resting activity 

levels of bilateral vestibular neurons, a feature which is augmented by a resulting imbalance in 

reciprocal inhibition through commissural pathways (Straka et al., 2005). Many of the plastic strategies 

mentioned previously serve to reduce this imbalance. Modifications of commissural activity levels can 

occur by regulating the sensitivity of vestibular neurons to inhibitory neurotransmitters (Vibert et al., 

2000), increasing their excitability (Paterson et al., 2005), or through larger scale synaptic 

rearrangements (Goto et al., 2000; Goto et al., 2001). Beyond these initial responses, long term 

changes in the intrinsic membrane properties follow, such as e.g., in the case of phasic neurons 

becoming more tonic in their response properties, which serve to homogenize activity levels in the 

vestibular nuclei (Beraneck et al., 2003). Functional whole-brain imaging following unilateral loss 

revealed a disperse imbalance in activity levels in higher order centers beyond the vestibular nuclei, 

which re-balances over time (Zwergal et al., 2016). An important note with respect to lesion-induced 

plasticity is that it is not a goal-directed process (Dieringer, 1995; Dieringer, 2003; Lambert and Straka, 

2012). The absence of complete deficit ameliorations as well as the maintained ability to execute 

motor learning despite maintained asymmetric VOR responses (Maioli and Precht, 1985) strongly 

support the notion that plastic responses normalize central activity levels but lack a behavioral target 

(Dieringer, 2003). Instead, behavioral returns result from passive neuronal reactions following sensory 

imbalance (Dieringer, 1995; Goto et al., 2001; Beraneck and Idoux, 2012). 

 

Experimental Rational  

 

The scientific goal of this dissertation is to further explore the extents and limitations of 

vestibular sensorimotor plasticity. The following data chapters (chapter II, Gordy and Straka, 2022; 

chapter III, Gordy et al., 2018; chapter IV, I Gusti Bagus et al., 2019) provide empirical evidence that 

expand our current understanding of adaptive reorganization responses following modulation of 

sensory input. As mentioned previously, the experimental aims of the following chapters use surgical 
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embryonic or acute pharmacological manipulations to uniquely challenge vestibular processing. In 

chapter II, I present the generation of a developmental model system which restricts vestibular 

signaling from occurring from only one side. This condition challenges the stereotyped use of bilateral 

sensory contributions to vestibular processing. In chapter III, I introduce another embryonic 

manipulation which provides additional vestibular input that originates from a non-canonical CNS 

entry site. This modification assesses the ability of vestibular inputs to incorporate into existing 

brainstem networks despite aberrant peripheral relay pathways. In chapter IV, I utilize 

pharmacological disruption of vestibular signaling to explore the sudden absence of phasic vestibular 

transmission. This latter disruption questions to which level phasic dynamic pathways can be 

indispensable during vestibular processing. These manipulations are all leveraged against a variety of 

behavioral, anatomical, and electrophysiological assessments which cooperatively report on different 

extents of flexibility possible in vestibular motion networks.   
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Summary27

Gaze stabilization relies on bilateral mirror-symmetric vestibular endorgans, central 28

circuits, and extraocular motor effectors. Embryonic removal of one inner ear prior to the 29

formation of these structures was used to evaluate the extent to which motor outputs in the 30

presence of a singular inner ear can develop. Near-congenital one-eared tadpoles subjected 31

to separate or combinatorial visuo-vestibular motion stimulation exhibited comparable eye 32

movements, though smaller in gain to controls, whereas isolated visuo-motor responses were 33

unaltered. Surprisingly, vestibulo-ocular reflexes were robust during off-direction motion 34

towards the missing ear in most cases and often attenuated during on-direction motion. This 35

bidirectional plasticity of signal encoding appears to occur at the expense of vestibular 36

reflexes during motion in the normally preferential activation direction of the singular ear. 37

Consequently, formation of central vestibulo-motor circuits in one-eared animals likely relies 38

on multi-neuronal homeostatic strategies, including enhanced afferent fiber activity in the 39

attempt to adjust bilateral sensorimotor transformations.40

41

42

43
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Introduction44

Head movements are detected and mechano-electrically transduced into neuronal 45

signals by vestibular organs in the inner ear (Angelaki and Cullen, 2008; Dieterich and Brandt, 46

2015). Following vectorial decomposition by semicircular canal and otolith organs, bilateral 47

signals are reconstructed through spatially- and endorgan-specific integration in discrete 48

central circuits and contribute to behaviors which stabilize posture and gaze during active and 49

passive movements (Szentágothai, 1950; reviewed in Straka and Gordy, 2020). A key feature 50

of this computation is the mirror-symmetric arrangement of sensory epithelia (Fritzsch and 51

Straka, 2014) and the interconnection of the vestibular nuclei across the midline by 52

commissural pathways (Markham et al., 1977; Malinvaud et al., 2010). Despite this 53

bilaterality, such mirror-symmetry generates motion sensors and postsynaptic neuronal 54

elements on both sides that are largely distinct from each other with respect to directional 55

preference. This is particularly evident given that activity modulations of bilateral endorgans 56

occur simultaneously and more importantly in mutual exclusivity with respect to their 57

faciliatory/disfaciliatory dynamics onto central targets. Bilateral vestibular organs therefore 58

represent complementary, though partially overlapping structures with distinct sensitivity 59

domains rather than simple duplications with interchangeable functionality (Chagnaud et al., 60

2017). Thus, encoding and representation of multi-dimensional head/body movements 61

depends on the morpho-physiological integrity of vestibular sensors within the two inner 62

ears.63

Disruption of bilateral processing, such as during an acute unilateral loss of inner ear 64

function or inappropriate peripheral signaling, results in an impairment of self-motion 65

encoding due to insufficient and asymmetric information from mirror-symmetrically arranged66

sensors. Immediate behavioral effects include dizziness, vertigo, spontaneous nystagmus, and 67

deterioration of orientation and navigational skills (Zhao et al., 2008; see Fetter, 2016). These 68

pathological reactions derive from excessive bilateral asymmetric activity of central vestibular 69

circuits combined with the subsequent failure to produce adequate gaze- and posture-70

stabilizing neuronal commands. In addition, asymmetric neuronal activity is centrally 71

represented as being in mismatch with other motion-related sensory signals such as visual 72

image motion or limb/neck proprioceptive inputs (for review see e.g., Vidal et al., 1998; 73

Curthoys, 2000; Dutia, 2010; Strupp and Brandt, 2013). However, these impairments abate, 74
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at least partially, over time due to plasticity processes in bilateral central circuits which are 75

distributed across various regions of the central nervous system (CNS), and occur at 76

molecular, cellular, and anatomical levels, which collectively permit readjustments in 77

computational strategies to alleviate the consequences of peripheral imbalance (for review 78

see Llinás and Walton, 1979; Dieringer, 1995; Straka et al., 2005). 79

The remarkable plasticity of vestibular signal processing after a unilateral vestibular 80

loss has been extensively used to study the principles of “vestibular compensation” following 81

a variety of protocols (for review see Curthoys, 2000). These studies were usually conducted 82

in adult or at least juvenile vertebrates with a functional vestibular sensory periphery and 83

central pathways (Dieringer, 1995; Gordy and Straka, 2021). In this manner, unilateral 84

impairments of inner ear function induced a loss of signal processing in already well-85

established, entrained, and spatio-temporally tuned circuits. Under such circumstances, 86

vestibular lesion-induced plasticity must cope with preexisting bilateral symmetric circuits 87

and resultant computations. In contrast, unilateral excision of the embryonic otic placode, 88

which develops into all sensory and non-sensory tissues of the inner ear, prior to the 89

formation of central pathways (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010; Elliott et al., 2015a, b) might reveal 90

plasticity processes that permit vestibular circuits to develop and function based on sensory 91

inputs only from a single inner ear into circuits which have only ever received such unilateral 92

input. This generates a developmental condition where relevant brainstem vestibular circuits93

control bilateral gaze- and posture-stabilizing motor elements from unilateral vestibular 94

inputs alone.95

Here, we demonstrate that unilateral embryonic removal of the otic placode causes 96

one-eared tadpoles to exhibit a remarkable degree of developmental vestibular plasticity. 97

These tadpoles develop without signs typical for a unilateral vestibular loss, such as abnormal 98

tail deviations or uncoordinated spontaneously generated swim episodes. Gaze-stabilizing 99

vestibulo-motor responses exhibit appropriate spatiotemporal dynamics during bidirectional 100

motion stimulation. Behavioral analyses during unidirectional motion and101

electrophysiological evidence here suggest that central circuits have adapted to respond to 102

oscillatory head motion within the singular ear, with minimal additional contributions by 103

motion-sensitive visual pathways. Collectively these results highlight the ability of the nervous 104
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system to develop appropriate motion direction-specific gaze-stabilizing behaviors following 105

ontogenetic assembly of circuits in the absence of bilateral signaling.106

107

Results108

Vestibular-evoked eye movements in one-eared tadpoles109

One-eared tadpoles were generated by unilateral removal of the left otic placode at110

embryonic stages 25-27 (Figure 1A, left; Video S1). Removal of the otic placode at these 111

developmental stages has previously been demonstrated in Xenopus laevis to selectively and 112

completely remove inner ear endorgans and corresponding neurosensory elements (Fritzsch, 113

1990; Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010). The absence of the entire ear and its resulting lack of 114

peripheral sensory components was confirmed beginning at stage 46 (Figure 1A), a 115

developmental period where the high transparency of Xenopus tadpoles allows direct visual 116

assessment of the presence of inner ear structures (Figure S1A-B, F-G). As expected, stage 46 117

one-eared animals lacked recognizable inner ear gross-histological structures (Figure S1C, H, 118

asterisk) as well as neurosensory elements such as hair cells and associated vestibular afferent 119

fibers (Figure 1A, extirpated side; Figure S1D-E, I-J). Using myosin-VI and acetylated-tubulin 120

as selective markers for hair cells and nerve fibers, respectively, a clear absence of innervated 121

sensory epithelia on the operated side, compared to the unmanipulated side was revealed 122

(Figure 1A, Figure S1I-J), confirming the successful and reliable embryonic removal of one ear. 123

Given that semicircular canals in Xenopus laevis tadpoles become functional at stage 124

48 (Lambert et al., 2008) and only elicit robust angular vestibulo-ocular reflexes (aVOR) after 125

having reached stage 52/53, one-eared tadpoles were reared to this developmental stage 126

(Figure 1B, Figure S1K-N). Successful rearing of surgically manipulated animals to these stages 127

presented with high survival rates, with 100% of 115 post-surgical animals reaching stage 46,128

and 85% of subsequently selected stage 46 survivors reaching stages 53-57, as quantitatively129

assessed from 5 independent experimental cohorts. Apart from the absence of one ear, 130

reared tadpoles appeared indistinguishable from controls in terms of bodily development and 131

exhibited normal spontaneous swimming behaviors. In vitro preparations of unmanipulated 132

two-eared controls and one-eared tadpoles (Figure S1K-N) were used to assess the 133

performance of gaze stabilizing vestibulo-ocular motor responses by eye motion tracking 134
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during horizontal rotation on a motion platform in complete darkness (Figure 1B). Sinusoidal 135

rotation of unmanipulated control tadpoles in the dark at 0.5 Hz with a peak velocity of 136

±31.4°/s, corresponding to positional excursions of ±10° (Figure 1C, top trace), evoked 137

vestibular-driven compensatory eye movements in both eyes (without intermittent fast-138

phases) that were positional stimulus-timed and oppositely directed, features that are 139

characteristic for the aVOR in Xenopus tadpoles (Figure 1C, bottom traces). Comparison 140

between both eyes in control animals revealed a high degree of conjugate motion with 141

correspondingly similar gain values from each eye (Figure S2A-C), features which are 142

consistent with the expected and previously reported levels of conjugate coordination for the 143

horizontal aVOR in larval Xenopus (Soupiadou et al., 2020). Therefore, the movements of both 144

eyes were combined in each animal prior to the subsequent quantification of the 145

performance in the different experimental groups. Across all control animals, an average over 146

single cycles (6-40 cycles) in the dark (Figure 1D, left) exhibited a response gain (eye motion 147

amplitude / stimulus position amplitude) of 0.24 ±0.11 (Figure 1E, left; mean ±SD, n = 13) and 148

a considerable phase-lead re stimulus position of -72.46° ±23.13° (Figure 1E, right; mean ±SD, 149

n = 13). 150

Despite the complete absence of inner ear endorgans on the left side, one-eared 151

animals subjected to the same stimulation paradigm also exhibited oppositely directed eye 152

movements indicative of a functional aVOR (Figure 1D, right). Similar to controls, robust 153

conjugate movements of both eyes in one-eared animals were readily observed, with each 154

eye exhibiting comparable gain values and coordinated motion (Figure S2D-F). This again 155

allowed the motion of the two eyes to be averaged prior to further processing. Response 156

magnitudes, obtained by averaging over multiple cycles (12-66 cycles) presented with gain 157

values of 0.14 ±0.08 (Figure 1E, left, mean ±SD, n = 13) and a response peak that was 158

approximately in phase re stimulus position (2.08° ±26.90°; Figure 1E, right, mean ±SD, n = 159

13). Statistical comparison of eye movements between one-eared tadpoles and controls 160

revealed a significant reduction of the response gain (Figure 1E, left, p = 0.0338; Mann-161

Whitney U-test). In addition, the pronounced phase-lead of the peak responses relative to 162

stimulus position in darkness was significantly delayed in one-eared tadpoles with respect to 163

controls (Figure 1E, right, p < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney U-test). Accordingly, these data 164

demonstrate that one-eared tadpoles are able to execute a horizontal aVOR in darkness 165
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despite the lack of bilateral mirror-symmetric endorgans and indicate that the remaining 166

intact inner ear is sufficient to produce gaze-stabilizing extraocular motor commands, even 167

though with reduced efficacy. The phase-relationship of the responses in one-eared animals 168

suggests a considerable temporal delay in the processing of signals from the right, singular, 169

inner ear, likely through longer-latency, multisynaptic pathways.170

Directional contributions of singular ears during horizontal aVOR171

Head rotation is normally encoded by direction-specific strengthening/attenuation of 172

vestibular nerve afferent signals (Paulin and Hoffman, 2019). In one-eared tadpoles, which 173

maintain the ability to encode oscillatory motion in darkness (Figure 1), a single semicircular 174

canal was found to be sufficient for eliciting a bidirectional horizontal aVOR. However, to 175

separately investigate the directional contributions of a singular ear to leftward versus176

rightward head movements, eye motion amplitudes were evaluated over the first half-cycle 177

of stimulation bouts during platform rotation exclusively to the left or to the right (Figure 2A). 178

Eye movements during these half-cycle periods would therefore derive only from a 179

unidirectional motion away from the singular ear (contraversive) or toward this intact ear 180

(ipsiversive). In two-eared unmanipulated controls, eye movements evoked by unidirectional 181

motion in the dark towards the left (Figure 2B, left; blue traces) or the right (Figure 2B, right; 182

blue traces) were predictably opposite and statistically no different in response strength to 183

stimulus direction within individual animals with mean amplitudes of 5.96° ±1.44° and 5.93° 184

±1.63°, respectively (Figure 2C, left, mean ±SD, p > 0.9999; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 4 185

pairs). Eye movements in one-eared tadpoles evoked by leftward, contraversive, motion in 186

the dark surprisingly were rather variable but astonishingly also robust and in opposition to 187

head movements (Figure 2B, left; orange traces). Rightward ipsiversive motion, i.e., towards 188

the side of the intact, singular ear, evoked responses that were even more variable between 189

different animals, both in direction and magnitude (Figure 2B, right; orange traces). In 190

addition, these eye movements were generally smaller than those driven by contraversive 191

motion with mean amplitudes of 1.43° ±2.05° and 3.82° ±1.88°, respectively (Figure 2C, right,192

mean ±SD, p = 0.0420, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 11 pairs). Surprisingly, despite the inner 193

ear being intact on the right side, aVOR responses elicited by a rightward ipsiversive motion 194

in one-eared tadpoles were severely impaired, at least in a number of animals compared to 195

controls (Figure 2D, ipsi, p = 0.0002; Mann-Whitney U-test). Such a significant impairment 196
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was also found for contraversive motion-driven eye movements toward the side lacking an 197

ear (Figure 2D, contra, p = 0.0136; Mann-Whitney U-test), although this outcome was 198

expected given the lack of conventional sensitivity of vestibular afferent activity for motion 199

toward the impaired inner ear (see e.g., Soupiadou et al 2020). Thus, these sets of data 200

indicate that one-eared tadpoles developed bidirectional vestibular detection and signal 201

processing capacities that allow activating compensatory eye movements during rotation 202

towards the side lacking an ear. However, this directional contribution obviously occurs at the 203

expense of the performance of the aVOR towards the intact side, which becomes204

compromised during this process (Figure 2D).205

Visuo-vestibular plasticity and influence on gaze-stabilizing reflexes206

Motion-related sensory signals are known to participate in plasticity processes aiding 207

recovery of acute vestibular loss (reviewed recently in Smith, 2022). In aquatic organisms, 208

visual scene motion is a significant contributor in neuronal computations of self-motion 209

behaviors (Roeser and Baier, 2003), particularly through optokinetic reflex (OKR) circuits 210

which operate synergistically with aVOR signals (Souipadou et al., 2020). To investigate the 211

extent that visual image motion assists vestibular-evoked eye movements in one-eared 212

animals, tadpoles were subjected to horizontal sinusoidal rotation of the platform in the 213

presence of a world-stationary illuminated black and white-striped visual pattern (light; Figure 214

3A). This experimental approach caused a synergistic activation of a horizontal aVOR and an 215

OKR. Eye movements evoked in un-manipulated control tadpoles under this condition were 216

oppositely directed (Figure 3B) with gain magnitudes of 0.22 ± 0.08 (Figure 3C, mean ±SD, n = 217

13) and were timed with stimulus position with relatively small phase leads of -18.74° ± 17.97° 218

re head position (Figure 3F, mean ±SD, n = 13). When compared to similarly evoked 219

movements in darkness (dark; Figure 1, Figure 3B, dotted blue line) gain magnitudes were 220

found to be no different to eye movements evoked in light (Figure 3C, p = 0.6355; Wilcoxon 221

signed-rank test, n = 13 pairs). In contrast, quantification of phase relationships revealed that 222

eye movements evoked in light were considerably more in phase with stimulus head position 223

(Figure 3F, p = 0.0002; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 13 pairs). Such a relationship between 224

aVOR responses in the presence of a world-stationary visual scene and aVOR in darkness in 225

two-eared control animals complies with the expected impact of concurrent visual motion 226

signals on gaze-stabilizing VOR behaviors, where visual image motion serves as ongoing feed-227
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back to adjust the VOR dynamically with only minor influences on response magnitude (see 228

Straka and Dieringer, 2004). In one-eared tadpoles, vestibular-evoked eye movements in light 229

were stimulus-timed and oppositely directed with gain and phase magnitudes of 0.16 ± 0.08 230

and 4.58° ± 14.71°, respectively (Figure 3D, G, mean ±SD, n = 13). Similar to un-manipulated 231

controls, gain magnitudes did not differ statistically between light and dark conditions (Figure 232

3D, p = 0.1272; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 13 pairs). However, in contrast, vestibular-233

evoked eye movements in one-eared animals in light did not exhibit a phase shift relative to 234

head position as observed in control animals (Figure 3G, p = 0.3396; Wilcoxon signed-rank 235

test, n = 13). This suggests the lack of a behaviorally observable influence of visual image 236

motion on aVOR circuits in these animals. 237

Comparison of the performance of stimulus-evoked eye motion in one-eared animals 238

and unmanipulated controls in the presence of an illuminated visual pattern revealed smaller 239

overall gain values as well as significantly more in phase responses for one-eared animals240

(Figure 3E, H, p = 0.0441; Mann-Whitney U-test and p = 0.0020; Mann-Whitney U-test, 241

respectively). This is consistent with differences observed in darkness (Figure 1E) and242

indicates that an influence of visual scene motion on temporal adjustments of the VOR does 243

not occur in one-eared animals. Furthermore, these animals continue to perform statistically 244

less robust than controls even in the presence of a visual scene. 245

To rule out that the optokinetic circuit itself was not disrupted as a result of the 246

embryonic loss of one ear, separate activation by sinusoidal motion of a vertically-striped 247

black and white pattern at different frequencies (0.1, 0.2, 0.5 Hz, peak positional excursion of 248

±10°) while the head/body remained stationary was performed (Figure S3A, C). This exclusive 249

visual scene motion provoked syndirectional eye movements with respect to the stimulus 250

direction (Figure S3B, D) with and a high level of conjugacy and comparable gain values 251

between the two eyes (Figure S2G-L). Accordingly, the motion of the two eyes was again 252

averaged prior to further processing. Thus, in control two-eared animals, averaged responses253

over single motion cycles at three different frequencies had average gains of 0.22 ±0.10, 0.11 254

±0.07 and 0.05 ±0.03, respectively (mean ±SD; Figure S3E). Comparison indicated that the 255

response gain was statistically different between all tested frequencies, with higher visual 256

motion frequencies evoking considerably smaller eye motion responses as expected for visual 257

image motion processing bandwidths (Figure S3E; Friedman nonparametric test for matched 258
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pairs, p < 0.0001). Near similar differences were observed for phase re visual stimulus position 259

relationships, with 0.5 Hz being considerably phase-lagged re stimulus (58.09° ±27.29°, mean 260

±SD) compared to the mostly in-phase responses at lower frequencies (Friedman 261

nonparametric test for matched pairs, Dunn’s multiple comparisons test; 0.1 Hz, p < 0.0001; 262

0.2 Hz, p = 0.0181; Figure S3G). In one-eared tadpoles, visual motion stimulation elicited eye 263

movements with comparable magnitudes and phase relationships, with response gains of 264

0.27 ±0.17, 0.15 ±0.10 and 0.05 ±0.03 (mean ±SD) for stimulus frequencies of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 265

Hz, respectively (Figure S3E). Across this frequency range, eye movements at a frequency of 266

0.5 Hz were considerably weaker relative to 0.1 and 0.2 Hz (Friedman nonparametric test for 267

matched pairs, Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, p < 0.0001 and p = 0.0239, respectively). A 268

similar relationship was found for phase characteristics of peak responses, where responses 269

evoked at 0.5 Hz were substantially phase-lagged relative to lower frequencies (Figure S3G; 270

59.47° ±26.89°, mean ±SD; Friedman nonparametric test for matched pairs, Dunn’s multiple 271

comparisons test, p < 0.0001 and p = 0.0429, respectively). Irrespective of within group 272

differences, comparison between one- and two-eared animals revealed only very few 273

differences in response characteristics of gain and phase (Figure S3F, H; 0.2 Hz phase 274

comparison, p = 0.0355, Mann-Whitney U-test). Comparatively, these data demonstrate that 275

the visuo-motor ability is overall neither impaired nor greatly enhanced in one-eared tadpoles 276

and follows response characteristics similar to unmanipulated controls. Given the lack of 277

additional visual image motion-mediated modulation of the aVOR in these animals (Figure 3), 278

this collectively suggests that the vestibular circuitry and performance in one-eared tadpoles 279

derives exclusively from sensory inputs from the remaining inner ear with little influence from 280

visuo-motor centers.281

Physiological dynamics of one-ear-driven aVOR 282

In order to evaluate the presence of a modulated resting discharge in extraocular 283

motor nerves that accompany aVOR eye movements, multi-unit extracellular recordings were 284

performed. Modulated discharge dynamics have been previously shown to be immediately 285

abolished after acute vestibular lesions in contralesional extraocular motor nerves in Xenopus286

tadpoles at mid-larval stages (Lambert et al., 2013; Branoner and Straka, 2018) and remained 287

absent thereafter (Lambert et al., 2013). Motion of the eyes during horizontal aVOR, which is 288

driven by the coordinated efforts of lateral recti (LR) muscles, is controlled by the firing 289
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dynamics of bilateral abducens nerves which innervate each LR muscle. The discharge activity 290

of these abducens nerves, herein referred to anatomically as left (Le) and right (Ri) abducens,291

irrespective of control or one-eared animal (Figure 4A), was therefore profiled during 292

horizontal sinusoidal head rotation in darkness (0.5 Hz, positional excursion ±10°, peak 293

velocity ±31.4°/s; Figure 4A).294

In control two-eared animals (Figure 4A, blue traces), modulation of left and right 295

abducens nerves occurred during sinusoidal rotation in darkness in approximate phase-296

opposition with respect to the same-sided directional head motion velocity (see shaded gray 297

bars). These features were consistent with the push-pull functional dynamics of extraocular 298

motor nerves during an aVOR (Straka and Dieringer, 2004). As a most remarkable feature, and 299

in stark contrast to the condition after an acute vestibular lesion in mid-larval stage Xenopus300

tadpoles (Lambert et al., 2013), all recorded abducens nerves on both sides in one-eared 301

animals expressed a distinct and modifiable resting discharge (Figure 4A, orange traces). 302

However, the dynamic characteristics of this resting discharge were much less consistent303

across one-eared animals compared to controls. While left and right abducens nerves in 304

control animals modulated generally in phase with their opposite directional head motion 305

velocity (Figure 4B and 4C, upper panels), this effect appeared to be obscured in right 306

abducens nerves of one-eared animals (Figure 4B and 4C, lower panels). Discharge 307

modulation of these nerves were found to exhibit a considerable heterogeneity, with some 308

nerves modulating with profiles that were entirely inconsistent with typical right abducens 309

nerves of control animals. Quantification of phase relationships with respect to leftward head 310

motion velocity (Figure 4D-E) was in agreement with such qualitative observations. Indeed, 311

abducens nerves in controls were found to exhibit temporal-activity patterns consistent with312

those expected for their anatomical identity (Figure 4D), with no temporal overlap of the 313

activity in their bilateral abducens counterparts (see blue hashed bars in Figure 4D). 314

Directional phase analysis re leftward velocity revealed mean phase vectors of 143.92° 315

±13.52° (r = 0.973) and 329.86° ±23.48° (r = 0.919) for left and right abducens, respectively. 316

These activity metrics are demonstrative of preferred directional firing, which indicates 317

spatially separate tuning properties present in these nerves (Figure 4E; p < 0.0001 and p = 318

0.000067, Rayleigh’s Uniformity Test for left and right abducens, respectively; p < 0.001, 319

Moore’s Paired Test). In contrast, left and right abducens nerves in one-eared animals showed 320
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a large spread in temporal distribution of activity during rotation (Figure 4C-D), with mean 321

directional vectors for the left and right abducens nerves of 152.77° ±21.24° (r = 0.934) and 322

282.16° ±102.02° (r = 0.205), respectively (Figure 4E). In particular, right abducens nerves 323

appeared to modulate in some cases even during rightward peak velocity (Figure 4C-D) and 324

failed to exhibit a preferred directional sensitivity (p = 0.614, Rayleigh’s Uniformity Test).325

Conversely, left abducens nerves from one-eared animals largely exhibited an appropriate 326

temporal pattern of discharge modulation and grouped in a preferred direction (p < 0.001, 327

Rayleigh’s Uniformity Test). These results suggest a clear lack of entirely separate spatial 328

tuning between both nerves (p > 0.05, Moore’s Paired Test). The mean angular directional 329

preferences for left abducens nerves between controls and one-eared animals were found to 330

be no different (p = 0.365, Watson-Williams F-test), as well as for comparison of right 331

abducens nerves (p = 0.241, Watson-Williams F-test), suggesting that in some animals 332

appropriate tuning properties are present, despite the heterogeneity introduced by individual 333

animals.334

Amplitude-dependent features, such as the depth of modulation, which estimates the 335

magnitude of change of discharge within a single head motion cycle, were found to be not 336

statistically different between anatomical left and right nerves within controls and 337

manipulated animals (Figure S4A-B; p = 0.1563, p > 0.9999; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 6 338

pairs of controls and n = 5 pairs of one-eared animals, respectively). Such features are 339

characteristic of a spatially appropriate push-pull aVOR organization (Straka and Dieringer, 340

2004). In addition, the spontaneous activity, corresponding to discharge rates during periods 341

of no head motion, were similarly invariant between left and right nerves in both animal 342

groups (Figure S4C-D; p = 0.5625, p = 0.6250; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 6 pairs of controls 343

and n = 5 pairs of one-eared animals, respectively), suggesting the presence of a homeostatic 344

plasticity during the ontogenetic establishment of the circuitry that apparently aims at 345

symmetric driving forces. Comparison of discharge rates during the application of rotational 346

stimuli relative to spontaneous resting activity rates (modulation index) revealed expected 347

response profiles in control nerves (Figure S4E). Left and right abducens nerves appeared to 348

modulate around their spontaneous firing rate, with frequencies modulating below and 349

above their resting rate, corresponding to stimulus-evoked periods of discharge facilitation 350

and disfacilitation (Figure S4E, blue heat maps). Modulation around resting activity was 351
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observed less often in one-eared animals, in both left and right nerves, suggesting that at least 352

in some cases these nerves in one-eared animals suffer from a lack of appropriate 353

facilitation/disfacilitation dynamics based on the activity pattern from the singular ear (Figure354

S4E, orange heat maps). Between control and one-eared animals, the modulation depths in 355

both nerves were significantly less robust (Figure S4F-G; p = 0.0463, p = 0.0011; Mann-356

Whitney U-test for left and right abducens nerves, respectively), while resting rates were 357

found to be no different (Figure S4F-G; p = 0.3823, p = 0.1876; Mann-Whitney U-test for left 358

and right abducens, respectively). Beyond differences in modulation depth, these 359

physiological profiles suggest a striking dissimilarity in bilateral abducens nerve activity during 360

the aVOR for animals which have developed with only a singular ear. Motor transformations 361

from such singular ears appear to follow temporal dynamics of comparable extent as would 362

be expected in unmanipulated control animals for anatomically defined left abducens nerves. 363

This is not too surprising given the major driving force of abducens motor nerve activity from 364

the contralateral ear, which is the residual singular ear in one-eared animals. In contrast, right 365

abducens nerves exhibit a prominent temporal heterogeneity. The disparity between the two 366

nerves, which in control conditions does not exist, is indicative of potentially equally 367

heterogenic mechanisms used to permit modulatory activity that is necessary to yoke the 368

eyes.369

370

Discussion371

Unilateral extirpation of the embryonic otic placode generated tadpoles that 372

developed with a singular ear. These one-eared tadpoles exhibited a considerable degree of 373

developmental plasticity, observable during execution of the horizontal vestibulo-ocular374

reflex. Eye movements, though weaker compared to two-eared controls, demonstrated 375

successful execution of sensorimotor transformations despite the lack of bilateral mirror-376

symmetric vestibular endorgans. Achievement of this capacity occurs through neuronal 377

computations of inputs from the singular inner ear in hindbrain vestibular centers. Once in 378

the hindbrain, input from the single ear is sufficient to drive bilateral directed gaze stabilizing 379

reflexes (Figure 5). The developing central nervous system is therefore capable of establishing 380

directionally sensitive sensorimotor processing capabilities from self-motion information 381

originating from a single set of vestibular endorgans. The mechanisms driving this capacity 382
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likely derive from individualized strategies of circuit plasticity during development which are 383

largely independent of visual-motion contributions.384

385

Developmental plasticity in unilateral sensory deprived vestibulo-ocular circuits386

Surgical excision of the otic placode at very early stages in Xenopus laevis generated 387

embryos which experienced the complete absence of one inner ear and were thus challenged 388

with detecting self-motion stimuli with only one set of endorgans. Downstream of such 389

challenges in sensory detection, integration of vectorially different inputs through peripheral 390

pathways was continued, despite the fact that these pathways typically receive bilateral 391

motion vectors (Glasauer and Knorr, 2020). Unilateral ablation techniques such as this have 392

previously been demonstrated as a suitable approach to assess the anatomical effects of 393

sensory deprivation on hindbrain targets in Xenopus (Fritzsch, 1990; Elliott et al., 2015a, 394

2015b), chick (Levi-Montalcini, 1949; Peusner and Morest, 1977), and salamanders (Goodman 395

and Model, 1988). Such studies were pivotal in identifying the effects on central vestibular 396

circuit development, however, detailed profiling of the behavioral impact and 397

electrophysiological execution of sensorimotor transformations from the remaining singular 398

inner ear by vestibular-ocular and visuo-motor centers is so far unexplored. Ear extirpation in 399

Xenopus at later embryonic periods during which the inner ear is well into its development 400

examined resulting behavioral consequences (Rayer et al., 1983; Rayer and Horn, 1986),401

although exploration was mostly limited to vestibular stimulation in darkness during static 402

head positions without the presence of OKR feedback and to our knowledge has not been 403

profiled on an electrophysiological level. Related embryonic manipulations such as surgical 404

rotation (Lilian et al., 2019; Elliott et al., 2015b) or addition of supernumerary ears (Elliott et 405

al., 2015a; Gordy et al., 2018), profiled functional achievements to a successful degree, 406

though central computations retain inputs of variable degrees and spatio-temporal 407

composition from both sides (Lilian et al., 2019; Elliott et al., 2015a,b).408

Beyond different surgical techniques, non-invasive methods have been used to profile 409

vestibular sensory loss, particularly from selective deficiencies in microgravity (Horn, 2003), 410

inner ear genetic manipulations with permanent effects (Kopecky et al., 2012; Macova et al., 411

2019) or those of a more transitory nature, such as the generation of Zebrafish with 412

temporary utricular deprivation (Roberts et al., 2017; Ehrlich and Schoppik, 2019). Such 413
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manipulations, however, were either not specific to one side (Kopecky et al., 2012), lack 414

uniformity of deprivation across all sensory epithelia (Roberts et al., 2017), or present with 415

defects in various sensorimotor areas (Patten et al., 2012). Functional consequences of these 416

conditions would therefore derive from motion information of both sides, albeit with varying 417

degrees of asymmetric signaling. In contrast, one-eared animals in the current study receive 418

self-motion information solely through one inner ear, which lacks its bilateral mirror-419

symmetric compliment, but normally develops all other sensorimotor systems, with minimal 420

detrimental effects on adjacent placode-derived sensory organs (Elliott et al., 2010). The 421

overall retention of vestibulo-motor responses in the presence of a singular ear (Figure 1) 422

demonstrates the capacity of one-eared animals to execute adequate spatio-temporal VOR 423

transformations. Execution of gaze stabilizing vestibular reflexes in darkness, and thus 424

without visually derived motion-signaling, demonstrate that these animals have generated425

sufficient plastic vestibular alterations to transform directionally specific inputs from the 426

singular ear. Such plastic capabilities have not been observed in previous behavioral 427

assessments of one-eared Xenopus tadpoles (Zarei et al., 2017), where Mauthner-cell 428

mediated swimming startle responses were of appropriate measure, although directionally 429

biased with respect to inputs from the singular ear (Zarei et al., 2017). The latter finding is not 430

entirely surprising, given the physiological basis of Mauthner cell-mediated startle behaviors 431

(Korn and Faber, 2005), where no morpho-physiological modifications within the singular ear 432

can obviously encode bidirectional stimuli. In contrast, in the current study, lateralized 433

horizontal rotation is detectable by the singular horizontal semicircular canal and was shown 434

to derive from the structurally guided facilitation/disfacilitation dynamics of semicircular 435

canal afferent signals (Figure 2).436

Particularly surprising was the unexpected inequality in eye motion amplitudes during 437

contraversive versus ipsiversive (with respect to the single ear) rotation, which favored more 438

robust responses during disfacilitation of the singular right ear. Acute lesion of a single stato-439

acoustic nerve in Xenopus tadpoles showed a physiologically more expected effect where 440

rotation toward the lesion side elicited very poor eye movements, a feature consistent with 441

the sudden loss of a predominant directional sensitivity (Soupiadou et al., 2020), which is 442

likely due to the resulting absence of the driving force supplying relevant extraocular 443

motoneurons (Branoner and Straka, 2018). Here, despite the obvious bidirectional sensitivity 444
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of the singular inner ear, such asymmetric motor output highlights individualized differential 445

strengths in computation within brainstem processing regions. This suggests that plasticity 446

mechanisms are not goal-directed at consistently aiming for production of suitable motor 447

commands that equalize sensitivity vectors (Dieringer, 2003). Instead, behavioral responses 448

during head oscillation-driven facilitation and disfacilitation of singular ears seems to provide 449

sufficient dynamics for the production of spatio-temporally appropriate aVOR responses 450

beyond differences in directional vectors. In animals with an acute loss of inputs from one 451

inner ear, the residual oscillatory motion-driven aVOR is much less robust and generally rather 452

asymmetric with a predominance of responses during rotations toward the intact side 453

(Soupiadou et al., 2020). This is likely related to the fact that the effects of such an acute lesion 454

were assessed in post-embryonic animals with a well-established and functionally mature 455

vestibular system. In contrast, one-eared animals in this study were generated prior to the 456

development of otic neurosensory and central vestibular elements. By comparison, here, 457

plasticity mediated generation of vestibular behaviors is thus challenged during development 458

of the vestibular system and reports on the extent to which bilateral peripheral input is 459

required or dispensable during this ontogenetic period. Lesions in tadpoles, which is at 460

variance with the otic extirpation in embryos in the current study, present with permanent 461

morphological detriments, which are retained even into post-metamorphic adult stages 462

(Lambert et al., 2013), highlighting that such perturbations in Xenopus tadpoles occurs after 463

a period where relevant circuitries have already developed and thus reveal the emerging 464

consequences after a unilateral loss of vestibular sensory inputs.465

In the visual system, early reversible monocular deprivation in the cat leads to an 466

increased responsiveness to signals from the remaining eye in cortical areas, with a 467

concomitant expense of target sensitivity to inputs from the shunted eye (Wiesel and Hubel, 468

1963). The data presented here suggest the opposite, with a dampening in motion vector 469

sensitivity in the excitatory on-direction of the singular ear. However, the marginal 470

redundancy in visual input originating from individual eyes during visual motion detection, 471

even among lateral- and frontal-eyed animals which present with markedly strong directional 472

asymmetries (Masseck and Hoffmann, 2009; Wagner et al., 2022) does not exist for vestibular 473

signal encoding and processing, where mirror-symmetric endorgans encode directional 474

domains that are almost mutually exclusive. Therefore, that the remaining inner ear 475
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maintains and potentially increases the ability to peripherally distinguish directional vectors 476

(Figure 2) suggests that one-eared tadpoles have individually activated developmental 477

strategies that ultimately provide preservation or extension of bidirectional sensitives. Two-478

eared mediated bilateral modulation of motion-related neuronal activity is known to depend 479

on spontaneous afferent discharge levels, which provide a larger range for bidirectional 480

motion encoding at higher resting rates and a more directionally restricted sensitivity at low 481

or very low afferent firing rates as usually present in amphibian species (Blanks and Precht, 482

1976; Honrubia et al., 1981, 1989). Here, a generalized strategy to generate bidirectional 483

sensitivity from singular inner ears might involve the establishment of higher resting 484

discharge rates in vestibular afferent fibers beyond the usually low firing rates to allow 485

encoding of head motion only in the on- but not in the off-direction (Figure 5C).486

Developmentally established higher resting rates of vestibular afferents innervating the 487

singular ear would thus extend the dynamic range for the motion encoding by increasing the 488

degree for a firing rate disfacilitation during contraversive head movements.489

One-eared Xenopus tadpoles subjected to drop-swim assays showed deficits in 490

postural stabilization (Elliott et al., 2015b), which suggests an inability to correct for 491

directionally asymmetric vestibular inputs. However, the extent to which this reflects a 492

limitation in processing bandwidth required for integrating otolith and semicircular canal 493

inputs, or is merely a developmental restriction, given that tadpoles were assessed relatively 494

shortly after the ear removal, remained untested (Elliott et al., 2015b). Developmental 495

progression of similarly manipulated tadpoles to the physiological stages assayed here has 496

been done previously but was limited to tract tracing observations alone (Fritzsch et al., 1990). 497

The capability of one-eared animals in this study to execute a spatially appropriate aVOR 498

provides a unique perspective on the developmental strategies for adaptive plasticity, 499

highlighting the extent to which directional sensitivities may develop despite lacking 500

structures for their detection. These results expand upon the observed persistency of 501

appropriate vestibular processing despite embryonic deficiencies in peripheral inputs. Indeed, 502

delayed bilateral otolith formation in Zebrafish demonstrated a similar autonomy for nascent 503

posture-stabilizing circuits (Roberts et al., 2017). The extent of developmental plasticity 504

observed in the current study compliments with previous experimental models in the visual 505

system of amphibians (e.g., Constantine-Paton and Law, 1978; Ruthazer et al., 2003; 506
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Blackiston et al., 2017) and teleosts (e.g., Ramdya and Engert, 2008), which served to highlight 507

the remarkable degree of flexibility during development of sensory systems. A potential 508

mechanism in the case of one-eared tadpoles might include altered resting discharge rates as 509

well as a shift in the push-pull organization of inhibitory and excitatory vestibulo-ocular 510

connections beyond the typical three-neuronal connections. Such mechanisms could 511

generate a spectrum of individually specific encoding capacities for bilateral extraocular 512

motor commands through alterations in the degree of excitation or disinhibition (see below).513

Mechanisms of developmental vestibular plasticity 514

Firing activity of extraocular motor nerves represent the terminal site of VOR 515

sensorimotor transformations originating from inner ear peripheral inputs (Gensberger et al., 516

2016). Extracellular discharge dynamics of these motoneurons, particularly those of the 517

abducens nerve, have previously been used to profile downstream circuit computations after 518

an acute vestibular loss in Xenopus (Lambert et al., 2013; Branoner and Straka, 2018), and 519

various species of ranid frogs (e.g., Rohregger and Dieringer, 2003), as well as following 520

embryonically guided introduction of additional vestibular inputs (Gordy et al., 2018). Here, 521

profiling abducens nerve dynamics in one-eared animals reported on a considerable range of 522

developmental plasticity measures. Despite the absence of one inner ear, a sustained and 523

robust spontaneous resting rate of the extraocular motor nerve was observed. The presence 524

of such robust rates contrasts with animals following an acute unilateral vestibular loss where 525

an elimination of resting activity in extraocular motor nuclei contralateral to the lesioned ear 526

was reliably demonstrated (Branoner and Straka, 2018; Lambert et al., 2013). Given that 527

motoneurons of the right abducens nerve in one-eared tadpoles exhibit such prominent 528

resting rates despite lacking a contralateral left inner ear, which under control conditions 529

provides the excitatory drive (Straka and Dieringer, 1993), suggests the presence of 530

homeostatic mechanisms which likely aim at establishing symmetric driving forces during 531

ontogeny. Following an acute lesion of one stato-acoustic nerve at the tadpole stage (e.g., 532

Lambert et al., 2013), such a loss is likely driven and permanently maintained by the weighted 533

inputs on abducens motor targets from second-order vestibular neurons which suddenly lack 534

excitatory inputs from the lesioned side while maintaining continued ipsilateral inhibition 535

from the remaining ear. In the current study, the development of a suitable driving force could 536

likely be generated by both a decrease in inhibitory inputs to the right abducens nucleus as 537
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well as by an indirect excitatory input from the remaining inner ear (Figure 5A). Unilateral 538

labyrinth-ectomized ranid frogs appear to rely heavily on the former compensatory strategy, 539

though were also rather heterogeneous in the efficacy of their responses (Agosti et al., 1986).540

In the current one-eared animals, the impaired ability of right abducens nerves to 541

modulate around their respective resting rates in some animals suggests a degree of 542

inadequacy in disinhibition and might lend support to this notion. Indirect excitatory 543

contributions might be the result of midline crossing commissural pathways in the hindbrain 544

(Figure 5A; Straka, 2020), particularly of excitatory fibers which innervate horizontal 545

semicircular canal second-order vestibular neurons (Holler and Straka, 2001) and assist the 546

generation of symmetric resting rates, as might be the case for the acute loss in ranid frogs 547

(Agosti et al., 1986). The relative synaptic weights of such excitatory connections, their 548

second-order targets, and the distributions relative to inhibitory commissural fibers is thus of 549

great interest to investigate. The longer response latency in one-eared aVOR eye movements 550

of the current study tends to support such a claim, given the delay to reach peak eye motion 551

velocity relative to control conditions and could be due to additional synaptic relays during 552

sensorimotor transformation (Figures 1, 2; see Figure 5 for a summary). The presence of 553

additional synaptic sites likely supplements the traditional three-neuronal reflex circuit typical 554

for aVOR processing and thus offers a potential mechanistic site for assisting appropriate eye 555

movements during head rotations in the absence of the former. If indeed such crossed 556

synaptic additions are utilized and have become a dominant pathway in these animals557

requires further investigation into frequency sensitivities. This would be of particular interest 558

to explore due to possible resultant behavioral constraints given that VOR responses are 559

considerably sensitive to high frequency head movements. As a result, response delays might560

compromise appropriate eye movements during high frequencies, whereas low frequency 561

head movements could likely cope with such synaptic strategies. Commissural pathway-562

mediated generation of such symmetry would be opposite to that observed in cats, where a 563

loss of crossed vestibular commissural inhibition causes an increase in the resting discharge 564

of contralesional second-order vestibular neurons, which, however, decreases over time (Yagi 565

and Markham, 1984). In chicks, an increase in excitatory inputs on the lesioned side was found 566

only in animals which had not been classified as being able to behaviorally compensate for an 567

acute unilateral vestibular loss (Shao et al., 2012). The similar resting rates between bilateral 568
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abducens nerves in embryonically manipulated Xenopus tadpoles approximate a considerable 569

extent of symmetric activity in their upstream vestibular nuclei. These animals, though lacking 570

behavioral and physiological robustness at control levels, have seemingly developed such a 571

symmetry, which permits appropriate motor output and highlights the general need of 572

symmetric activity levels in vestibular nuclei, as has been proposed in several experimental 573

models (Lambert and Straka, 2012).574

Motion evoked discharge rates in the abducens nerves of one-eared tadpoles were cyclic 575

with respect to the stimulus. Despite differences in the ability to modulate around their 576

respective resting rates, abducens activity profiles clearly demonstrated a general capability 577

to execute sensorimotor transformations originating from inputs from the singular inner ear. 578

However, the notable heterogeneity in the response phase of individual nerves indicates a 579

range of temporal relationships. This is particularly evident for right abducens nerves, where 580

peak firing rates temporally extended even in some cases to periods with inappropriate 581

motion direction. In these abducens motoneuron populations, the lack of direct excitatory 582

input from the operated side, despite disinhibitory contributions from the remaining ear, 583

might seem to be a detriment that was sometimes developmentally uncompensated for, 584

particularly given that all left abducens nerve responses appeared appropriate in phase (with 585

excitatory inputs from the residual singular inner ear). However, the behavioral data suggests 586

against this, particularly given the activation of considerably strong eye movements during 587

sinusoidal and unilateral motion toward the operated side. Therefore, right abducens 588

motoneurons with directionally inappropriate phase metrics might be supplemented with 589

temporally complimenting, though phase shifted, discharge rates in medial rectus-innervating 590

oculomotor motoneurons, which would provide suitable antagonistic yoking (Figure 5B) 591

required for the aVOR (Horn and Straka, 2021). Post-lesional plasticity in ranid frogs has so 592

far demonstrated a considerable variability in the spatial tuning of the abducens nerve activity 593

during linear and angular motion-evoked VOR, which was demonstrated to be behaviorally 594

detrimental but likely beneficial for the survival of deafferented central vestibular neurons, 595

illustrating the lack of a robust singular principle for recovery (Goto et al., 2001; Rohregger 596

and Dieringer, 2003). In tadpoles of the current study, the ability to execute spatially 597

meaningful aVOR behaviors suggests that inappropriate tuning of abducens nerve activity 598

might only play a minor role. This variability in response timing indicates either an absence of 599
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a unifying goal-directed neuronal strategy or a permissive mechanistic framework for 600

amelioration following vestibular loss similar to the previously reported spatial plasticity of 601

the VOR (for review see Dieringer, 2003). Precise tuning characteristics of central vestibular 602

neurons would be beneficial to further explore, such as in recent approaches quantifying 603

tuning and convergence properties in Zebrafish (Liu et al., 2020).604

Motion-sensitive sensory modality integration is prominent in brainstem gaze and posture 605

processing centers (Angelaki and Cullen, 2008), and plasticity-based reorganization following 606

vestibular loss is typically supplemented by these modalities (Curthoys, 2000). In tadpoles of 607

the current study, concurrent optokinetic flow appeared to not supplement aVOR responses 608

neither in amplitude nor in temporal attributes. These animals have therefore developed a 609

vestibular processing regime without relying on augmented synergistic visual motion signals, 610

which suggests the location of plasticity as being possibly exclusive to vestibular circuit 611

elements alone. A wealth of studies has reached similar or contrasting conclusions, which 612

highlights broad species differences in the apparent extent of modality substitution following 613

vestibular deprivation (for review see e.g., Dieringer, 1995; Darlington and Smith, 2000). The 614

current study is thus the first instance of unilateral embryonic vestibular deprivation 615

demonstrating the impact on the performance of vestibulo-ocular reflexes that align with 616

independence from visually mediated substitution. Cerebellar contributions to 617

developmental maturation of vestibular evoked posture-stabilization (Ehrlich and Schoppik, 618

2019), as well as homeostatic mechanisms following prolonged rotation (Dietrich and Straka, 619

2016) implicate the possibility of the cerebellum as being involved in plasticity strategies here 620

as well, though experimental validation is still pending. Ontogenetic development of 621

brainstem vestibular circuits might be highly plastic and can be exploited to drive functionally 622

appropriate motor outputs despite lacking peripheral sensors. Considerations to such 623

plasticity extents would be beneficial for targeted therapeutics, such as those aimed at using 624

transplantation approaches to replace vestibular deficits (Elliott et al., 2022), and might aid in 625

the holistic understanding of adaptability in vestibular development and processing.626
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Limitations of Study627

Electrophysiological data from abducens nerves were acquired by extracellular multi-unit 628

recordings with separately crafted electrode capillaries of different diameters to fit individual 629

nerves across animals. Electrode capillary sizes determine the capacity to detect specific units 630

and therefore can obscure a comprehensive assessment of the entire population discharge 631

dynamics by reducing the resolution to specific sets of individual motoneurons. Additionally, 632

removal of the otic placode, though clearly demonstrated, is an experimental physical 633

manipulation and could present with unintended side-effects as a byproduct of surgical 634

intervention. Genetic ablation of the otic placode could potentially serve to substantiate the 635

absence of such effects in these developing embryos, although this might also introduce other 636

detrimental consequences for the experimental outcome. Xenopus tadpoles in this study are 637

head-fixed during behavioral trials. Head fixation restricts the ability of behaviorally 638

substituting strategies during horizontal rotation, such as saccadic head movements common 639

in anurans, and could therefore impart a bias in the efficacy of observed gaze-stabilization 640

strategies.641
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Main Figure Titles and Legends666

Figure 1. Vestibulo-ocular reflex performance in one-eared Xenopus laevis tadpoles. (A)667

Schematic depicting the experimental procedure and developmental timeline following 668

unilateral embryonic removal of the otic placode (stages 25-27; lateral view) followed by 669

rearing of the one-eared embryos to tadpole stages (stage 46-57; dorsal view); note the lack 670

of the left inner ear (orange *) and corresponding neurosensory and accessory otic structures, 671

illustrated by images from the left (Extirpated side) and right side (Unmanipulated side) of a 672

stage 46 larva, with whole-mount antibody stainings against neurons (acetylated tubulin, 673

green) and hair cells (myosin-VI, red) in the otic region. (B) Schematic of a semi-intact 674

preparation used for functional profiling of control and one-eared tadpoles during horizontal 675

sinusoidal rotation coupled with live motion-tracking of both eyes. (C) Representative 676

example of oppositely-directed, compensatory eye oscillations (lower traces) during five 677

cycles of horizontal sinusoidal head rotation (±10°, peak velocity ±31.4°/s) at 0.5 Hz (upper 678

trace) in an unmanipulated control (blue) and a one-eared (orange) tadpole. Responses are 679

averages of both eyes, respectively. (D) Averaged responses over a single horizontal rotation 680

cycle of controls (n = 13, individual gray traces; from 6-40 cycles) and one-eared animals (n =681

13, individual gray traces; from 12-66 cycles); blue and orange traces represent the population 682

mean response over one motion cycle (black trace) for the respective group of animals (D); 683

averaged responses were used to individually calculate the gain (left in E) and phase value re684

stimulus position (right in E). Significance levels are indicated by asterisks: * p ≤ 0.05, **** p685

≤ 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U-test). R, rostral; C, caudal; V, ventral; D, dorsal; M, medial; op, otic 686

placode; ov, optic vesicle; cg, cement gland; oe, olfactory epithelium. Immunohistochemical 687

stainings in A were counterstained with the nuclear marker DAPI. Scale bars in A are 100 μm.688

Data in E are represented as mean ± SD. See also Figures S1 and S2.689

690

Figure 2. Directional sensitivities of singular ears during horizontal aVOR. (A) Schematic691

depicting unidirectional horizontal angular rotation of control and one-eared animals; 692

rotations were performed either toward (ipsiversive, ipsi) or away from the residual singular 693

ear (contraversive, contra) without oscillation between the two directions. (B) Eye 694

movements of individual control (n = 9; thin blue traces) and one-eared (n = 13; thin orange 695

traces) animals during unidirectional rotation, averaged over 1-6 half-cycles, respectively, 696
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that were obtained from the onset of sinusoidal stimulus events shown in Figure 1D; thick 697

blue and orange traces represent respective population means. (C, D) Comparison of peak 698

response amplitudes during contraversive and ipsiversive positional excursions within (C)699

controls (blue) and one-eared animals (orange), respectively, and for the two directions 700

between controls and one-eared animals (D). Data points in C reflect all animals which had a 701

VOR half-cycle response; lines connecting data points indicate animals that had a response in 702

both directions which was used for paired statistical comparison. Dotted lines in C and D703

represent the reversal lines of eye motion direction; note that peak amplitudes during 704

ipsiversive rotations were inverted to facilitate a comparison between the responses for the 705

two stimulus directions; significance levels are indicated by asterisks: * p ≤ 0.05 (Wilcoxon 706

signed-rank test) *** p ≤ 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U-test). Data in D are represented as mean ± 707

SD.708

709

Figure 3. Visuo-vestibular reflex plasticity. (A) Schematic depicting the experimental 710

condition that consisted of a horizontal sinusoidal head rotation in the presence of a world-711

stationary, illuminated black and white-striped visual pattern (Light). (B) Averaged responses 712

over a single head motion cycle in light (gray traces from 6-77 cycles, respectively) and 713

population means (solid-colored traces) in controls (n = 13) and one-eared animals (n = 13); 714

dotted blue and orange traces depict population means obtained from head rotations in 715

darkness (Dark) illustrated in Figure 1D; black sine waves indicate the stimulus position. (C-H) 716

Gain (C-E) and phase re stimulus position (F-H) calculated from averaged responses over a 717

single motion cycle in Dark and Light conditions of controls (C, F) and one-eared animals (D, 718

G); respective values for the light condition in the two experimental groups are compared in 719

E, F. Significance levels are indicated by asterisks: * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001 720

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test in F, Mann-Whitney U-test in E, H). Horizontal dotted lines in F-H721

at 0° indicate phase alignment with the stimulus. Data in E, H are represented as mean ± SD.722

See also Figures S3 and S2.723

724

Figure 4. Discharge dynamics of abducens motoneurons. (A) Recording sites of abducens 725

motor nerves during sinusoidal head rotation (±10° positional excursion, peak velocity of 726
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±31.4°/s, 0.5 Hz) in darkness (upper panel); multi-unit recordings of left (Le) and right (Ri) 727

abducens nerves (lower panel) during head rotation, corresponding to peak leftward (lower 728

peaks) and rightward (upper peaks) velocities (Vel) of ±31.4°/s (black sinusoidal velocity trace) 729

in two-eared control (blue) and one-eared (orange) animals; shaded regions indicate periods 730

of leftward head motion velocity. (B) Heat maps visualizing peri-stimulus time histograms of 731

normalized discharge rates over a single cycle (from 12-28 and 14-54 cycles in n = 10 and n = 732

15 controls and one-eared animals, respectively) during directionally specific head motion 733

velocity (gray sinusoidal traces); horizontal heat map rows represent individual animals. (C) 734

Modulation depth as a function of phase re peak leftward stimulus velocity for left and right 735

abducens nerves obtained from B, depicting the timing of the peak discharge within the cycle; 736

closed and open circles indicate left and right abducens nerves, respectively; note the discrete 737

clustering of left and right abducens nerve activity in controls (upper, blue) compared to one-738

eared animals (lower, orange). (D) Frequency distribution of response phases for right and 739

left abducens nerves, obtained from the data depicted in C; bar amplitudes denote the total 740

number of nerves per temporal allocation; hashed bars indicate the number of right abducens 741

nerves within the total number per temporal allocation. (E) Polar plots depicting phase 742

deviations re peak leftward velocity (gray vertical line indicates phase of peak leftward 743

velocity during stimulus motion) from C-D represented across 360°; arrows indicate the 744

calculated mean vector for pooled left (filled arrowhead) and right (shaded arrowhead) 745

abducens nerve discharge profiles in controls (upper) and one-eared (lower) animals; values 746

next to vector arrows are respective metrics of mean angular direction and vector length (μ, 747

r). See also Figure S4.748

749

Figure 5. Putative plasticity mechanisms in embryonically generated one-eared tadpoles. 750

Schematic depicting the speculated horizontal aVOR circuitry during a leftward heard turn in 751

a one-eared animal and proposed plasticity mechanisms (orange boxes, orange cells and 752

axons). Leftward head rotation (black arrow) elicits oppositely directed horizontal eye 753

movements (blue arrows) through muscle contractions of the lateral and medial recti (LR, MR, 754

blue) driven from off-direction hair cell and afferent activity modulation of the singular 755

horizontal semicircular canal (HC, blue). Disfacilitation (gray colored cells and axons) of 756

second-order vestibular target neurons (2°VN) and HC afferent fibers (1°HC) produces eye 757
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movements which are delayed relative to control conditions, potentially due to (A) 758

augmented crossed excitatory (green, +) or inhibitory (magenta, -) commissural gating of759

contralateral 2°VN target neuronal activity (orange line). Upstream of driving force 760

computations, temporally inappropriate firing dynamics of abducens (VI) motoneurons are 761

potentially offset (B) by the activity of antagonistic muscles, i.e., the ipsilateral MR muscle. 762

Increased levels of afferent discharge rates (C; see inset) may contribute to the encoding 763

ability for off-directional head movements. III, oculomotor nerve; VI-INT, abducens 764

internuclear neurons. Blue, eye motion direction and corresponding horizontal endorgan; 765

green, excitatory connections; magenta, inhibitory connections; gray, disfacilitation; orange, 766

proposed sites and mechanisms of plasticity in one-eared animals.767

768
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STAR Methods785

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY786

Lead Contact787

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will 788

be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Hans Straka (straka@lmu.de).789

Materials availability790

This study did not generate new unique reagents. 791

Data and code availability792

All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.793

All original code has been deposited at Mendeley Data and is publicly available as of the 794

date of publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.795

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is 796

available from the lead contact upon request.797

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS798

Xenopus laevis799

Experiments were conducted on wild-type Xenopus laevis embryos and larvae of 800

either sex at developmental stages 25-27, 46, and 53-57 (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994). 801

Embryos were obtained through induced ovulation by injection of human chorionic 802

gonadotropin, followed by in vitro fertilization with sperm suspension in 1 x Modified Barth’s 803

Saline (MBS, diluted from 10 x stock; 880 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 100 mM HEPES, 25 mM804

NaHCO3, pH 7.6) or manual collection after natural mating. Embryos from either fertilization 805

method were de-jellied with 2% cysteine and incubated in 0.1 x Marc’s Modified Ringer’s 806

Solution (MMR, diluted from 10 x stock; 1 M NaCl, 18 mM KCl, 20 mM CaCl2, 10 mM MgCl2, 807

150 mM HEPES, pH 7.6-7.8) until animals reached stage 46, when tadpoles were transferred808

and housed jointly in standing tanks of de-chlorinated water of appropriate volume 809

(McNamara et al., 2018), maintained at 17-19°C under a 12 hour/12 hour light/dark cycle, and 810

fed daily with a powdered Spirulina (Algova, Germany) suspension in tank water. One-eared 811

experimental tadpoles were housed in the same environmentally controlled room and 812

exposed to same aqueous medium as control siblings. After reaching stage 53-57, tadpoles 813
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were used for behavioral and/or physiological assessment in accordance with the “Principles 814

of animal care” publication No. 86–23, revised 1985, of the National Institutes of Health and 815

were carried out in accordance with the ARRIVE guidelines and regulations. Permission for 816

the experiments was granted by the legally responsible governmental body of Upper Bavaria 817

(Regierung von Oberbayern) under the license codes ROB-55.2-1-54-2532-14-2016, ROB-818

55.2.2532.Vet_03-17-24 and ROB-55.2.2532.Vet_02-19-146. In addition, all experiments 819

were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations of the Ludwig-820

Maximilians-University Munich.821

METHOD DETAILS822

Inner Ear Extirpation 823

Extirpations of the inner ear anlage (the otic placode) were performed in 1.0 x MMR 824

at a room temperature of 22°C on stage 25-27 embryos. Embryos were anesthetized with 825

0.02% Benzocaine (Sigma-Aldrich, E1501; Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010) prior to the surgical 826

manipulations. All surgical interventions were performed with fine tungsten needles (0.125 827

mm, Fine Science Tools, 10130-05). Access to the developing inner ear following visual 828

identification of the target area was made by peeling back the dorsolateral ectoderm-derived 829

layer overlying the developing otic placode. Placodes were subsequently identified by visual 830

inspection and were surgically excised from the surrounding tissue (Video S1). Removals were 831

done unilaterally, with the contralateral side left unmanipulated. Care was taken to minimize 832

the ablation and disturbance of adjacent non-otic tissue such as to exclusively remove the 833

developing ear. After the surgery, embryos were maintained for 30 minutes in 1.0 x MMR to 834

permit healing of the exposed tissue before being returned to 0.1 x MMR and reared until 835

reaching the desired stages for the different types of experiments (see below). A 836

representative video of ear extirpation was captured on a SteREO Discovery.V20 stereo 837

microscope with a Axiocam 305 color camera (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH) taken at 8 fps 838

and exported at 15 fps using ZEN software 3.4.91 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH).839

Experimental preparations840

All experiments were performed on semi-intact in vitro preparations generated from 841

tadpoles that had been subjected to a unilateral embryonic inner ear extirpation or from 842

untreated control animals and were obtained following a protocol described previously (Knorr 843
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et al., 2021; specified in detail by Özugur et al., 2022). Tadpoles were first anesthetized in 844

0.05% 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester methanesulfonate (MS-222; Pharmaq Ltd. UK) at a 845

room temperature of 22°C for 3-5 min and were then transferred into ice cold frog Ringer 846

solution (75 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM KCl, 0.1 mM MgCl2, and 11 mM 847

glucose, pH 7.4). An in vitro preparation was generated by decapitation, removal of the lower 848

jaw, and evisceration. The skin covering the dorsal part of the head including the otic 849

capsule(s) was removed, the cartilaginous skull opened and the choroid plexus detached to 850

allow access of the Ringer solution to the brainstem through the open fourth ventricle. Such 851

in vitro preparations maintain fully functional sensory organs (e.g., ears and eyes) as well as 852

all central nervous circuits, and contain intact peripheral motor nerves and effector organs 853

(e.g., extraocular muscles; see Straka and Simmers, 2012). Following surgical procedures, 854

animals were allowed to recover for 2 hours at 17°C. 855

Visuo-vestibular motion stimulation856

Vestibular sensory stimulation was provided by a six-axis motion stimulator (PI H-840, 857

Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany) mounted onto a breadboard table (TMC Ametek). 858

Semi-intact tadpole preparations were mechanically secured with insect pins in the center of 859

a Sylgard-lined chamber (Ø 5 cm) and continuously superfused with oxygenated (Carbogen: 860

95% O2, 5% CO2) Ringer solution to maintain a constant temperature of 17.5 ± 1.0°C. For 861

behavioral experiments, horizontal sinusoidal motion stimuli were generated by a custom 862

written software in C++ (Soupiadou et al., 2020) and delivered to the control unit of the 863

motion stimulator. Stimulation paradigms consisted for each animal as follows: bouts of 864

sinusoidal vestibular stimulation were provided through oscillating horizontal rotation 865

performed at 0.5 Hz with a peak velocity of ±31.4°/s for 15 consecutive cycles, followed by an 866

inter-stimulus period of at least 60 seconds. Each animal was provided with the horizontal 867

rotational stimuli first in darkness and then in light, with the light condition corresponding to 868

motion in the presence of a world-stationary visual scene consisting of black and white stripes 869

used for optokinetic stimulation described below. In both darkness and light, stimulation 870

bouts were initiated with motion beginning either in the leftward or rightward directions prior 871

to oscillation at 0.5 Hz (2 second period) between both directions, with leftward initiating 872

bouts occurring first in the order of presented stimulus paradigms before those starting 873

rightward. In all bouts, the first half cycle (1.0 second) of each bout were classified as 874
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unidirectional stimulation for subsequent analyses. Optokinetic stimuli were generated by 875

three digital light processing video projectors (Aiptek V60). Visual patterns were projected 876

onto a cylindrical screen (Ø 8 cm, height 5 cm) positioned around the center of the motion 877

platform, providing a 275° visual field with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Patterns consisted of 878

equally spaced vertically oriented black and white stripes of 16°/16° spatial size. Optokinetic 879

stimuli were presented at three frequencies, initiating in the following order: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 880

Hz, and occurred in 3 repetitions of 15 consecutive cycles per frequency, interrupted by a 881

stationary period of at least 15 seconds. Vestibular stimulation paradigms for 882

electrophysiological recordings of extraocular motor nerve discharge were performed 883

similarly with consistent sinusoidal parameters, however stimulation was performed only in 884

darkness, and consisted of at least two stimulation bouts of 5-15 cycles each (at 0.5 Hz with a 885

peak velocity of ±31.4°/s as indicated above). Vestibular and optokinetic stimulus profiles 886

were set to be sampled into Spike2 signal recording software (Cambridge Electronic Design, 887

UK) at a rate of 50 Hz.888

Eye Motion Tracking889

Eye movements, in response to head motion (vestibular) and exclusive visual image 890

motion (optokinetic) stimulation, were recorded by a digital camera (Grasshopper Mono, 891

Point Grey Research Inc., Canada) fitted with a high-pass infrared filter lens and appropriate 892

zoom objective (Optem Zoom 70XL, Qioptiq Photonics GmbH & Co. KG, Germany; M25 × 0.75 893

+ 0.25). The camera was mounted onto the motion simulator platform and centered directly 894

above the head. Video sequences were recorded with a frame capture rate of 30 Hz using the 895

FlyCap2 software (v2.3.2.14.) under illumination with an infrared light source. Positional 896

changes of both eyes over time were quantitatively assessed (Beck et al., 2004; Soupiadou et 897

al., 2020) by fitting an ellipse to each eye independently and computing the deviation of the 898

major axis of each ellipse from the longitudinal image axis in each video frame. Behavioral 899

data were captured and digitized at 30 Hz by a CED 1401 A/D interface and associated Spike2 900

program (Cambridge Electronic Design Ltd., United Kingdom).901

Electrophysiological recordings of extraocular motor nerves902

Extracellular multi-unit spike discharge was recorded from the severed ends of the 903

lateral rectus (LR) motor nerves close to the innervation site of their respective bilateral eye 904

muscles with glass suction electrodes. Electrodes were made from glass capillaries (Science 905
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Products, GB100-10) with a horizontal puller (P-87, Sutter Instruments Co., USA) and were 906

individually broken to fit to the size of each nerve. Multi-unit spike activity was recorded (EXT 907

10-2F; npi electronic GmbH, Germany) and digitized at 20 kHz by the CED 1401 A/D interface 908

in Spike2.909

Immunohistochemistry 910

Young tadpoles at stage 46 were anesthetized in 0.5% MS-222 and fixed by immersion 911

in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for at least 3 hours at 4°C. 912

Following, tadpoles were dissected by removal of the lower jaws and viscera, decapitated at 913

the head/tail junction, and freed from the skin overlying the dorsal head. Subsequently, 914

samples were dehydrated in 70% ethanol for a period of 1 - 12 hours, followed by washing 3 915

x in 0.1x PBS before immersion for 1 hour at a room temperature of 22°C in 5% normal goat 916

serum with 0.1% Triton X100 to block the immunoreactive epitopes. Samples were then 917

incubated overnight at 36°C with primary antibodies against the hair cell marker Myosin VI 918

(1:400; Proteus Biosciences, 25-6791) and the neuronal marker acetylated-tubulin (1:800; 919

Sigma-Aldrich, T7451). Afterwards, washing and blocking reactions were repeated as above, 920

prior to incubation for 1 hour at room temperature with species-specific secondary antibodies 921

(1:500; Alexa Goat anti-Mouse IgG2b, A-21141; Alexa Goat anti-Rabbit IgG, A32733) and DAPI 922

(Thermo Fisher Scientific; 62248; 1:1000) for 1 hour at room temperature. Following a series 923

of washes (6x) in 0.1x PBS, animals were mounted on microscope slides, coverslipped with 924

Aqua Polymount (Polyscience, 18606) and subsequently imaged on a Leica SP5-2 confocal925

microscope. 926

QUANTIFICATION AND STATSTICAL ANALYSIS 927

Data Analysis928

Data analysis of eye motion and extraocular motoneuron spike discharge recordings 929

were conducted post-hoc in Python 3 following export from the Spike2 acquisition software 930

into MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.) data files. Tadpoles selected for functional assays were 931

excluded from behavioral and electrophysiological testing if they presented with 932

developmental defects, exhibited aberrant motor behaviors, or did not respond to 933

stimulation paradigms. Post-hoc exclusion was met in behavioral experiments if eye motion 934

data presented with spontaneous nystagmus movements in the absence of visual/vestibular935
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motion stimulation. Post-hoc exclusion was met in electrophysiological experiments if 936

discharge responses were masked by excessive noise levels. Eye positions for both eyes were 937

re-sampled at 200 Hz and low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 4 Hz (Butterworth; 2nd938

order). Following, the responses of both eyes were combined, owing to the similar response 939

levels between the left and right eyes in both controls and one-eared animals for vestibular 940

and visual motion stimulation (Figure S2). Individual sinusoidal stimulus cycles, which were 941

determined to contain episodes of stimulus-unrelated eye twitches, corresponding to fast-942

phases or other spontaneously occurring eye movements, were manually identified and 943

removed from subsequent analysis (Beck et al., 2004). Responses evoked by individual sine 944

waves were averaged across multiple cycles within each animal. The general lack of visuo-945

vestibular motion stimulus-driven resetting fast phases in Xenopus tadpoles at the tested946

stimulus settings facilitated the calculation of response gains as: the ratio of peak-to-peak eye 947

position to peak-to-peak stimulus position, and corresponding phase metrics as: temporal 948

delay between peak stimulus position and peak eye position calculated as an angular fraction 949

of the motion cycle. Peak amplitudes during unidirectional stimulation were calculated during 950

the first half cycle (1 second) initiating a stimulation bout, corresponding to the peak eye 951

motion response across this period. 952

Extraocular motor discharge data was filtered with a Butterworth bandpass filter with 953

lower and upper limits of 200 and 600 Hz, respectively, to reduce noise generated by the 954

platform motion. Discharge rates were calculated from spike counts over time following a955

manual amplitude and spike interval-dependent threshold selection, which was determined 956

for each individual nerve in each animal. Spike counts during each stimulus cycle were used 957

to produce a peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH; bin size 0.05 seconds) over a single cycle. 958

For PSTH generation, stimulus cycles were selected from sinusoidal bouts with respect to peak 959

directional velocity contralateral to each nerve to better identify the temporal dynamics.960

Spike rates were then calculated by first dividing spike counts within each histogram bin by 961

the number of cycles and then by bin size. Responses which contained episodes of stimulus-962

unrelated eye twitches were excluded manually. For visualization of PSTHs in heat maps, 963

responses were either normalized to their respective peak discharge rate per individual 964

animal or as raw rates as indicated. Resting nerve discharge rates were calculated from the 965

average of 20 seconds of spontaneous activity during periods where the head remained 966
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stationery either prior to and/or between stimulus bouts. Discharge rates over a single motion 967

cycle were used to calculate parameters of modulation depth and phase. These values 968

correspond respectively to the difference between the highest and lowest firing rate during a 969

head motion cycle in the former, which quantitatively reports on the extent of sensorimotor 970

transmission onto motoneurons, and the angular fraction of the difference between peak 971

discharge rate and peak stimulus directional velocity in the latter. This latter calculation was 972

also done with respect to opposite velocity motion for each nerve by shifting the angular 973

location of peak firing rate forward by 180° along a 360° scale prior to determining the angular 974

difference as above. Owing to unequal sampling rates in stimulus motion position, stimulus 975

velocity metrics were acquired by re-sampling a single positional cycle to 20 kHz and fitting to 976

a sine wave prior to differentiation.977

Statistics978

Statistical differences between independent (two-eared control versus one-eared 979

animals) data sets were assessed using the Mann-Whitney U-test for unpaired nonparametric 980

data, and the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test for paired (within experimental 981

groups) nonparametric data in Prism (GraphPad Software 8.4.3, Inc, USA). Nonparametric 982

tests were used owing to the generally small sample size. To aid comparisons of paired data, 983

graphs were visualized with connecting lines between data points with corresponding paired 984

values. Data points shown without a connecting line reflect animals which did not have a 985

corresponding paired measurement. Gain and phase comparisons for tadpoles across 986

multiple frequencies were performed with the nonparametric Friedman test followed by a 987

Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. Conjugate movements of both eyes were approximated by 988

plotting pooled average cycle responses of the left and right eye against each other followed 989

by calculation of r2 and slope values from linear regressions. Circular statistics for 990

electrophysiological data was calculated in Oriana (Version 4.02; Kovach Computing Services) 991

as shown previously (Bacqué-Cazenave et al., 2018). Pooled phase values re peak leftward 992

velocity (see above) taken from left and right abducens nerves from individual animals were 993

used to calculate a mean vector, defined by an angular direction in degrees (μ, ± circular 994

standard deviation) and a corresponding length metric approximating clustering strength 995

around the mean (r). Assessment of uniform distribution, indicative of no preferred direction, 996

was calculated by Rayleigh’s Uniformity Test (p). Significance of difference between mean 997
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angular directions from pooled left and right abducens nerves in each animal group was 998

tested with Moore's Paired Test. Differences between mean angular directions in control and 999

one-eared animals was assessed with pairwise Watson-Williams F-test. A significance 1000

threshold of 0.05 was used for all analyses. Population data is reported as mean ± standard 1001

deviation (SD) unless otherwise stated. Statistical tests used and their details can also be 1002

found in the relevant figure legends and/or corresponding result sections. n-values used in 1003

statistical tests represent number of animals.1004
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Video S1. Embryonic extirpation of the otic placode, Related to Figure 1. Representative 1023

procedure of a unilateral removal of the inner ear anlage in a stage 26 Xenopus laevis embryo. 1024

1025
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HIGHLIGHTS 

Xenopus laevis embryos with an extirpated otic placode develop with one inner ear

One-eared tadpoles can execute horizontal gaze-stabilizing eye movements 

Off-direction evoked vestibular-ocular responses are present and remarkably robust 

Developmental plasticity of gaze stabilization is unaided by visuo-motor signaling d by visuoby visu
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Figure 1. Vestibulo-ocular reflex performance in one-eared Xenopus laevis tadpoles. (A) Schematic
depicting the experimental procedure and developmental timeline following unilateral embryonic removal of the
otic placode (stages 25-27; lateral view) followed by rearing of the one-eared embryos to tadpole stages (stage
46-57; dorsal view); note the lack of the left inner ear (orange *) and corresponding neurosensory and accessory
otic structures, illustrated by images from the left (Extirpated side) and right side (Unmanipulated side) of a
stage 46 larva, with whole-mount antibody stainings against neurons (acetylated tubulin, green) and hair cells
(myosin-VI, red) in the otic region. (B) Schematic of a semi-intact preparation used for functional profiling of
control and one-eared tadpoles during horizontal sinusoidal rotation coupled with live motion-tracking of both
eyes. (C) Representative example of oppositely-directed, compensatory eye oscillations (lower traces) during
five cycles of horizontal sinusoidal head rotation (±10°, peak velocity ±31.4°/s) at 0.5 Hz (upper trace) in an
unmanipulated control (blue) and a one-eared (orange) tadpole. Responses are averages of both eyes,
respectively. (D) Averaged responses over a single horizontal rotation cycle of controls (n = 13, individual gray
traces; from 6-40 cycles) and one-eared animals (n = 13, individual gray traces; from 12-66 cycles); blue and
orange traces represent the population mean response over one motion cycle (black trace) for the respective
group of animals (D); averaged responses were used to individually calculate the gain (left in E) and phase
value re stimulus position (right in E). Significance levels are indicated by asterisks: * p ≤ 0.05, **** p ≤ 0.0001
(Mann-Whitney U-test). R, rostral; C, caudal; V, ventral; D, dorsal; M, medial; op, otic placode; ov, optic vesicle;
cg, cement gland; oe, olfactory epithelium. Immunohistochemical stainings in A were counterstained with the
nuclear marker DAPI. Scale bars in A are 100 µm. Data in E are represented as mean ± SD. See also Figures
S1 and S2.



Figure 2. Directional sensitivities of singular ears during horizontal aVOR. (A) Schematic depicting
unidirectional horizontal angular rotation of control and one-eared animals; rotations were performed either
toward (ipsiversive, ipsi) or away from the residual singular ear (contraversive, contra) without oscillation
between the two directions. (B) Eye movements of individual control (n = 9; thin blue traces) and one-eared (n
= 13; thin orange traces) animals during unidirectional rotation, averaged over 1-6 half-cycles, respectively, that
were obtained from the onset of sinusoidal stimulus events shown in Figure 1D; thick blue and orange traces
represent respective population means. (C, D) Comparison of peak response amplitudes during contraversive
and ipsiversive positional excursions within (C) controls (blue) and one-eared animals (orange), respectively,
and for the two directions between controls and one-eared animals (D). Data points in C reflect all animals which
had a VOR half-cycle response; lines connecting data points indicate animals that had a response in both
directions which was used for paired statistical comparison. Dotted lines in C and D represent the reversal lines
of eye motion direction; note that peak amplitudes during ipsiversive rotations were inverted to facilitate a
comparison between the responses for the two stimulus directions; significance levels are indicated by
asterisks: * p ≤ 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) *** p ≤ 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U-test). Data in D are represented
as mean ± SD.



Figure 3. Visuo-vestibular reflex plasticity. (A) Schematic depicting the experimental condition that consisted
of a horizontal sinusoidal head rotation in the presence of a world-stationary, illuminated black and white-striped
visual pattern (Light). (B) Averaged responses over a single head motion cycle in light (gray traces from 6-77
cycles, respectively) and population means (solid-colored traces) in controls (n = 13) and one-eared animals (n
= 13); dotted blue and orange traces depict population means obtained from head rotations in darkness (Dark)
illustrated in Figure 1D; black sine waves indicate the stimulus position. (C-H) Gain (C-E) and phase re stimulus
position (F-H) calculated from averaged responses over a single motion cycle in Dark and Light conditions of
controls (C, F) and one-eared animals (D, G); respective values for the light condition in the two experimental
groups are compared in E, F. Significance levels are indicated by asterisks: * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test in F, Mann-Whitney U-test in E, H). Horizontal dotted lines in F-H at 0° indicate
phase alignment with the stimulus. Data in E, H are represented as mean ± SD. See also Figures S3 and S2.



Figure 4. Discharge dynamics of abducens motoneurons. (A) Recording sites of abducens motor nerves
during sinusoidal head rotation (±10° positional excursion, peak velocity of ±31.4°/s, 0.5 Hz) in darkness (upper
panel); multi-unit recordings of left (Le) and right (Ri) abducens nerves (lower panel) during head rotation,
corresponding to peak leftward (lower peaks) and rightward (upper peaks) velocities (Vel) of ±31.4°/s (black
sinusoidal velocity trace) in two-eared control (blue) and one-eared (orange) animals; shaded regions indicate
periods of leftward head motion velocity. (B) Heat maps visualizing peri-stimulus time histograms of normalized
discharge rates over a single cycle (from 12-28 and 14-54 cycles in n = 10 and n = 15 controls and one-eared
animals, respectively) during directionally specific head motion velocity (gray sinusoidal traces); horizontal heat
map rows represent individual animals. (C) Modulation depth as a function of phase re peak leftward stimulus
velocity for left and right abducens nerves obtained from B, depicting the timing of the peak discharge within the
cycle; closed and open circles indicate left and right abducens nerves, respectively; note the discrete clustering
of left and right abducens nerve activity in controls (upper, blue) compared to one-eared animals (lower,
orange). (D) Frequency distribution of response phases for right and left abducens nerves, obtained from the
data depicted in C; bar amplitudes denote the total number of nerves per temporal allocation; hashed bars
indicate the number of right abducens nerves within the total number per temporal allocation. (E) Polar plots
depicting phase deviations re peak leftward velocity (gray vertical line indicates phase of peak leftward velocity
during stimulus motion) from C-D represented across 360°; arrows indicate the calculated mean vector for
pooled left (filled arrowhead) and right (shaded arrowhead) abducens nerve discharge profiles in controls
(upper) and one-eared (lower) animals; values next to vector arrows are respective metrics of mean angular
direction and vector length (μ, r). See also Figure S4.



Figure 5. Putative plasticity mechanisms in embryonically generated one-eared tadpoles. Schematic
depicting the speculated horizontal aVOR circuitry during a leftward heard turn in a one-eared animal and
proposed plasticity mechanisms (orange boxes, orange cells and axons). Leftward head rotation (black arrow)
elicits oppositely directed horizontal eye movements (blue arrows) through muscle contractions of the lateral
and medial recti (LR, MR, blue) driven from off-direction hair cell and afferent activity modulation of the singular
horizontal semicircular canal (HC, blue). Disfacilitation (gray colored cells and axons) of second-order vestibular
target neurons (2°VN) and HC afferent fibers (1°HC) produces eye movements which are delayed relative to
control conditions, potentially due to (A) augmented crossed excitatory (green, +) or inhibitory (magenta, -)
commissural gating of contralateral 2°VN target neuronal activity (orange line). Upstream of driving force
computations, temporally inappropriate firing dynamics of abducens (VI) motoneurons are potentially offset (B)
by the activity of antagonistic muscles, i.e., the ipsilateral MR muscle. Increased levels of afferent discharge
rates (C; see inset) may contribute to the encoding ability for off-directional head movements. III, oculomotor
nerve; VI-INT, abducens internuclear neurons. Blue, eye motion direction and corresponding horizontal
endorgan; green, excitatory connections; magenta, inhibitory connections; gray, disfacilitation; orange,
proposed sites and mechanisms of plasticity in one-eared animals.
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ABSTRACT: Numerous tissue transplantations have 
demonstrated that otocysts can develop into normal ears 
in any location in all vertebrates tested thus far, though 
the pattern of innervation of these transplanted ears has 
largely been understudied. Here, expanding on previous 
findings that transplanted ears demonstrate capability 
of local brainstem innervation and can also be innervated 
themselves by efferents, we show that inner ear afferents 
grow toward the spinal cord mostly along existing 
afferent and efferent fibers and preferentially enter the 
dorsal spinal cord. Once in the dorsal funiculus of the 
spinal cord, they can grow toward the hindbrain and can 
diverge into vestibular nuclei. Inner ear afferents can 
also project along lateral line afferents. Likewise, lateral 
line afferents can navigate along inner ear afferents to 
reach hair cells in the ear. In addition, transplanted ears 

near the heart show growth of inner ear afferents along 
epibranchial placode-derived vagus afferents. Our data 
indicate that inner ear afferents can navigate in foreign 
locations, likely devoid of any local ear-specific guidance 
cues, along existing nerves, possibly using the nerve-
associated Schwann cells as substrate to grow along. 
However, within the spinal cord and hindbrain, inner ear 
afferents can navigate to vestibular targets, likely using 
gradients of diffusible factors that define the dorso-
ventral axis to guide them. Finally, afferents of 
transplanted ears functionally connect to native 
hindbrain vestibular circuitry, indicated by eliciting a 
startle behavior response, and providing excitatory input 
to specific sets of extraocular motoneurons. © 2018  Wiley 

Periodicals, Inc. Develop Neurobiol 78: 1064–1080, 2018

Key words: Xenopus laevis, ear, transplantation, afferent 
innervation

INTRODUCTION

Afferents that develop from the inner ear establish pre-
cise connections between hair cells and central nuclei 

(Mao et al., 2014; Fritzsch et al., 2015; Goodrich, 
2016). Within the central nervous system (CNS), these 
neurons terminate in anatomic and modality specific 
regions in the hindbrain: vestibular ganglion afferents 
reach vestibular nuclei and auditory afferents reach 
auditory nuclei (Maklad and Fritzsch, 2003; Fritzsch 
et al., 2005a). To ensure the discrete processing of 
auditory and vestibular mechanical stimuli, growing 
afferents must correctly navigate within the CNS to 
reach selectively their target nuclei. The central nav-
igational properties of developing inner ear afferents 
is incompletely understood (Maklad and Fritzsch, 
2003), but can be partially derailed in mutants of cer-
tain transcription factors such as Neurod1 (Jahan et 
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al., 2010) and several others (Goodrich, 2016). In ad-
dition, afferent projections are established in a spatio-
temporal progressing manner (Fritzsch et al., 2005a; 
Zecca et al., 2015) likely using Wnt gradients to navi-
gate (Fritzsch and Elliott, 2017; Yang et al., 2017) and 
can do so even if target nuclei are molecularly ablated 
(Elliott et al., 2017).

In contrast to the ear, the molecular basis of the 
retinotopic projection of the eye is better understood 
in terms of Eph and ephrin gradients (Kullander and 
Klein, 2002; Liu et al., 2016) to set up the chemo-
affinity-mediated retinotopic map (Sperry, 1963). 
In addition, retinal afferents may be attracted to the 
midbrain as revealed by transplantation of a devel-
oping eye onto the spinal cord in Xenopus laevis 
embryos that showed fibers to reach the midbrain 
(Giorgi and Van der Loos, 1978). More recent work 
in transplanting an eye to the trunk demonstrated 
the ability of afferents to provide successful sen-
sory input into the CNS, but did not reveal how af-
ferent information reached the CNS (Blackiston et 
al., 2017). Collectively, this suggests the possibility 
of long range cues acting in retinal ganglion cell 
afferent pathfinding. Additional work on olfactory 
transplantations suggest that olfactory afferents can 
navigate and interact with any nearby part of the 
brain, including the hindbrain but not the spinal cord 
(Stout and Graziadei, 1980; Klein and Graziadei, 
1983; Magrassi and Graziadei, 1985).

As with eyes (Giorgi and Van der Loos, 1978; 
Blackiston et al., 2017) and the olfactory system, 
transplantation of developing ears has long been 
used to demonstrate normal development in foreign 
positions (Yntema, 1955; Jacobson, 1963; Fritzsch et 
al., 1998a; Swanson et al., 1990). How ears compare 
to such transplantations with respect to homing to 
their targets has only been assessed for the hind-
brain and midbrain: Transplantation of a third ear 
rostral to the native ear demonstrated afferent capa-
bility to enter the hindbrain and reach the vestibular 
nucleus (Elliott et al., 2015a; Elliott et al., 2015b) 
somewhat similar to retinal afferents ability to reach 
the midbrain in three eyed frogs (Constantine-Paton 
and Law, 1978) or eyes transplanted to the spinal 
cord (Giorgi and Van der Loos, 1978). In contrast, 
ear afferents reaching the midbrain could not navi-
gate in any discernible patterns (Elliott et al., 2013), 
suggesting that hindbrain navigation is guided by 
molecular cues that are not present in the midbrain, 
clearly distinct from retinal afferents coming from 
the spinal cord or the midbrain to extend under cer-
tain circumstances to the hindbrain (Manns and 
Fritzsch, 1991).

Previous work transplanting an ear caudally to the 
trunk has shown that inner ear afferents can enter the 
spinal cord (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010); however, it re-
mains unclear if ear transplantations near the spinal 
cord can successfully integrate sensory information 
as has been shown for eyes (Blackiston et al., 2017). 
Given the above outlined ability of inner ear afferents 
to navigate to and within the hindbrain from altered 
entry positions, we investigate here if inner ear affer-
ents transplanted to the trunk can reach the vestibular 
nucleus in the hindbrain either through the spinal cord 
or through fasciculation along other peripheral nerves. 
We assess this capability through transplantation of 
ears at different developmental time points to various 
caudal locations on the animal, specifically both along 
the spinal cord or near the heart. Our data reveal that 
inner ear afferents can navigate either on their own or 
along peripheral nerves to reach the spinal cord and, 
if they grow along existing central fibers to the hind-
brain, can reach vestibular nuclei once they reach the 
hindbrain. Physiological and behavioral data support 
that transplanted ear afferents establish meaningful 
connections with brainstem neurons to guide escape 
responses and provide excitatory input to specific sets 
of extraocular motoneurons.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals

Xenopus laevis embryos of either sex were obtained 
through induced ovulation by injection of human chori-
onic gonadotropin, followed with fertilization by sperm 
suspension in 0.3X Marc’s Modified Ringer’s Solution 
(MMR, diluted from 10X stock; 1M NaCl, 18mM KCl, 
20 mM CaCl2, 10 mM MgCl2, 150 mM HEPES, pH 
7.6–7.8). The jelly coat was removed with 2% cysteine 
in 0.1X MMR. Embryos were incubated in 0.1X MMR 
until having reached the desired stage for manipulation 
(see below), and until desired stages for tracing, behav-
ior, and physiological experiments (described below) as 
described by Nieuwkoop and Faber (1994).

Ear Transplantations

All surgical manipulations were performed in 1.0X 
MMR at room temperature. Animals were anesthe-
tized with 0.02% Benzocaine (Crook and Whiteman, 
2006) prior to and during all manipulations. Otic 
placodes and otic vesicles from donor embryos were 
removed and transplanted to recipient hosts at stage 
25–27 and 28–36, respectively. Removed placodes or 
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vesicles were grafted adjacent to the spinal cord in 
place of a removed somite on one side of the embryo. 
Additionally, otic vesicles from stage 32–36 donor 
embryos were transplanted to the ventral heart region, 
in the vicinity of the vagus nerve trajectory. Embryos 
were kept in 1.0X MMR after surgery for 15–30 
min to allow healing. Animals were then transferred 
into 0.1X MMR. Animals to be used for behavioral 
and physiological assays were processed as below. 
Animals used only for immunohistochemistry and 
dye labeling were allowed to grow until stage 46, and 
subsequently anesthetized in 0.02% Benzocaine and 
fixed by immersion in either 4% paraformaldehyde 
(PFA), when used for immunohistochemistry or dex-
tran tracing, or in 10% PFA when used for lipophilic 
dye tracing (see below). Successful development of the 
ear was confirmed at stage 46 based on the presence 
or absence of an ear in the region of transplantation 
and by the presence of otoconia. Ear development was 
further assessed using anti-Myo6 antibody to label 
hair cells and anti-tubulin antibody to label nerve fib-
ers (see immunochemical analysis below). Only ani-
mals with fully formed transplanted ears, as indicated 
by otoconia in position above sensory epithelia, were 
used for further analysis.

C-start Startle Assay and Analysis

For startle response testing, donor ears were trans-
planted to the trunk at stage 25–27 as described 
above, but at a slightly more rostral position along 
the spinal cord. At stage 40–42, the native two ears 
were removed. For controls, both native ears were 
removed at stage 40 from animals that did not have 
an ear transplanted to the trunk. This time point of 
stage 40–42 was selected since nearly all Mauthner 
cells, the cells in the hindbrain that drive the c-start 
startle response from inner ear stimulation (Korn 
and Faber, 2005), survive with ear removal at stage 
40 (Elliott et al., 2015a). Animals were allowed to 
grow until stage 46. Tadpoles were placed individu-
ally in a 50 mm diameter Petri dish containing 0.1X 
MMR for the startle assay. Startle responses were 
elicited from dropping a 3.5 kg standardized object 
from a 12 cm height onto a sturdy lab bench, adjacent 
to the Petri dish containing the tadpole. Subsequent 
C-start startle response behavior was video recorded 
in slow-motion from a fixed distance directly above 
the Petri dish. Each of 13 control animals and 15 an-
imals with transplanted ears were subjected to four 
trials and the presence or absence of a response, as 
well as the initial direction of the response, if pre-
sent, was documented. Significance of direction of 

turn (Zarei et al., 2017) was calculated using a Chi-
Square analysis with Microsoft Excel. Following 
behavioral analysis, animals were anesthetized in 
0.02% Benzocaine and fixed by immersion 10% 
PFA as described above and were then processed for 
lipophilic dye labeling.

Electrophysiology

Following ear transplantations at stage 28–29 (see 
above), Xenopus laevis tadpoles of either sex were 
obtained from the in-house animal breeding facility 
at the Biocenter-Martinsried at the Biomedical Center 
of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich. 
Tadpoles were kept in tanks filled with 17–18°C non-
chlorinated water at a 12/12 light/dark cycle. A total 
of 5 animals at developmental stages 54–57 were 
used for recordings of neuronal activity. Experiments 
were performed in vitro on isolated, semi-intact 
preparations and comply with the National Institute 
of Health publication entitled “Principles of ani-
mal care,” No. 86-23, revised 1985. Permission for 
these experiments was granted by the governmen-
tal institution at the Regierung von Oberbayern/
Government of Upper Bavaria (55.2-1-54-2532-14-
2016; 55.2-1-54-2532.0-24-2017).

For all experiments, tadpoles were anesthetized 
in 0.05% 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (MS-222; 
Pharmaq Ltd., United Kingdom) in frog Ringer (75 
mM NaCl, 25 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM 
KCl, 0.5 mM MgCl2, and 11 mM glucose, pH 7.4) and 
decapitated ~10 segments below the transplanted ear. 
The skin above the head was removed, the skull and 
rostral vertebrae opened, and the forebrain discon-
nected. This surgical procedure preserved all inner 
ear organs, the CNS and the extraocular motor inner-
vation and allowed natural and galvanic stimulation 
of vestibular endorgans and recording of extraocular 
motor responses (Gensberger et al., 2016).

Extracellular multi-unit spike discharge from sev-
ered extraocular motor nerves was recorded with 
glass suction electrodes from the cut end of the ex-
traocular motor nerves as described earlier (Lambert 
et al., 2008). Glass microelectrodes were made with a 
horizontal puller (P-87, Sutter Instruments Co., USA) 
and were individually adjusted at the tip to fit the di-
ameter of the respective target nerves. Extraocular 
motor nerve activity was recorded (EXT 10-2F; npi 
electronic GmbH, Germany), digitized at 10–20 
kHz (CED 1401, Cambridge Electronic Design Ltd., 
United Kingdom), and stored on a computer for of-
fline analysis. For the analysis, responses obtained 
during 20–120 repetitions of sinusoidal turntable 
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oscillations or sinusoidally modulated current stim-
uli (see below) were averaged to obtain the mean re-
sponse ± standard error of the mean (SEM) over a 
single cycle.

Motion and Galvanic Vestibular 
Stimulation

The recording chamber with the semi-intact Xenopus 
preparations was mounted on a computer-controlled, 
motorized two-axis turntable (ACT-1002, Acutronic 
USA Inc., Switzerland) with the preparation centered 
in the horizontal and vertical rotation axes to pro-
vide optimal activation of semicircular canal organs 
(Gensberger et al., 2016; Lambert et al., 2008). Motion 
stimuli consisted of sinusoidal rotations across fre-
quencies that ranged from 0.2 to 1 Hz (peak velocities: 
±12–60°/s). Sinusoidally modulated galvanic currents 
were applied by stimulus electrodes that consisted of 
two Teflon-coated silver wires (diameter: 0.76 mm; 
AG 25-T, Science Products GmbH, Germany), placed 
on the outer surface of the native otic capsules or the 
transplanted third ear. The two stimulus electrodes 
were cut at the tip, chlorinated to minimize polariza-
tion, and separately attached to a micromanipulator, 
to enable precise positioning under visual guidance. 
For most experiments, electrodes were placed bilater-
ally in close proximity of the visible cupulae of a spe-
cific bilateral coplanar semicircular canal pair (e.g., 
left posterior and right anterior semicircular canal). To 
stimulate the third ear, one electrode was placed on the 
outer surface of the visible otic capsule and the second 
electrode at a distance of ~10 mm from the first in the 
Ringer solution of the recording chamber. Sine waves 
for the galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) were 
produced with a linear stimulus isolator (WPI A395, 
World Precision Instruments Inc., USA), triggered by 
the analog output from an analog/digital converter 
(CED 1401). The galvanic currents were applied to 
the two electrodes in phase-opposition (Gensberger 
et al., 2016) and consisted of sinusoidally modulated 
currents at frequencies of 0.2–1 Hz and magnitudes 
of ±50–200 μA for GVS of the native semicircular 
canals and of ±200–500 μA for GVS of the third ear.

Lipophilic Dye Labeling

Axonal projections from transplanted ears were la-
beled using NeuroVue lipophilic dyes (Fritzsch et al., 
2016a). NeuroVue™ Maroon, NeuroVue™ Red, and 
NeuroVue™ Jade (Polysciences, Inc.) dye-soaked fil-
ter paper pieces were cut to fit and were placed inside 
transplanted ears. Care was taken to place the dye on 

regions of sensory epithelia as determined by location 
of otoconia. Dye placed in transplanted ears labels 
inner ear afferent axons through backfilling of den-
dritic processes, terminating on hair cells, into gan-
glion cell bodies. Dye was also placed into the spinal 
cord following transection, either rostral or caudal, to 
the adjacently transplanted ear to fill inner ear affer-
ent axonal processes within the spinal cord as they 
project within it and into the hindbrain. To determine 
lateral line innervation of an ear transplanted adja-
cent to the spinal cord, dye was placed into the pos-
terior lateral line ganglia caudal and adjacent to the 
native ear, filling lateral line afferents to neuromast 
(lateral line) organs along the trunk of the animal. In 
the same animals, dye was placed into the spinal cord 
to label afferents entering the CNS. Native ear affer-
ent projections into the hindbrain were labeled with 
dye inserted into each native ear. Following dye inser-
tions, animals were kept in 0.4% PFA and incubated 
at 60°C or 36°C to permit diffusion. Dye placed in 
the spinal cord or posterior lateral line ganglia were 
incubated at 60°C for 60 hr. Dye placed into trans-
planted ears near the spinal cord were incubated for 
18 hr at 36° to determine the spinal cord entry point 
or for 60 hr at 60° to assess hindbrain innervation. 
Ears transplanted to the heart region were labeled 
with dye insertions either into the transplanted ear or 
into the vagus nerve directly and were incubated for 
3 days at 60°. Native ear dye placements were incu-
bated for 18 hr at 36°. Following diffusion, the brain 
and spinal cord was dissected out and the specimens 
were mounted in glycerol for imaging on a TCS SP5 
Multi-photon confocal microscope using excitation 
emission settings specific for the different lipophilic 
dyes used (Tonniges et al., 2010).

Dextran amine Labeling

Dextran amine dye injections into ears transplanted 
adjacent to the spinal cord were used to evaluate inner 
ear afferent projection in the CNS. Entry points of 
inner ear afferents into the spinal cord as well as their 
projections into the hindbrain were evaluated using 
Texas red, tetramethylrhodamine, Alexa Fluor 647, 
and Alexa Fluor 488 dye (Molecular Probes). A small 
incision was made into the transplanted ear of anes-
thetized animals (0.02% Benzocaine) and a recrystal-
lized drop of the labeling dye on a tungsten needle 
was inserted (Fritzsch, 1993). Care was taken to fill 
the ear entirely with the dye. Animals were washed 
in 0.1X MMR three times in succession and kept in 
a dish containing 0.1X MMR for 2–3 hr. Afterwards, 
the embryos were reanesthetized in 0.02% Benzocaine 
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and fixed in 4.0% PFA. After fixation, the brain and 
spinal cord was dissected out and the specimens were 
mounted in glycerol for imaging on a TCS SP5 Multi-
photon confocal microscope using appropriate exci-
tation/emission filter settings. Dextran amine tracing 
served to verify lipophilic dye tracing as it is not 
known to diffuse transcellularly.

Immunohistochemistry

To determine presence of sensory epithelia in trans-
planted ears, as well as local innervation of the ear 
and its surroundings, PFA fixed stage 46 animals were 
dissected to remove the lower jaw and skin and were 
dehydrated in 70% ethanol overnight. Animals were 
washed in 1X PBS three times for 10 min each be-
fore being blocked in 5.0% normal goat serum (NGS) 
with 0.1% Triton-X 100 for 1 hr. Following a brief 
wash in 1X PBS, primary antibodies against neu-
ronal marker acetylated tubulin (1:800, Cell Signaling 
Technology) and against hair cell marker Myosin VI 
(1:400, Proteus Biosciences) were incubated with the 
embryos overnight at 36°C. Animals were washed 
thrice for 10 min and blocked in 5.0% NGS + 0.1% 
Triton X 100 for 1 hr prior to incubation with species-
specific secondary antibodies (1:500, Alexa) along 
with nuclei marker Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) over-
night. Animals were washed in 1X PBS six times for 
15 min each and mounted in glycerol for imaging on 
a TCS SP5 Multi-photon confocal microscope. In ani-
mals where neuromast organs and lateral line affer-
ents were of interest, the skin was kept on during the 
procedures listed above.

Three-Dimensional Reconstructions

Three-dimensional reconstructions were made from 
confocal images as previously described (Kopecky 
et al., 2012). Briefly, ears transplanted to the trunk 
that were immunostained for tubulin and MyoVI as 

described above were mounted with the trunk lat-
eral side up on a microscope slide in glycerol. In 
addition, brains from animals in which the trans-
planted and native ears or the spinal cord and native 
ears were labeled with lipophilic dye as described 
above were removed, hemisected along the midline 
and mounted lateral side up on a slide in glycerol. 
Confocal z-series images were taken using a Leica 
TCS SP5 confocal microscope. Z-series stacks were 
loaded into Amira software (Version 5.4) for manual 
segmentation, as previously described (Kopecky et 
al., 2012). Fibers were individually traced and re-
constructed as previously described for dendrites 
(Elliott et al., 2015a)

RESULTS

Success and Development of 
Transplantations

Success of transplantations was assessed based on the 
presence and degree of development of an ear with 
otoconia at the place of transplantation (Table 1, Fig. 
1A-C). While most transplants were successful in that 
they developed ears with otoconia, in some instances 
ears developed without otoconia or formed otoconia-
free vesicles (Table 1), consistent with data from simi-
lar placements adjacent to the spinal cord to assess the 
ability of spinal motor neurons to become efferents to 
inner ear hair cells (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010). Similar 
rates of success were found for ears transplanted adja-
cent to the spinal cord and ventrally near the heart; 83 
and 84 percent of animals had transplanted ears with 
otoconia, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 1). Only ears that 
contained otoconia were used for further analysis as 
presence of otoconia always coincides with hair cell 
formation (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010). Transplanted 
ears containing otoconia were examined for degree 
of development by immunostaining with antibodies 
against MyoVI and acetylated tubulin, markers for 

Table 1 Success of Transplantations

Location of transplantation
Development with 
otoconia

Development without 
otoconia No ear development

Adjacent to Spinal Cord Earlya 
(117)

98 11 8

Adjacent to Spinal Cord Lateb (45) 36 1 8

Adjacent to Heart (25) 21 0 4

aEarly is defined as transplantations occurring during stages 25–27.
bLate is defined as transplantations occurring during stages 28–36.
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hair cells and neurons, respectively. Positive MyoVI 
staining revealed the presence of hair cells in trans-
planted ears (Fig. 1F). Hair cells were found to be in 
discrete clusters within the ear, indicating distinct ves-
tibular end-organ sensory epithelia formation consist-
ent with near normal ear development. Additionally, 
tubulin identified neurons and their processes asso-
ciating with sensory epithelia in the transplanted ears 
(Fig. 1F). These results indicate that ears transplanted 
in this study are capable of developing hair cells and 
neurons, similar to those present in native ears and 
consistent with past work (Harrison, 1935; Yntema, 
1955; Fritzsch et al., 1998a).

Entry and Projection of Afferents in Ears 
Transplanted to the Spinal Cord

Since ear afferent connections with the spinal cord in 
identical transplants have been observed previously by 
retrograde labeling of ganglion cells from dye injec-
tion into the spinal cord (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010), 
as well as in this study (Fig. 2A,E–F), afferent axon 
projections into the spinal cord were traced from the 
ear using lipophilic or dextran amine dyes (Fritzsch, 
1993; Fritzsch et al., 2005b). We aimed to determine 
if inner ear afferents from an ear transplanted adja-
cent to the spinal cord enter and project dorsally in 

Figure 1 Evaluation of ear transplantations (A–D) Stage 46 X. laevis embryos showing positions of 
native ears and transplanted ears (circled). (A) Control animal. (B) Embryo with a third ear transplanted 
adjacent to the spinal cord. (C) Ventral view of embryo with a third ear transplanted next to the heart. 
(D) Schematic diagram representing a lateral view of stage 46 X. laevis demonstrating the positions 
of the native ear (red, A) and the two different transplantations (green, B,C). (E) Control ear and (F) 
a transplanted ear labeled with antibodies against MyoVI (red) and tubulin (green) demonstrating the 
presence of hair cells in six distinct epithelia along with Hoechst nuclei counterstain (blue) (Utricle, 
U; Saccule, S; Lagena, L; Anterior canal, Ac; Horizontal canal, Hc; Posterior canal, Pc) and neurons, 
respectively. Endolymphatic duct is labeled Ed. Scale bars in A–C are 0.5 mm and 100 μm in E–F 
Rostral, R; Dorsal, D.  [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the spinal cord as native afferent fibers do in the 
hindbrain.

Following labeling of afferent projections from the 
ear, the brain and spinal cord were dissected from the 
embryo and the entry point along the dorsal-ventral 
(D-V) axis of the spinal cord was determined (Fig. 
2B–D). In assigning the D-V plane of entry, confocal 
scanning of the spinal cord along the entire D-V plane 
was used to define a midline position, where the mid-
dle of the z-series stack was considered neither dorsal 
nor ventral, while labeled afferents observed above or 
below this midline were considered to be dorsal and 
ventral entering, respectively (Fig. 2D). The majority 
of cases (14/20; 70%) had projections with a dorsal 
entry point, whereas five animals showed a ventral 

entry point and one animal had afferents enter at the 
midline (Fig. 2Dʹ).

Plane of fiber projection within the spinal cord was 
assessed in a similar manner and was defined by the 
D-V plane where fibers were observed to project once 
inside the spinal cord. Regardless of entry point, all 
20 animals examined had afferents projecting dor-
sally within the spinal cord (Fig. 2Dʹ). Additionally, 
these projections extended both rostral and caudal 
from the entry site. These results suggest that similar 
cues guide inner ear afferents in the hindbrain and 
spinal cord, consistent with known molecular conser-
vation of dorso-ventral patterning in these areas of 
the CNS (Fritzsch et al., 2006; Fritzsch and Elliott, 
2017).

Figure 2 Ear afferent innervation of the spinal cord (A) 3D reconstruction of an ear transplanted 
adjacent to the spinal cord labeled with antibodies against Tubulin (green) and MyoVI (red) 
displaying neurons and hair cells, respectively. (B–C) Single optical sections of an X. laevis brain 
and spinal cord (blue, autofluorescence) in the dorsal (B) and ventral (C) plane following injection of 
dye (green) into an adjacently transplanted ear shows afferents entering the spinal cord dorsally and 
ventrally, respectively. White arrowhead indicates the entry point of inner ear afferent projections. 
(D) Lateral view schematic diagram showing the position of the transplanted ear and the defined 
midline position (blue dotted line) along the dorsal-ventral axis of the spinal cord used to assign 
entry and projection planes of labeled afferents in B–C. (Dʹ) Analysis of entry point and plane of 
projection for animals with ears transplanted adjacent to the spinal cord. Serial optical sections 
were analyzed for entry point of labeled fibers (dorsal, midline, ventral) and for plane of projection 
(dorsal, ventral). n = 20. (E) Backfilling of inner ear ganglion cells in an ear adjacent to the spinal 
cord from dye injection into the spinal cord rostral to the transplanted ear. (F) Backfilling (red) of 
inner ear ganglia and peripheral afferent processes on hair cells in an ear adjacent to the spinal cord 
from dye injection into the spinal cord. Hoechst nuclei counterstained in blue. Spinal Cord, SC; 
Hindbrain, HB; Dorsal, D; Ventral, V; Rostral, R; Ganglion cells, G; Utricle, U; Saccule, S; Lagena, 
L; Anterior canal, Ac; Horizontal canal, Hc; Posterior canal, Pc. Scale bars are 100 μm. [Colour 
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Ears Transplanted Adjacent to the 
Spinal Cord Project to the Hindbrain

Since ear afferent projections into the spinal cord 
appear to project dorsally regardless of entry point 
(Fig. 2), we next sought to identify if the afferent fib-
ers projected into the hindbrain, and once within, if 
connections are established with the dorsally located 
vestibular nucleus, extending beyond past research 
showing such projections after ear transplantations 
adjacent to the hindbrain itself or adjacent to cranial 
nerves projecting to the hindbrain (Elliott et al., 2013; 
Elliott et al., 2015b). In control animals, dye injection 
into the spinal cord (Fig. 3A) labels all ascending spi-
nal tracts as well as trigeminal (V) nucleus afferents 
in the hindbrain (Fig. 3Á–B, green), as there exists 
a continuity between the hindbrain located descend-
ing tracts of V and ascending spinals (Maklad and 
Fritzsch, 2003). In animals with an ear transplanted 
next to the spinal cord, dye injection into the trans-
planted ear (Fig. 3C) also label dorsal ascending spi-
nal tracts, as well as trigeminal tracts in the hindbrain 

(Fig. 3Cʹ–D), suggesting that afferents from the trans-
planted ear fasciculate with ascending spinal tracts to 
enter the hindbrain and further continue along cen-
trally located trigeminal tracts (Fig. 3Cʹ–D).

To determine whether these afferents from trans-
planted ears terminated in the dorsally located vestib-
ular nucleus, dye was implanted into the native ears 
to label the vestibular nucleus (Fig. 3, red), providing 
a reference point with which to assess if transplanted 
inner ear afferents reroute from the more ventrally 
located trigeminal tracts they project with upon en-
tering the hindbrain. In these transplanted ear ani-
mals, fibers apparently rerouted from the trigeminal 
tracts and into the vestibular nucleus upon reaching 
the hindbrain (Fig. 3Cʹ–D″). Given the well-defined 
positions of sensory tracts and nuclei along the alar 
plate (Fritzsch et al., 2005a), closer examination 
showed that all 8 animals had fibers approaching 
and/or projecting directly into the vestibular nucleus. 
In contrast, in 8 control animals, no fibers from the 
spinal labeled tracts and hindbrain trigeminal tracts 
display any rerouting into the vestibular nucleus (Fig. 

Figure 3 Afferent innervation of the hindbrain by ears transplanted adjacent to the spinal cord (A) 
Schematic of dye placement for control animals. (Á ) Control hemisection of the brain and spinal cord 
showing ascending spinal fibers (green) enter the hindbrain and fill the descending tract of trigeminal 
nucleus (V, unlabeled). Native ear projections (red) into the vestibular nucleus in the hindbrain are 
labeled. Note the lack of overlap between the trigeminal nucleus and vestibular nucleus at higher 
magnification of Á  (B) and of B, shown as a single optical section (Bʹ). (B″) 3D reconstruction of 
entire stack in B. (C) Schematic of dye placement for animals with ears transplanted adjacent to 
the spinal cord. (Cʹ) Hemisection showing ascending spinal tracts and spinal cord transplanted ear 
afferent fibers projecting into the hindbrain (green) along the descending tract of V (unlabeled). (D) 
Higher magnification of Cʹ showing inner ear afferents projecting into the vestibular nucleus from 
the trigeminal nucleus (arrowhead). (Dʹ) Higher magnification of box in D showing projections into 
the vestibular nucleus (arrowhead) in a single optical section. (D″) 3D reconstruction of entire stack 
in D. 8 experimental animals were analyzed. Arrows denote the hindbrain/spinal cord boundary. 
Scale bars are 100 μm in Á, B, B″, C ,́ C″, D and 50 μm in B ,́ D .́ Vest Ne vestibular nerve, Vest Nu 
vestibular nucleus, D dorsal, R rostral. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3Á–B″). Collectively these data show that inner ear 
afferents that enter the hindbrain from the spinal cord 
are capable of projecting to the vestibular nucleus, 
suggesting vestibular afferents are being navigation-
ally instructed through yet unknown molecular cues 
once entering the hindbrain.

Transplanted Ears Make Functional 
Connections With The Hindbrain

To determine whether the inner ear afferents that 
reach the vestibular nucleus are making functional 
connections, behavioral and functional assays were 
conducted. To test for functional connections between 
the inner ear afferents of the transplanted ear and a 
second-order neuron in the vestibular nucleus of the 
hindbrain, the Mauthner cell (Korn and Faber, 2005), 
we utilized a C-start startle assay (Zarei et al., 2017). 

We tested 13 control animals in which both native ears 
were removed, thus lacking any inner ear input, and 
15 animals in which both native ears were removed 
but had an ear transplanted adjacent to the spinal cord. 
Native ear removals were performed between stages 
40–42 to ensure survivability of the Mauthner cells 
(Elliott et al., 2015a). Attempts to elicit a C-start star-
tle response in the thirteen control animals lacking all 
ears were unsuccessful (Fig. 4A). In contrast, in ani-
mals with an ear transplanted to the spinal cord and 
the native ears removed, eliciting a C-start startle re-
sponse was successful in five of fifteen animals (Fig. 
4A). Of these five animals, one animal responded in 
all four trials, one responded in two of four trials, and 
three animals responded in one of four trials. Of these 
nine trials that had responses, eight resulted in turns 
away from the transplanted ear and only one toward 
(Fig. 4Á ). This was significantly different from an 

Figure 4 C-Start Startle Response by Transplanted Ears. (A) Percentage of animals that displayed 
a C-start startle response following stimulation in control animals with no ears and in animals in 
which the only ear was the transplanted ear adjacent to the spinal cord. (Á ) Direction in each trial 
with a positive response observed in A from animals in which the only ear was the transplanted 
ear adjacent to the spinal cord. *P < 0.05, Chi-Square analysis. (B) Schematic of dye placement. 
(C) Whole-mount of a hindbrain from an animal that had a response in all four trials, three were 
in the direction away from the transplanted ear and one in the direction toward the transplanted 
ear. Arrow designates entry point of transplanted inner ear afferents. M, Mauthner cell. (D) 
Lateral view of ipsilateral hemisected hindbrain showing projections of transplanted ear afferents 
(green) in between anterior lateral line (aLL) and trigeminal (V) afferent central projections (red). 
(E) Lateral view of contralateral hemisected hindbrain showing projections of a transplanted ear 
afferents (green) in between the region where the anterior lateral line (aLL) and trigeminal (V) 
nuclei are located. Autofluorescence is in blue. Scale bars are 100 μm. [Colour figure can be viewed 
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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expected absence of directional bias (P < 0.05). Given 
that wild type animals with both native ears turn in 
either direction with equal probability and those with 
one ear removed turn away from the remaining ear 
nearly every time (Zarei et al., 2017), our data sug-
gest that the ears transplanted adjacent to the spinal 
cord can develop functional connections within the 
vestibular nucleus that direct the movement of the 
tadpole away from the incoming stimulus from that 
ear. Furthermore, lipophilic dye tracing (Fig. 4B) of 
transplanted ears in these animals revealed inner ear 
afferents navigating to the vestibular nucleus in those 
animals that responded. In fact, the animal that re-
sponded in all four trials was the only one that had 
robust innervation of the ipsilateral vestibular nucleus 
and to a lesser degree, the contralateral vestibular nu-
cleus (Fig. 4C–4E). This may explain why this animal 
had three turns away from the transplanted ear and 
one turn toward the transplanted ear. In addition, the 
Mauthner cell could be transcellularly labeled through 
the transplanted ear afferents (Fig. 4C), further sup-
porting physical and functional contacts of these af-
ferents with second-order neurons in the vestibular 
nucleus.

Further validation of functionally adequate synap-
tic wiring was examined by testing the connectivity 
of the transplanted ear with the vestibulo-ocular re-
flex (VOR) circuitry. Semi-intact in vitro preparations 
(Straka and Simmers, 2012) of animals at stage 53–57 
(n = 5) with a transplanted third ear were employed 
to test the performance of the VOR during natural 
motion (Lambert et al., 2008) and GVS of native and 
ectopic inner ears (Gensberger et al., 2016). After 
disconnection from the target eye muscle, multi-unit 
spike discharge of various extraocular motor nerves 
(n = 15), such as the inferior rectus (IR) nerve were 
recorded (Fig. 5A,B). The multi-unit discharge of all 
recorded extraocular motor nerves (mean resting rate 
± SE: 28.7 ± 3.8 spikes/s; n = 15) was cyclically mod-
ulated during spatially specific sinusoidal rotation (1 
Hz and ± 2° position oscillation; Fig. 5A). The multi-
unit firing rate of the IR nerve for example (Fig. 5C) 
oscillated during sinusoidal turntable motion along a 
plane formed by the ipsilateral anterior (iAC) and con-
tralateral posterior semicircular canal (cPC). In this 
case, the discharge modulation was due to a robust 
excitatory component from the cPC (peak discharge: 
60–90 spikes/s; Fig. 5D). A comparable discharge 
modulation was obtained by sinusoidal GVS (1 Hz 
and ± 200 μA) of the same native bilateral semicircu-
lar canal pair, i.e., the iAC and cPC (Fig. 5E,F). The 
peak discharge occurred during galvanic depolariza-
tion of the cPC (Fig. 5F), complied with the prediction 

from the phase relationship of the spike firing during 
motion stimulation (Fig. 5D), and outlined the con-
nectivity of the underlying VOR circuitry between the 
bilateral inner ear and the IR eye muscle (Straka et 
al., 2014).

Given that motion stimulation activates vestibular 
endorgans in native ears as well as the ectopic ear, we 
applied sinusoidal GVS exclusively to the transplanted 
ear (Fig. 5A) to evaluate if the transplanted ear is func-
tionally connected to the native VOR circuitry. In 10 
out of 15 extraocular motor nerves recorded in 5 ani-
mals, sinusoidal GVS of the transplanted ear provoked 
a modulation of the spontaneous multi-unit discharge 
as exemplified for the contralateral IR nerve (Fig. 
5G,H). The discharge modulation was robust across 
most trials (Fig. 5G) with a mean peak discharge (± 
SE) of 23.3 ± 4.2 spikes/s (n = 10). At variance with 
sinusoidal GVS of the native inner ears, the modula-
tion consisted exclusively of an excitatory component 
as indicated by the lack of a firing rate disfacilitation 
(blue line in Fig. 5H). Also, the current intensity nec-
essary to evoke a modulated discharge was higher for 
the transplanted ear (± 300 μA) compared to the na-
tive ears (± 100 μA). Most importantly, however, the 
peak discharge coincided with the depolarization of 
the cPC epithelium (green dotted line in Fig. 5H), con-
firmed by trials with inversed current polarities. This 
clearly indicates that the transplanted ear functionally 
links with excitatory vestibulo-ocular projection neu-
rons known to form connections with contralateral ex-
traocular motoneurons as the major driving force for 
the semicircular canal-dependent VOR. The failure to 
induce a discharge modulation of ipsilateral extraocu-
lar motoneurons by galvanic stimulation of the ectopic 
inner ear (5 out of 15 extraocular motor nerves) clearly 
indicates that the transplanted ear is exclusively con-
nected to excitatory VOR pathways.

Collectively, the results obtained from testing the 
connectivity that arises from the transplanted ear 
suggests that afferent projections to hindbrain neu-
ronal targets are indeed functionally meaningful. 
Additional work will define rules and constraints for 
integrating spinal cord-derived vestibular inputs into 
synaptic computations performed in native neural 
networks.

Fasciculation with Peripheral Nerves

Following a placodal origin in close proximity to na-
tive ears, pLL primordia migrate caudally toward the 
trunk and are found along the dorsal fin at stage 40 
(Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994). Given the caudal place-
ment of the transplanted ear adjacent to the spinal 
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Figure 5 Multi-unit inferior rectus (IR) nerve discharge during activation of native bilateral semicircular 
canals and a transplanted third ear on the spinal cord. (A) Schematic of a semi-intact Xenopus 
preparation depicting the recording of the right IR nerve during roll motion (black curved double 
arrow), galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) of the contralateral posterior (cPC) and iAC semicircular 
canal epithelia (iAC; red electrodes) and of the transplanted third ear (green electrodes). (B) Episode of 
spontaneous IR nerve discharge (black trace) with an average resting rate of ~20 spikes/s (blue trace) 
in an isolated preparation obtained from a stage 55 tadpole. (C, E, G) Modulated multi-unit discharge 
(black traces) and mean firing rate (lower colored traces) of the same IR nerve during roll motion in 
the cPC-iAC plane (C), during GVS of the cPC-iAC (E) and during GVS of the third ear (G); sinusoids 
indicate the waveform (1 Hz) for natural and galvanic stimulation. (D, F, H) Modulated mean IR nerve 
firing rate over a single cycle (black traces) ± SEM (color-shaded areas) of the responses shown in 
C,E,G; the averages were obtained from 20-120 single cycles, respectively; the colored dotted sinusoids 
indicate the motion stimulus (D) and GVS of the cPC (F) and third ear (H), and the blue dashed line 
and horizontal band the mean ± SEM resting rate of the IR nerve. Note that the IR nerve increases 
firing during motion in direction of the cPC (D), galvanic depolarization of the cPC epithelium (F) and 
galvanic depolarization of the third ear (*in G, H). Tpos, position signal of the turntable. [Colour figure 
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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cord, we next sought to identify if there would be 
an interaction with neurosensory components of the 
posterior lateral line (pLL) system. Specifically, are 
inner ear afferents able to navigate along the lateral 
line nerve and could lateral line afferents innervate 
the transplanted ear (Fritzsch et al., 1998b)? Dye 
was placed into the pLL ganglia itself and into the 
pLL nerve caudal to the transplanted ear (Fig. 6A). 

Afferents of the pLL were observed to innervate the 
skin above the transplanted ear as well as continue a 
caudal trajectory past the ear along the dorsal fin (Fig. 
6B), unlike in native ears where the skin above the ear 
is devoid of lateral line (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010). 
Furthermore, pLL afferents were found to innervate 
the transplanted ear (Fig. 6B, arrowheads), as no inner 
ear ganglia were detected with the lipophilic dye from 

Figure 6 Inner Ear Afferent Fasciculation with Lateral Line. (A) Schematic of dye placement for 
the different transplants. (B) Lateral view of afferents of the pLL projecting over and into the ear 
(green, dye injection B in panel A).  The ear was transplanted adjacent to the spinal cord at stage 
32–36. No ganglia were labeled. (C) Lateral view of pLL and inner ear afferents from a caudal dye 
injection into caudal portion of the pLL nerve (cyan, dye injection C in panel A). G, ganglia. (D) 
Lateral view of inner ear afferents from a spinal cord injection rostral to the transplanted ear (red, 
dye injection D in panel A) G, ganglia. (E) Merge of B-D. Cyan of panel C has been replaced by 
blue. Panels B–E are counterstained for nuclei marker Hoechst (gray). Arrowheads indicate areas of 
innervation of the inner ear. Scale bars are 100 μm. Endolymphatic duct, Ed. [Colour figure can be 
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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this injection. Placement of dye caudal to the trans-
planted ear, in the pathway of a more caudal segment 
of the pLL nerve, labeled inner ear ganglion cells (Fig. 
6C), suggesting fasciculation between inner ear and 
pLL afferents. Furthermore, this caudal injection re-
vealed innervation of the transplanted ear (Fig. 6C, 
arrowheads), most likely by inner ear afferents given 
the labeling of ganglia, though additional contribution 
of lateral line afferents to the innervation cannot be 
ruled out. Injection of dye directly into the spinal cord 
(Fig. 6A) labeled many more afferents and associated 
ganglia (Fig. 6D) than was labeled with a caudal ap-
plication to the pLL nerve (Fig. 6C), though some af-
ferents were labeled with both spinal cord and caudal 
lateral line dye applications (Fig. 6E). These data sug-
gest that afferents of the inner ear are capable of pro-
jecting with peripheral nerves but do so as undirected 
growth along existing peripheral nerves.

To further test the possibility of fasciculation 
with any peripheral nerve bundles, we transplanted 
the ear ventrally into the region of the developing 
heart (Figs. 1C–D, 7B–C). Dye injections into the 
transplanted ear (Fig. 7A) identified afferents of the 

inner ear projecting with the vagus nerve (Fig. 7B). 
Furthermore, placement of dye into the vagus nerve 
(Fig. 7A) labeled ganglion cells of the transplanted 
ear, as well as their associated peripheral processes 
into the ear (Fig. 7C). These results further suggest 
that afferents of the inner ear are capable of fascicu-
lation with any nearby peripheral nerve and that this 
potentially may be occurring without instructive sig-
naling from nearby CNS sources.

DISCUSSION

Past research has demonstrated that various cranial 
sensory organs can be transplanted and develop nor-
mally even if not associated with their specific area 
of the brain (Yntema, 1955; Jacobson, 1963; Swanson 
et al., 1990). Evidence indicates that several of these 
transplanted sensory organs can establish contact with 
the brain. Importantly, transplanted eyes and ears can 
project and interact with native projections to form 
columns of fibers suggestive of a compromise be-
tween molecular cues and activity (Constantine-Paton 

Figure 7 Inner Ear Afferent Fasciculation with the Vagus nerve. (A) Schematic of ear transplants 
showing dye placement for the ears transplanted adjacent to the heart. (B) Ventral view of an animal 
with an ear transplanted into the heart region showing ear afferents projecting with the vagus 
nerve (green, dye injection B in panel A; Vagus Ne, arrow). Heart is outlined with a dotted line as 
determined from autofluorescence background (blue). (C) Ventral view of an animal with an ear 
transplanted next to the heart. Labeling (green) from dye injection into the vagus nerve (dye injection 
C in panel A) showing innervation of the ear and labeling of inner ear ganglia. Autofluorescense 
background (blue). Scale bars are 100 μm. Rostral, R; Lateral, L. [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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and Law, 1978; Elliott et al., 2015b). Furthermore, ret-
inal afferents may home to the midbrain from the spi-
nal cord (Giorgi and Van der Loos, 1978) or may bring 
their information through unclear routes to the CNS 
(Blackiston et al., 2017). The olfactory system seems 
to show no homing to a specific part of the brain but 
rather interacts with whatever brain area they reach 
(Stout and Graziadei, 1980; Morrison and Graziadei, 
1983; Magrassi and Graziadei, 1985) possibly using 
the molecular guidance cues inherent to different ol-
factory receptors (Mombaerts et al., 1996).

Transplanted ears have thus far only been analyzed 
regarding their homing behavior within the CNS if 
transplanted near the hindbrain or the midbrain. In 
the hindbrain, inner ear afferents navigate to reach 
the vestibular nuclei no matter their entry point and 
interact with native afferents (Elliott et al., 2015b). In 
contrast, inner ear afferents project in a highly vari-
able pattern into the midbrain, implying little to no 
guidance cues in this foreign territory (Elliott et al., 
2013). Our data provide clear evidence that the spinal 
cord allows inner ear afferents to navigate to a dorsal 
position comparable to the hindbrain (Figs. 2 and 3), 
strikingly unlike the midbrain. This distinction may 
be owing to a stronger effect of dorso-ventral pattern-
ing molecular cues in the hindbrain and spinal cord, 
including Shh, Wnt, and BMPs, whereas the midbrain 
may require additional signals from the isthmus that 
alter navigation (Fritzsch et al., 2006; Hernandez-
Miranda et al., 2016; Lai et al., 2016; Fritzsch and 
Elliott, 2017; Glover et al., 2018). While inner ear 
afferents entering the spinal cord project along the 
dorsal funiculus both in caudal and rostral directions, 
afferents that reach the hindbrain can form collaterals 
that reach the vestibular nuclei, overlapping with na-
tive projections, much like inner ear afferents reaching 
the hindbrain when transplanted adjacent to the native 
ear (Elliott et al., 2015b). This suggests that molecu-
lar cues in the hindbrain, possibly associated with the 
Wnt signaling pathway that drives dorsally directed 
cochlear collaterals (Yang et al., 2017), drive inner ear 
afferent collaterals to expand outside the trigeminal 
afferent fascicles to reach the vestibular nuclei. This 
ability to navigate in an as of yet incompletely under-
stood molecular gradient seems also to allow inner ear 
afferents to navigate dorsally in the spinal cord, even 
if they entered ventrally. Our data thus suggest that a 
shared molecular patterning system guides inner ear 
afferents in the hindbrain and spinal cord and that 
this system is absent in the midbrain, explaining the 
random afferent trajectories in the latter (Elliott et 
al., 2013) and the targeted projections in the former 
[Fig. 3 and (Elliott et al., 2015b)]. There is no strong 

evidence that these molecular cues act over long dis-
tances to attract spinal cord entering afferent fibers as 
suggested for transplanted eyes (Giorgi and Van der 
Loos, 1978). Rather, it appears that fasciculation along 
existing dorsal root fibers, equally sorted by possibly 
the same gradient (Lai et al., 2016), may by chance 
guide some afferents within the reach of local cues in 
the hindbrain that can diverge them to reach vestibular 
nuclei.

Inner ear afferents either directly labeled through 
dye injection into the ear (Figs. 2 and 3) or filled 
from the spinal cord (Fig. 2) show mostly a directed 
growth toward the spinal cord. This could simply be 
so because other earlier routes taken by various fibers 
have been eliminated between our transplantation 
time and observation time. Whether this apparent tar-
geted growth of inner ear afferents to the spinal cord 
is due to neurotropic attractive interactions (fibers 
are specifically attracted to the spinal cord or more 
generally to the CNS) or due to neurotrophic interac-
tions (early fibers that reached areas without proper 
support were eliminated) requires additional work on 
various early stages after transplantation. However, 
our data suggest that inner ear afferents prefer to fas-
ciculate with existing nerves (Fig. 3). This observa-
tion is particularly obvious in the case of the lateral 
line nerve fibers, where such afferents can innervate 
the transplanted ear (Fig. 6) presumably by being 
supported through hair cell released neurotrophins 
such as BDNF that appear to be common to all hair 
cells (Fritzsch et al., 2016b; Hallböök et al., 2006). 
Likewise, inner ear afferents that navigate along lat-
eral line afferents to reach neuromasts could be sup-
ported by BDNF released from neuromast hair cells. 
For the lateral line/inner ear afferent interactions 
there is random, non-directed growth along each 
other which appears to be not corrected for. This fol-
lows from data suggesting that neurotrophic support 
via common molecules released from inner ear/lateral 
line hair cells rescues the random growth of inner ear 
afferents toward the tail-ward neuromasts (Fig. 6). 
Obviously, these inner ear afferents have no chance of 
ever reaching the hindbrain These data are consistent 
with previous preliminary reports on afferent growth 
to the spinal cord (Elliott and Fritzsch, 2010) or along 
lateral line nerves (Fritzsch et al., 1998b; Fritzsch, 
1999).

Epibranchial placode-derived neurons are unique 
in that they not only express the neurotrophin receptor 
TrkB but also express BDNF (Fritzsch et al., 1997; 
Patel et al., 2010). Inner ear afferents growing along 
the epibranchial placode-derived vagus afferents 
should thus fasciculate with that nerve. Our data of 
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ear transplantation near the heart show that inner ear 
afferents fasciculate along the vagus nerve without 
any apparent deviation, indicating that neurotrophic 
survival support combined with fasciculation along 
Schwann cells suffices for an apparently directed 
growth of inner ear afferents along the vagus nerve 
toward the brain.

As a result of the observed capability to reroute 
into the vestibular nuclei, afferents from the spi-
nal cord transplanted ear make functional connec-
tions with vestibular brainstem circuitry (see Fig. 
5G,H). The modulated discharge of the majority of 
extraocular motor nerves during GVS clearly indi-
cates that afferents from the transplanted ear form 
non-selective, ubiquitous excitatory connections 
with second-order vestibular neurons. However, the 
supplemental ocular motor activation trough central 
vestibular neurons is obviously restricted to excit-
atory VOR neurons, since a discharge modulation is 
only observed in extraocular motoneurons that are 
located contralateral to the transplanted ear. This 
connectivity pattern complies with the crossed ex-
citatory circuit component of the native VOR that 
forms the dominant part of the classical push-pull 
organization (Straka et al., 2014). This interpretation 
also corroborates the responses of tadpoles subjected 
to the startle assay that revealed a biased turn away 
from the ear, indicating that stimulation of the trans-
planted ear facilitates an excitation of the Mauthner 
cell (Fig. 4).

The ubiquitous excitation of hindbrain vestibular 
neurons including the Mauthner cell is not too sur-
prising but appears to challenge the functionality of 
the connections. While a general activation of central 
vestibular neurons by afferents from the transplanted 
ear might be detrimental for the spatial specificity 
of the VOR, it is more likely not, given the presence 
of concurrent powerful afferent inputs from the na-
tive ears. In fact, a comparable situation has been 
described in adult ranid frogs after a partial loss of 
the VIIIth nerve (Goto et al., 2001; Rohregger and 
Dieringer, 2003). Part of the post-lesional vestibular 
reorganization included an expansion of excitatory 
connections from the remaining intact afferent fi-
bers onto functionally “incorrect” central vestibular 
neurons that have lost their peripheral inputs. The 
formation of such inappropriate connections that 
ensure the survival of the deafferented neurons was 
compensated by remaining adequate connections that 
guaranteed the maintenance of spatially appropriate 
reflexes. Thus, together, our results indicate that the 
hindbrain exhibits a remarkable plasticity in response 
to integrating rerouted novel vestibular inputs from 

the spinal cord. Nonetheless, further work is required 
to identify proper conditions that increase the effi-
cacy of innervation from ectopic ear placements and 
the connectivity with functionally appropriate circuit 
components (Blackiston et al., 2017). Our data imply 
that vestibular (and possibly auditory) connections can 
be made from transplanted ears to guide respective 
modality-specific behaviors.
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Abstract
Vestibulo–ocular reflexes (VOR) are mediated by frequency-tuned pathways that separately transform the different dynamic 

and static aspects of head motion/position-related sensory signals into extraocular motor commands. Voltage-dependent 

potassium conductances such as those formed by Kv1.1 are important for the ability of VOR circuit elements to encode 

highly transient motion components. Here we describe the impact of the Kv1.1 channel blocker 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) on 

spontaneous and motion-evoked discharge of superior oblique motoneurons. Spike activity was recorded from the motor nerve 

in isolated preparations of Xenopus laevis tadpoles. Under static conditions, bath application of 1–10 μM 4-AP increased 

the spontaneous firing rate and provoked repetitive bursts of spikes. During motion stimulation 4-AP also augmented and 

delayed the peak firing rate suggesting that this drug affects the magnitude and timing of vestibular-evoked eye movements. 

The exclusive Kv1.1 expression in thick vestibular afferent fibers in larval Xenopus at this developmental stage suggests that 

the altered extraocular motor output in the presence of 4-AP mainly derives from a firing rate increase of irregular firing 

vestibular afferents that propagates along the VOR circuitry. Clinically and pharmacologically, the observed 4-AP-mediated 

increase of peripheral vestibular input under resting and dynamic conditions can contribute to the observed therapeutic 

effects of 4-AP in downbeat and upbeat nystagmus as well as episodic ataxia type 2, by an indirect increase of cerebellar 

Purkinje cell discharge.

Keywords Vestibulo–ocular reflex · Semicircular canal · Extraocular motoneurons · Potassium channels

Introduction

The vestibulo–ocular reflex (VOR) is the dominating con-

tributor to gaze stabilization during head/body motion 

(VOR) [1]. This reflex depends on the transformation of 

vestibular sensory signals into spatio-temporally adequate 

extraocular motor commands [2]. The neuronal pathway 

between inner ear hair cells and extraocular muscle fibers 

consists of frequency-tuned, parallel information channels 

[3]. The dynamic diversity of the respective cellular ele-

ments correlates with the necessity to encode and mediate 

signals over a wide range of head motion frequencies and 

acceleration profiles [4, 5]. Accordingly, the three-neuronal 

VOR pathway is composed of functional subgroups of cells 

with distinct intrinsic properties and response dynamics at 

each hierarchical level [3]. The dynamically different cell 

types form neuronal filters that are ideally suited for the 

encoding of particular temporal aspects of head/body move-

ments, respectively [6].

Filter properties of vestibular neurons derive from spe-

cific sets of ion channels [7–9]. The highly transient firing 
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dynamics of neuronal elements that comprise phasic VOR 

pathway components are caused by voltage-dependent potas-

sium channels of the Kv1.1 type [9]. These channels are 

abundant in a particular subgroup of first- [8] and second-

order vestibular neurons [6, 10]. Blocking Kv1.1 channels 

with low concentrations of 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) dimin-

ishes the transient response dynamics and assigns to these 

neurons more low-pass filter-like properties [6].

Clinically, 4-AP has been proven as potent therapeutic 

agent for symptoms associated with vestibular and cer-

ebellar disorders, such as downbeat nystagmus [11–13], 

episodic ataxia type 2 [14, 15] and upbeat nystagmus [16]. 

The improvement of the clinical symptoms presumably 

derives from discharge regularization of vestibular/cerebel-

lar circuit elements [17], potentially in combination with a 

general increase in firing rate. In upbeat nystagmus, 4-AP 

evidently acts by restoring visuo-ocular function to suppress 

the nystagmus [16]. Finally, in a single case with severe 

head-shaking nystagmus due to neurovascular compression, 

aminopyridine reduced the symptoms by likely improving 

action potential propagation including spike conduction 

along the vestibular nerve [18].

To decipher the neuronal substrates and reveal alterations 

of VOR performance at the cellular and circuit level follow-

ing 4-AP administration, we used semi-intact preparations 

of Xenopus laevis tadpoles. The effect of the drug on dis-

charge rate and dynamics of superior oblique (SO) motoneu-

rons was tested at rest and during head/body motion. This 

allowed estimating the contribution of Kv1.1 channels to the 

transformation of vestibular sensory signals into extraocular 

motor commands.

Material and methods

Animals and experimental preparation

Xenopus laevis tadpoles of either sex (n = 21) at develop-

mental stages 51–53 [19] were obtained from the in house 

animal breeding facility at the Biocenter-Martinsried of the 

Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich. Tadpoles were 

maintained in tanks with non-chlorinated water (17–18 °C) 

at a 12/12 light/dark cycle. Experiments were performed 

in vitro on semi-intact preparations and comply with the 

"Principles of animal care", publication No. 86-23, revised 

1985 of the National Institute of Health. Permission for these 

experiments was granted by the Regierung von Oberbayern 

(ROB-55.2-2532.Vet_03-17-24).

Tadpoles were anesthetized in 0.05% 3-aminobenzoic 

acid ethyl ester methanesulfonate (MS-222; Pharmaq 

Ltd. UK) in ice-cold frog Ringer solution (75 mM NaCl, 

25 mM  NaHCO3, 2 mM  CaCl2, 2 mM KCl, 0.1 mM  MgCl2, 

and 11 mM glucose, pH 7.4) and decapitated at the level 

of the upper spinal cord. The skin was removed, the skull 

opened from dorsal and the forebrain disconnected [20]. 

The remaining central nervous system, vestibular sensory 

periphery with afferent connections, and extraocular moto-

neuronal projections were functionally preserved. This 

allowed a natural activation of the VOR on a 6d-motion 

stimulator (PI H-840, Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, 

Germany). Extraocular motor units were recorded from 

the trochlear nerve after disconnection from the SO target 

muscle at the innervation site (Fig. 1a). For all experi-

ments, preparations were placed in a Sylgard-lined record-

ing chamber that was continuously superfused with oxy-

genated (Carbogen: 95%  O2, 5%  CO2) Ringer solution at 

a constant temperature of 17.0 ± 0.1 °C.

Electrophysiology and pharmacology

The recording chamber with the preparation affixed to the 

Sylgard floor was mounted in the center of the rotation axes 

of the 6d-motion stimulator [21]. Spontaneous and motion-

evoked multi-unit spike discharge of the SO nerve was 

recorded extracellularly (EXT 10-2F; npi electronics; Tamm, 

Germany) with glass suction electrodes, digitized at 20 kHz 

(CED 1401, Cambridge Electronic Design, UK) and stored 

on computer for offline analysis. Suction electrodes were 

made from borosilicate glass (Science Products, Hofheim, 

Germany), pulled on a P-87 Brown/Flaming electrode puller. 

A modulation of SO nerve activity was elicited by sinusoidal 

rotations (1 Hz; ± 12.5°/s peak velocity) in a plane formed by 

the ipsilateral posterior (iPC) and contralateral anterior verti-

cal semicircular canal (cAC) pair (Fig. 1a) [22]. The role of 

Kv1.1 channels in the generation of extraocular motor com-

mands was evaluated by bath application of 4-AP (1–10 μM; 

Sigma) dissolved in frog Ringer solution.

Data analysis

Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of average SO nerve 

firing patterns over a single head motion cycle were obtained 

from raw data using Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design, 

UK) scripts. Average responses were calculated from 15 

cycles. The phase relation of motion-induced discharge with 

respect to the table position was obtained by comparing the 

timing of peak neuronal spike activity with the timing of 

the maximal table deflection. The PSTHs were further pro-

cessed and analyzed statistically using Microcal Origin 6.0G 

(OriginLab Corp., USA). PSTHs were normalized and aver-

aged (± SEM; standard error of the mean) for comparison. 

Statistical differences were calculated with the Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test (paired parameters; Prism, Graphpad Soft-

ware, Inc, USA).
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Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry

Tadpoles (n = 3) were deeply anesthetized in 0.05% 

MS-222 in ice-cold frog Ringer solution. Following 

decapitation, the dorsal portion of the head and rostral 

spinal cord was fixed by immersion in 4% paraformalde-

hyde (PFA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 3 h at 

4 °C. After washing three times with PBS, the tissue was 

embedded in 3% agarose, cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in 

PBS, and cut at a thickness of 20 μm on a cryostat (Leica). 

To detect Kv1.1 channel, anti-Kv1.1 (APC-009, 1:200, 

Alomone Labs) primary antibody and subclass-specific 

secondary antibody labeled with Alexa488 (A-11008, 

1:1000, Thermo Fisher) was used. Nuclear staining was 

performed with 4 6-diamidino-2-phenylindoledihydrochlo-

ride (DAPI) (Sigma) to identify cell bodies. All sections 

were embedded in Aqua Polymount (Polyscience). Images 

were acquired and analyzed with an Olympus Fluoview 

confocal microscope with FV10-ASW 2.1 software.

Results

Spontaneous and motion-evoked discharge 

of SO motor units

The motoneuronal discharge at rest and during roll motion 

was obtained in vitro by recording multi-unit spike activ-

ity of the trochlear nerve after disconnection from its SO 

target muscle (Fig. 1a). The magnitude of the discharge was 

variable between different recordings and depended on the 

number of electrically accessible units within the suction 

electrode. In the absence of passive head/body motion (black 

trace in Fig. 1b) the average resting rate was ~ 25 spikes/s 

(25.3 ± 0.8 spikes/s; mean ± SEM; n = 21; light gray bar in 

Fig. 1c). Natural stimulation of vestibular endorgans was 

performed by sinusoidal roll motion (1 Hz; ± 12.5°/s peak 

velocity) in a plane formed by the iPC and cAC pair (dark 

blue shading in Fig. 1a). This motion caused a robust, phase-

timed modulation of the multi-unit spike discharge (black 
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Fig. 1  Impact of 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) on spontaneous discharge 

of the superior oblique (SO) motor nerve. a Schematic of a semi-

intact Xenopus preparation depicting multi-unit SO nerve recordings 

and the direction of applied roll motion. b, c Episode of spontaneous 

SO nerve discharge before (control, black in b) and during bath appli-

cation of 10 μmol 4-AP (red in b); box plot in c depicts multi-unit SO 

nerve resting rates in the absence (gray bars) and presence of 1, 5, 

7 and 10 μM 4-AP (colored bars). d–f Episodes of spontaneous SO 

nerve discharge (top and middle trace in d) and corresponding firing 

rates (bottom plot in d) before (control, black) and during bath appli-

cation of 10  μmol 4-AP (red); two 4-AP-related bursts are depicted 

at higher temporal resolution in e; box plot in f depicts the number 

of spike bursts (#/s) with interspike frequencies > 100  Hz (sampled 

in periods of > 60 s, dashed line in bottom trace in d) in the absence 

(gray bars) and the presence of 1, 5, 7 and 10  μM 4-AP (colored 

bars). Numbers in brackets in c indicate the number of preparations 

and also apply to f; *p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) indicates 

the significance of difference
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trace in Fig. 2a). Firing increased during roll motion in the 

direction of the iPC with an average peak discharge rate 

of ~ 130 spikes/s (130.2 ± 5.1 spikes/s; mean ± SEM; n = 21) 

and a phase-lag of ~ 20° re table velocity (21.8° ± 3.9°; 

mean ± SEM; n = 21). This phase relation complies with 

previously established values and suggests both semicircular 

canal and otolith hair cells as the origin of the extraocular 

motor responses [23]. During motion in the direction of the 

cAC, the spike firing often ceased at the maximal roll posi-

tion (black trace in Fig. 2b) with an average minimal firing 

rate of ~ 9 spikes/s (red arrow in Fig. 2b; 8.6 ± 1.6 spikes/s; 

mean ± SEM; n = 21).

Bath application of 4-AP caused an increase of the multi-

unit resting discharge (red traces in Fig. 1b, d), which was 

found to be statistically significant (p < 0.05; Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test) across all concentrations relative to the dis-

charge rate prior to 4-AP application (Fig. 1c). The effect of 

4-AP was reversible and usually lasted > 1–2 h but was not 

further investigated here. The augmentation of the firing rate 

was accompanied by a recruitment of additional motor units 

with very large amplitudes (arrow heads in Fig. 1b), which 

were absent under control conditions. Although spike shape 

analysis was impossible to perform due to high firing rates 

of the multi-unit discharge, close inspection of the spikes 

clearly confirmed a separate class based on spike amplitude, 

which only appeared after 4-AP application. These neurons 

likely coincide with the previously reported subgroup of 

large, high-dynamic extraocular motoneurons with very low 

resting rates in Xenopus tadpoles [20]. In addition, 4-AP 

altered the irregular spontaneous discharge into a pattern 

that consisted of short, repetitive bursts of spikes (Fig. 1d, 

e). These bursts contained few spikes with interspike fre-

quencies well above 100 Hz (see black curve at bottom of 

Fig. 1d) and, when sampled over a period of > 60 s, were 

relatively rare under control conditions (gray bars in Fig. 1f). 

The occurrence of these bursts increased considerably 

after bath application of 4-AP in a dose-dependent manner 

(colored bars in Fig. 1f) with an average inter-burst interval 

of 200–250 ms (Fig. 1e) at 4-AP concentrations > 7 μM. The 

slight decrease of firing rate increase and burst occurrence 

for 4-AP concentrations > 7 μM potentially derives from a 

sustained depolarization of the membrane potential beyond 
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Fig. 2  Impact of 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) on motion-evoked dis-

charge of the superior oblique (SO) motor nerve. a SO nerve dis-

charge (top and middle trace) during sinusoidal roll motion (blue sine 

wave; 1  Hz, ± 12.5°/s peak velocity) and corresponding firing rates 

(bottom plot) before (control, black) and during bath application of 

7  μmol 4-AP (red). b Average firing rate modulation over a single 

cycle (dashed blue sine wave) of roll motion before (control, gray and 

black curves) and during bath application of 7 μM 4-AP (red and pink 

curves); solid curves and light shaded areas represent the mean firing 

rate ± SEM (n = 5 preparations); dashed gray and pink curves indicate 

the average discharge modulation of the typical example shown in a. 

c–e Box plots depicting peak discharge (c), minimal firing rate (d; see 

arrows in a, b) and phase relation of the response re table position 

(e) during sinusoidal rotation in the absence (gray bars) and presence 

of 1, 5, 7 and 10 μM 4-AP (colored bars). Numbers in brackets in c 

indicate the number of preparations and also apply to d, e; *p < 0.05 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test) indicates the significance of difference; 
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spike threshold and a consequent dropout of action poten-

tials in some neurons along the VOR pathway.

The robust, phase-timed modulation of the multi-unit dis-

charge during sinusoidal roll motion stimulation persisted 

in the presence of 4-AP (red trace in Fig. 2a, b). However, 

the peak discharge increased at all concentrations of 4-AP 

compared to control conditions (colored bars in Fig. 2c). 

In addition, the burst-like firing in the presence of 4-AP 

was also maintained during motion stimulation, causing a 

rather noisy PSTH after averaging the discharge over single 

motion cycles (Fig. 2a, b). During roll motion in the direc-

tion of the cAC, the spike discharge did not cease, as often 

seen prior to drug application, but usually continued firing 

(arrows in Fig. 2a, b). Calculation of the respective aver-

ages over single cycles revealed a significant increase of 

the minimal discharge (arrow in Fig. 2b and colored bars in 

Fig. 2d) from ~ 9 spikes/s under control conditions to ~ 30 

spikes/s in the presence of 7 μM 4-AP (32.8 ± 8.9 spikes/s; 

mean ± SEM; n = 5). In addition to the generally elevated 

firing rates, the motion-evoked responses altered the phase 

re velocity from ~ 20° in controls to > 45° in the presence of 

4-AP (colored bars in Fig. 2e).

Immunohistochemistry of Kv1.1 in vestibular 

pathways

The substrate for 4-AP is a voltage-dependent potassium 

conductance generated by the Kv1.1 channel. Immuno-

histochemical labeling with a Kv1.1 antibody successfully 

identified populations of vestibular afferent fibers and their 

associated cell bodies in the ganglion of Scarpa (Fig. 3a). 

Ganglion cells were found to be non-uniformly labeled, with 

only a specific subset of cells with particularly large somata 

being Kv1.1-immuno-positive (Fig. 3a, see arrowhead). Pro-

cesses of Kv1.1-immuno-positive vestibular ganglion cells 

were observed to project peripherally and centrally. Periph-

eral processes appeared to project into the vestibular sensory 

epithelia within the inner ear (VE in Fig. 3a), while centrally 

projecting processes extended with the VIIIth nerve into the 

dorsal part of the hindbrain (Fig. 3b, c). These latter central 

projections terminated in topographically identified vestibu-

lar regions and likely connect with central vestibular targets, 

confirming the contribution of Kv1.1-expressing afferent fib-

ers to vestibulo–motor transformations (Fig. 3d).

Discussion

The three major findings of this study were as follows: first, 

systemically applied 4-AP increased the spontaneous dis-

charge of SO motoneurons and caused repetitious bursts of 

spikes under static conditions; second, during sinusoidal 

head motion, the peak firing rate was augmented; third, the 

overall higher firing rates and phase-shifted cyclic extraocu-

lar motor output in the presence of 4-AP likely derive from 

blocked Kv1.1 channels in thick vestibular nerve afferents. 

Our findings suggest propagation of the pharmacologically 

altered afferent firing rate properties throughout the VOR 

network.

Fig. 3  Kv1.1-immuno-histochemistry and outline of central vestibu-

lar and cerebellar circuits. a–c Coronal sections through a Xenopus 
laevis hindbrain labeled with an antibody against Kv1.1 (yellow) 

and counterstained with DAPI (blue); cell bodies of Scarpa’s Gan-

glion (ScG, arrowhead) and associated proximal and distal central 

processes of Kv1.1-positive cells (a) outlining projections to the ves-

tibular sensory epithelia (VE) and fasciculation within the vestibular 

nerve (VNe); distal projections of Kv1.1-positive afferent fibers in the 

dorsal region of the hindbrain at a lower (b) and higher (c, panel box 

in b) magnification. d Schematic of central vestibular and cerebellar 

circuits; axon collaterals of irregular vestibular afferents activate local 

vestibular interneurons (red) and as mossy fibers (MF) activate gran-

ule cells (GC) and consequently cerebellar Purkinje cells, which in 

turn mediate an inhibition (red) onto a directly activated (green) cen-

tral vestibular projection neurons (light brown). RF reticular forma-

tion, Ven fourth ventricle, VN vestibular nuclei. Scale bars are 100 μm 

in a, b and 50 μm in c 
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Neuronal site of 4-AP action

The restriction of Kv1.1 immuno-positivity within the three-

neuronal VOR pathway to large caliber vestibular nerve 

afferents in Xenopus tadpoles suggests that SO nerve firing 

rate alterations in the presence of 4-AP derive exclusively 

from a pharmacological block of voltage-dependent potas-

sium conductances in these afferent fibers. The obvious lack 

of Kv1.1 immuno-labeled central vestibular neurons in tad-

poles is at variance with the presence of large-celled Kv1.1 

immuno-positive phasic second-order vestibular neurons 

in adult frogs [10]. This difference is likely related to dif-

ferent requirements for the detection of swimming-related 

motion dynamics of larval and adult frogs, and as such an 

eco-physiological adaptation of the membrane properties of 

central vestibular neurons [24]. The lack of Kv1.1 chan-

nels in vestibular neurons of tadpoles complies with the 

more tonic membrane properties of these neurons in larvae 

compared to those of adult frogs. Despite the absence of 

central Kv1.1 immuno-positive VOR neurons in tadpoles, 

the impact of 4-AP on a subset of vestibular afferents has a 

sufficiently profound impact on the spontaneous and motion-

evoked extraocular motor spike discharge (Figs. 1, 2). This 

confirms the dominating role of afferent inputs for sensory-

motor transformations of vestibular signals [25].

Increased SO nerve resting rates

Extraocular motor discharge depends on the integrity of ves-

tibular sensory inputs, and thus on the firing rate of semi-

circular canal and otolith afferent nerve fibers as indicated 

by imbalanced SO motoneuronal spike discharge after uni-

lateral transection of the VIIIth nerve [25]. Moreover, the 

localization of Kv1.1 channels in thick vestibular afferents 

suggests that the augmented SO spike discharge in the pres-

ence of 4-AP derives exclusively from a firing rate increase 

of the latter fibers. This complies with the observation that 

bath application of similar concentrations of 4-AP in larval 

Xenopus causes an increase and regularization of the spon-

taneous firing rate as well as an augmentation and phase 

shift of motion-evoked responses exclusively in thick, 

irregular but not in thinner regular firing vestibular afferent 

fibers [26], compatible with their Kv1.1 immuno-positivity 

(Fig. 3a, b). Thus, based on the organization of VOR cir-

cuits as frequency-tuned channels and the exclusive Kv1.1 

immuno-labeling of thick vestibular afferents, the 4-AP-

provoked phase shift of cyclic extraocular motor responses 

directly derives from a block of the transient response behav-

ior and consequent temporal extension of the spike firing of 

phasic, irregularly firing afferents [26]. This afferent firing 

rate alteration propagates through central vestibular neurons 

onto extraocular motoneurons where corresponding changes 

were encountered (Figs. 1, 2). A firing rate increase and 

regularization of Purkinje cell spike discharge was also 

observed in mutant mice with episodic ataxia type 2 fol-

lowing 4-AP application [27]. This latter finding, however, 

does not exclude that the observed effect is only indirect 

and due to the alteration of the discharge pattern of irregular 

vestibular afferents that as mossy fibers represent a major 

source of synaptic input to the cerebellum (Fig. 3d). Inter-

estingly, however, the 4-AP-induced discharge regulariza-

tion of irregular firing vestibular afferents is not mirrored by 

extraocular motoneurons. Rather, the occurrence of repeti-

tious spike bursts suggests additional synaptic modifications 

of the regularized vestibular afferent input along the VOR 

circuitry.

4-AP-induced extraocular motor spike bursts

A likely synaptic substrate for generating repetitive spike 

bursts following application of 4-AP is a cyclic truncation 

of the excitation of central vestibular neurons by an inhibi-

tion that derives from local vestibular side loops [28] and 

cerebellar Purkinje cells (Fig. 3d) [29]. Both circuits are 

activated by irregular vestibular afferent fibers [9, 28], which 

in the presence of the Kv1.1 channel blocker increase the 

synaptic drive of these networks but also facilitate the feed-

forward synaptic inhibition. These inhibitory side loops are 

capable of truncating the direct monosynaptic excitation that 

is mediated from irregular afferents onto central vestibu-

lar neurons (Fig. 3d). This creates more or less rhythmic 

spike bursts that are interrupted by variably sized and timed 

inhibition. Thus, while 4-AP regularizes the discharge of 

irregular firing vestibular afferents and that of directly con-

nected postsynaptic elements, additional inhibitory circuits 

shape the firing pattern to generate oscillating spike bursts.

Clinical implications

The observed changes by the Kv1.1 blocker 4-AP in Xeno-
pus tadpoles predict that 4-AP-induced increased vestibu-

lar afferent discharge—as the main driving force for all 

vestibular circuits—can contribute to the improvement of 

symptoms in patients treated with 4-AP for various dis-

eases, such as downbeat and upbeat nystagmus or episodic 

ataxia type 2. This assumption is further supported by the 

fact that irregular firing vestibular afferents in amphibians 

and mammals have similar conductances [8, 26] and central 

connectivity [29]. However, 4-AP-related improvements of 

gaze and posture deficits in patients might be dominated by 

drug effects at multiple sites including central vestibular [9] 

and cerebellar neurons [27], potentially explaining the range 

of ameliorated behaviors and response patterns. The 4-AP 

sensitivity of multiple central areas is in fact supported by 

the abundance of Kv1.1 immuno-positive neurons in cer-

ebellar and vestibular circuits in mice [30]. Nonetheless, 
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the current results suggest that part of the reported 4-AP-

induced improvements of clinical symptoms might also 

derive from a firing rate increase of vestibular nerve affer-

ents, which so far has been underestimated as a potential 

target for this drug and the origin of improved symptoms. 

A contribution of afferent fibers is supported by the fact 

that the morpho-physiological organization of the periph-

eral and central vestibular system is highly conserved across 

vertebrates [2] including the presence of Kv1.1 channels 

in vestibular afferents of rodents [8], primates and humans 

(Mayadali and Horn, personal communication).

A large fraction of firing rate regularization of vestibu-

lar and cerebellar neurons in mammals [17] as well as the 

improved vestibular reflexes in patients [31] in the presence 

of 4-AP thus potentially depends on a firing rate increase in 

vestibular afferents. This can augment the direct effects of 

4-AP on cerebellar Purkinje cells whose resting discharge 

rate and excitability are also increased by 4-AP at the same 

concentrations as used in the current and an earlier study 

[32]. In addition, in an animal model of episodic ataxia 

type 2, the tottering mouse, 4-AP reduced the irregularity 

of spontaneous firing of cerebellar Purkinje cells. In con-

clusion, the 4-AP-induced increase of peripheral vestibular 

input under static and dynamic conditions in the current 

study might explain at least in part the therapeutic effects of 

4-AP in downbeat nystagmus and cerebellar ataxia. Given 

the robust increase and regularization of the firing rate in 

irregular/phasic vestibular afferents, it is possible that 4-AP 

might also have beneficial effects for peripheral vestibular 

disorders through a partial or complete rescue of spontane-

ous afferent activity.
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CHAPTER V: 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

This dissertation aimed at exploring neuronal plasticity in sensorimotor brainstem vestibular 

networks. In the chapters above I have presented empirical data which have expanded on our 

erstwhile knowledge of the events and principles which occur during adaptive reorganization of the 

vestibular system. I primarily utilized the vestibular-ocular reflex as a model system to approximate 

these events both during nascent development and in a case of acute signaling disruption on mature 

circuits. As a main result of this work, the vestibular system reliably demonstrated a considerable 

plasticity in sensorimotor processing. The major findings across these three studies converges to the 

following important two points: 1) despite conditions which challenge stereotyped sensory encoding, 

execution of VOR responses was a consistent functional outcome. This outcome likely arises from a 

variable suite of mechanisms which 2) converge on establishing and maintaining homeostatic activity 

levels which can modulate along a dynamic range. However, preservation of the ability to execute a 

VOR following such sensory challenges does not imply that consistent spatiotemporal perfection will 

exist in these transformations. Indeed, the results here demonstrate a spectrum of success with 

respect to VOR production. Nonetheless, that VOR transformations are present in any case is a striking 

representation of the efficacy with which this system can reorganize in order to produce 

environmentally relevant computations.  

While the individual discussion sections in the proceeding chapters provide experiment-

specific considerations with focus on specific biological questions, here I will provide a more holistic 

discussion of the main findings presented above. In the following pages I will make emphasis on the 

observed permissive functional bandwidths across the three different manipulations. In addition, I 

discuss the limitations of establishing such bandwidths, as well as speculate as to the potential 

causative mechanisms contributing to these observed results by highlighting specific functional and 

anatomical evidence. Finally, I will present some considerations on potential broad-scale implications 

of these results and state possible directions for future vestibular research.  
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Maintenance of dynamic processing bandwidths  
 

Detection of the sensory world permits organisms to respond to their surroundings. 

Environments can be complex, and evolution has optimized the central and peripheral nervous 

systems to detect many of the complex features of these environments (Linford et al., 2011). Through 

these detection measures, intricate motor commands can be consistently generated which drive 

necessary animal behaviors (Linford et al., 2011). However, sensorimotor structures are not perfectly 

suited to respond with immediate perfection to all manner of possible stimuli complexities. Balancing 

the need to maintain stereotyped processing measures while also maintaining a degree of flexibility 

is the purview of neuronal plasticity. Thus, adaptive reorganization in neuronal networks makes use 

of existing structures and processes (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). The discussion of these events in light 

of the results presented here will therefore be examined in the context of general functional principles 

of the vestibular system.  

A hallmark feature of vestibular sensory encoding is in establishing a baseline level of 

symmetric and balanced bilateral activity which can be cyclically modulated. Such activity levels and 

dynamic modulations are apparent at the level of afferent fibers, central vestibular neurons, and 

extraocular motoneurons (Fetter, 2007; Beraneck and Idoux, 2012; Branoner and Straka, 2018; Paulin 

and Hoffman, 2019), and are ultimately driven by afferents themselves (Fetter, 2007). Acute unilateral 

loss of vestibular input is sufficient to evoke an imbalance in activity levels throughout the elements 

of the entire VOR circuit (Dieringer and Precht, 1977; Ris et al., 1997; Lambert et al., 2013) even in 

higher order centers beyond VOR pathways (Zwergal et al., 2016). Following, resulting sensory 

imbalances are interpreted by the CNS as a consistent detection of self-motion (Fetter, 2016) which is 

in mismatch with information from other sensory modalities. In a similar fashion to the amelioration 

events which follow such an acute loss, the data presented in all three manipulation studies in this 

dissertation suggest a similar response course which aimed at establishing dynamic ranges of activity 

modulation. Xenopus tadpoles in chapter II (Gordy and Straka, 2022) developed with only a single ear. 

Without bilateral afferent fibers, a progressive yet severe imbalance of activity onto vestibular 

projection neurons would have likely occurred during normal development. Tadpoles from chapter III 

(Gordy et al., 2018) likewise developed with an imbalance, albeit the supernumerary spinal-cord 

originating ear would have created a graded difference between the two sides, as evident from the 

mostly ipsilateral projections (chapter III, Figure 3-4). An equalization of this imbalance is the inferred 

developmental outcome across these manipulations, largely given that the recorded extraocular 

motor nerves presented with sustained base level firing rates (chapter III, Figure 5; chapter II, Figure 

4, S4). Indeed, resting rates in these animals are rather comparable to control spontaneous discharge 
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rates from animals in chapter II and IV of this dissertation (compare Figures S4, 1, and 5 from chapters 

II, IV and III, respectively). In the case of one-eared animals, such levels were even indistinguishable 

from controls (chapter II, Figure S4). Immediate unilateral vestibular loss in Xenopus presents with a 

complete absence of contralateral extraocular firing discharge (Lambert et al., 2013; Branoner and 

Straka, 2018) with resulting behavioral and morphological consequences (Lambert et al., 2013; 

Soupiadou et al., 2020). That the former result was not observed in these animals can most 

parsimoniously be explained by an equalization of activity levels on both sides. This is consistent with 

previous observations following unilateral acute lesion that demonstrated equalization in bilateral 

activity levels in the vestibular nuclei (Vibert et al., 1999; Paterson et al., 2005) that has been 

demonstrated in a variety of species such as frog (Dieringer and Precht, 1977), guinea pigs (Ris et al., 

1995; Ris et al., 1997), and rat (Hamann and Lannou, 1988). Examination of afferent discharge levels 

and recording or functional imaging of vestibular neurons would be of benefit to experimentally verify 

such a condition and uncover possible time course and localization metrics.  

Homogenization of activity levels by itself, however, is rather useless for dynamic vestibular 

processing. Transient motion-related modulation of symmetric levels is a critical feature for VOR 

transformations (see above, Fetter, 2007). In fact, the push-pull arrangement for VOR processing is 

contingent on these dynamics and in the absence of modifiable activity levels the generation of 

appropriate motor transformations would be impaired. Indeed, assumed full loss of vestibular input 

on both sides has been reported to drive near-absent or fully-absent VOR function with mitigating 

compensatory catch-up saccades, at least in patients (Strupp et al., 2017). While one- and three-eared 

tadpoles generated a symmetric resting activity state, they also exhibited the ability to modulate 

around their homeostatic levels to some degree. One-eared tadpoles were found to do this 

remarkably well when profiled at the abducens motoneuron level (chapter II, Figure 4, S4), which 

resulted in behaviorally relevant movements of the eyes (chapter II, Figure 1-3) and demonstrated 

period discharge modulations which extended below and above their resting rates. Following 

vestibular nerve lesions in ranid frogs, abducens nerve discharge modulations were present but only 

cyclic below resting activity (Rohregger and Dieringer, 2002). Comparison between the later findings 

and one-eared tadpoles here, which developed with only a singular ear and with prominent bilateral 

homogeneity, might suggest that activity equalizations are a prerequisite for robust VOR, and/or are 

followed by other adaptive modifications. While left (opposite to the singular ear) abducens nerve 

discharge dynamics here were far more spatio-temporally appropriate than right (same side as the 

singular ear) abducens nerve counterparts, the later were likely influenced by their differentially tuned 

responses (chapter II, Figure 4). Three-eared frogs were capable of this as well, with considerable 

modulatory ability during rotation and thus concomitant activation of all three inner ears. The 
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comparable response level during galvanic evoked stimulation of only the two native ears indicated 

that additional input did not negatively influence VOR transformations (chapter III, Figure 5D, F), which 

suggests that the maintenance of a dynamic processing range is ensured despite additional and 

asymmetric input. An argument could be made that the transplanted ear adjacent to the spinal cord 

might not be sufficiently developed and thus not be co-activated during natural stimuli. By extension, 

VOR transformations would occur consistently through canonical pathways with little contribution 

from the third ear. While inner ear structural characterizations (Bever and Fekete, 2002; Bever et al., 

2003) would help shed light on the possibility of such a claim, particularly for the semi-circular canal 

dimensions (Calabrese and Hullar, 2006), the selective stimulation of the third ear helps reduce 

ambiguity to some extent. Galvanic activation of this ear produced excitatory drives above resting 

rates (chapter III, Figure 5G-H) though it lacked sensory relay through inhibitory ipsilateral circuits. 

That the third ear can integrate its input faithfully suggests some degree of co-activation is possible, 

particularly given that activity is speculated to help consolidate the initially broad innervation of 

afferents into the vestibular nuclei (Straka et al., 1997; Straka et al., 2002; Straka et al., 2014) and 

these afferents appear to connect only with crossed excitatory pathways. With respect to the lack of 

inhibitory circuit contributions, a potential explanation to this observation may be a lack of anatomical 

connections entirely, or alternatively that excitatory drives on these neurons are simply too weak to 

be effective. If the exclusive crossed-excitatory circuit connections are the default state for 

transplanted additional input remains to be tested, though it likely is not the case if given a full 

complement of afferent fibers. That only a qualitatively small number of fibers reached the nuclei 

relative to native ears here (chapter III, Figure 3-4), as compared to third ears transplanted in the otic 

region (Elliott et al., 2015b), indicates that only a partial contribution of the third ear occurred in this 

study. If the introduction of additional afferent fibers would permit inhibitory pathway responses 

would be a valid future assessment. 

While one- and three-eared animals offer a unique perspective on imbalanced input between 

bilateral sides, chapter IV generated an experimental condition where a signaling change was 

executed uniformly. In these animals, dynamic processing bandwidths were challenged by the 

elevation of resting discharge rates of afferent fibers (chapter IV, Figure 1, 2). The regularization of 

phasic sensory neuron responses into more sustained, tonic, firing was the driving force of this 

elevation (chapter IV, Figure 1) and was inferred to continue through the entire VOR circuit by 

recordings of the superior oblique motor nerve. A “simple” elevation of resting activity in VOR circuits 

would not require any plasticity-based homogenization, as is occurring following sudden loss (e.g., 

Beraneck et al., 2003), as differences between bilateral activity levels remain consistent during 

pharmacological bath application. However, the increasing of base level activity has the potential to 
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enforce an upper saturation limit of VOR elements. Despite pushing VOR bandwidths closer toward 

an extreme upper limit however, 4-AP exposed tadpoles were able to successfully execute VOR 

transformations (chapter IV, Figure 2). Though these responses were in general more elevated in 

overall discharge rate across the cycle and delayed relative to controls, modulation was clearly 

present. Importantly, a cyclic high frequency bursting was noted during periods absent of stimulation. 

This bursting phenotype, which as mentioned previously is speculated to be the result of co-opting 

feedback inhibitory side loops either locally within the vestibular nuclei (Straka and Dieringer, 1996) 

or though the cerebellum (Boyden et al., 2004), likely contributes to the ability to appropriately 

execute VOR responses. Regardless of the mechanisms involved (which will be discussed below) the 

overall ability of these tadpoles to modulate extraocular activity despite elevated base firing levels 

suggests that if processing bandwidths become too uniform or restrictive, alternate methods can 

assist in helping generate rhythmic activity levels. Therefore, in these animals, the general strategy 

appears to be recruitment of feedback loops imposed on sustained activity levels rather than reducing 

activity levels downward. An obvious caveat to this interpretation is the fact that our functional 

assessments were conducted on a relatively short time scale which restricts the resolution of plasticity 

measures to the window examined. Timing is an important factor for VOR adaptation and plasticity 

(Titley et al., 2007), particularly in the case of long-term consolidation in vestibular nuclei (Kassardjian 

et al., 2005). Changes of vestibular neuron intrinsic membrane properties (e.g., Him and Dutia, 2001) 

would likely only make contributions during longer time scales. Additionally, the 4-AP induced 

elevation could perhaps not be as influential to narrowing permissive bandwidths as expected given 

that these animals were exposed up to only 10 micromolar concentrations. Future studies would 

benefit from examinations during longer time periods. 

In summary, the key findings of these experiments can be inferred to follow the already 

established observations that plasticity amelioration of atypical sensory conditions consist of 

equalizing asymmetric activity levels and/or ensuring that functional bandwidths remain (Dieringer 

and Precht, 1977; Ris et al., 1997; Vibert et al., 1999; Dutia, 2010). These findings, particularly chapter 

II and III, add new perspectives to vestibular compensation which has previously been overwhelmingly 

focused on unilateral loss in mature fully formed circuits beyond select studies examined in the 

embryo (e.g., Rayer et al., 1983; Rayer and Horn, 1986). That developmental imbalances are likely 

regulated in a similar manner gives merit to the concept that sudden adaptive plasticity mechanisms 

recapitulate those which occur during development (Tien and Kerschensteiner, 2018). Such processes 

are not perfect, however. Dynamic symptoms following acute sensory imbalance hardly ever recover 

fully (Curthoys, 2000) or can occur unexpectedly following certain conditions (Hamann et al., 1998). 

The data presented here are not quite of a similar inclination. Transformations often demonstrated a 
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general inability to reach control levels properly, but nonetheless were executable (chapters II, III, IV). 

However, such detriments may not be particularly relevant during behavior, as other substituting 

mechanisms may assist where the VOR fails (Dieringer, 1998; Vibert et al., 1999, see also the 

discussion of chapter II). The following section will explore this concept in more detail. 

 

Multi-level reorganization 
 

 Attempts to equalize activity imbalances and maintain dynamic bandwidths require suitable 

neuronal and behavioral mechanisms. The veritable suite of possible mechanisms during vestibular 

compensation, and thus plasticity in this system, can range across systemic levels (see introductory 

chapter; also, Dutia, 2010). While such methods are very likely to be shared to some extent across the 

manipulations presented here, they nonetheless will be considered separately, largely due to the 

disparity in the individual manipulations themselves.  

 One-eared animals demonstrated a remarkable VOR execution ability during off-direction 

rotation of the singular ear, which came at the expense of on-direction activity (chapter II, Figure 2). 

Bidirectional sensitivity is present in mechanosensory hair cells (Hudspeth, 1985). Despite this 

sensitivity however, it is important to note that unmanipulated individual inner ears facilitate VOR 

circuit components during on-direction rotation only. That the singular ear in these animals can 

contribute to excitatory and inhibitory VOR computations during off-direction rotation suggests that 

a considerable level of reorganization occurred during development. The location of such 

reorganization could occur at many sites rather than a singular location/mechanism (chapter II, Figure 

5). Given the substantial temporal delay of VOR eye movements and frequent instances of improperly 

tuned ipsilateral (with respect to the singular ear) abducens motoneurons, the prevailing hypothesis 

is that crossed commissural connections play a significant role. Whether disfacilitation of the singular 

ear provokes an increase in activity through inhibitory or excitatory commissural fibers is a necessary 

next set of experiments. While both could be possible (Dieringer and Precht, 1977; Ris et al., 1995), it 

is compelling to suspect that excitatory commissural signaling would be more prevalent, as this would 

also assist in equalizing any activity balances between the two sides at rest. However, it is probably 

the case that equal contributions are utilized. Efferent regulation of hair cell-afferent synapses is 

potentially a source as well, as unilateral labyrinthectomy does not appear to change afferent 

response characteristics but rather drives an increase in the number of irregular firing fibers (Sadeghi 

et al., 2007). Distinguishing afferent population metrics is readily accessible in Xenopus and would be 

of interest here (Gensberger et al., 2016). This later conversion would be ideal to reduce the tonic 
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commissural inhibition if indeed present. Modifications of the intrinsic membrane properties of 

vestibular neurons on one or both sides presumably occur in these animals (Him and Dutia, 2001; 

Beraneck et al., 2003), particularly given that extensive time during development has been permitted 

to allow such deep-rooted modifications (Vibert et al., 1999; Beraneck and Idoux, 2012). A shift of 

central vestibular neurons to having more phasic responses would be an ideal condition, particularly 

considering such a condition would assist in reducing tonic inhibition to vestibular targets on the 

extirpated side. Adaptive elevation of resting discharge rates of afferent fibers in these animals is 

another hypothesized site of reorganization. Increased resting rates would likely provide a broader 

bandwidth during off-direction rotation. Amphibians, including Xenopus, normally operate with 

afferent resting rates of less than 10 Hz (Blanks and Precht, 1976; Gensberger et al., 2016) compared 

to other organisms such as primates and birds who present with around 100 Hz (Anastasio et al., 1985; 

Goldberg, 2000). A developmental increase in resting activity to rates closer to primates and birds 

might offer more of a dynamic range during off-direction motion and permit more spatiotemporally 

relevant sensory encoding. 

 Animals which developed with a third ear on their spinal cord (chapter III) presumably use 

similar mechanisms to equalize activity imbalances as mentioned above. Prior to this however, the 

transplanted ear must have been able to extend afferent axons onto vestibular projection neurons as 

fibers were readily observed in the vestibular nucleus (chapter III, Figure 3) and functional excitation 

was shown (chapter III, Figure 5). Challenged with atypical entry into the CNS, afferent fibers 

fasciculated on spinal projecting nerves and routed themselves rostrally to reach the vestibular nuclei. 

Accomplishment of this pathfinding ability makes use of the intrinsic ability of afferent fibers to 

fasciculate on pioneer axons into the hindbrain (Hidalgo and Brand, 1977; Zecca et al., 2015; Bhat and 

Hutter, 2016). However, this process is not perfect, nor goal directed to reach the hindbrain. Some 

fasciculation was observed with lateral line afferents both caudally and rostrally (chapter III, Figure 6). 

Ventrally transplanted inner ears, those which developed next to the heart, fasciculated with the 

vagus nerve (chapter III, Figure 7), and ears transplanted in place of the eye were shown to follow 

other cranial nerves such as the trigeminal nerve (Elliott et al., 2013). If chance fasciculation into the 

spinal cord was permitted, entry was followed by use of conserved navigation cues established by 

common patterning of longitudinal columns in the hindbrain and spinal cord to reach the vestibular 

nuclei (Hernandez-Miranda et al., 2017; Elliott and Fritzsch, 2018). That inner ear afferents can travel 

along existing fibers in a manner consistent with normal pioneer entry (Zecca et al., 2015) is an 

indicator that an intrinsic flexibility permits the travel with a variety of nerves outside those of otic 

origin. Once in the hindbrain, as mentioned above, connections were made to central vestibular 

neurons with crossed excitatory projections. If connections to ipsilaterally projecting inhibitory 
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neurons are absent entirely, are simply silent (Sethuramanujam et al., 2017), or merely lack a sufficient 

depolarizing ability given that afferents only opportunistically enter the brain, is currently unknown. 

However, activity-based refinement of central connections (Kirkby et al., 2013) could assist in the 

process of any of these outcomes, as suggested by the sensitivity of sensory afferents to patterned 

input in a variety of systems (Constantine-Paton and Law, 1978; Elliott et al., 2015b). The data from 

chapter III collectively align with the concept of goal directed measures following vestibular adaptive 

measures being absent (Dieringer, 1995). Rather, intrinsic mechanisms are simply executed and if they 

occur in sufficient time and space, can permit functional ability. In transplantation studies of the optic 

anlage in Xenopus, RGC axons from eyes which developed on the trunk did not appear to extend 

consistently beyond diverse ramification within the local spinal cord (Giorgi and van der Loos, 1978; 

Blackiston and Levin, 2013; Blackiston et al., 2017). However, visual input could be integrated and 

influence sensorimotor control considerably despite the absence of direct axonal connections in the 

tectum (Blackiston and Levin, 2013; Blackiston et al., 2017). The disparity between these two systems 

is difficult to reconcile, yet nonetheless highlights the impressive ability to incorporate atypical sensory 

information. 

 The cerebellum is the primary influencer of vestibular motor learning (Miles and Lisberger, 

1981) and is therefore a pivotal contributor to plasticity mechanisms (Boyden et al., 2004). The 

assumption that cerebellar signaling assisted in the functional acquisition of VOR transformations in 

one-eared and three-eared frogs would not be unfounded. Indeed, both experimental groups are 

near-congenital in their sensory manipulations and therefore would have experienced much of their 

post-embryonic life with influence from the cerebellum. A provocative consideration would be that 

cerebellar feedback mechanisms assisted in establishing dynamic VOR processing which might be 

stored in the nuclei itself (Shuto et al., 2006). Certainly, the cerebellum would continue to exert its 

adaptive control over VOR processes, particularly during prolonged sensory stimulations and assist in 

maintaining homeostatic response levels (Dietrich and Straka, 2016). Understanding the exact nature 

of the cerebellar influence in these animals would require ablations or inactivation (e.g., Markov et 

al., 2021) followed by functional assays as described here. In particular, cerebellar inactivation or 

genetic ablation early in development compared to an acute ablation would assist in determining the 

location of dynamic VOR influences if present. In mice lacking proper cerebellar feedback, 

compensation processes are heavily impaired (Faulstich et al., 2006; Beraneck et al., 2008). 

Interestingly, these mice revealed an even stronger impairment during ipsilesional directed head 

motion whereas some degree of non-cerebellar compensation was able to assist in recovering 

contralesional evoked responses (Beraneck et al., 2008). In contrast to the findings here, the 

embryonically generated one-eared animals here had considerably stronger VOR during ipsilesionally 
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directed head movements (chapter II, Figure 2), indicating a possible role for the cerebellum in 

assisting this acquisition during development. Cerebellar contributions to VOR plasticity are also 

speculated in the results in chapter IV. Administration of 4-AP is typically used to treat patients with 

cerebellar and vestibular disorders by improving motor symptoms (Strupp et al., 2004). In the course 

of symptom management, an increase of VOR gain was observed (Kalla et al., 2004), suggesting a 

considerable modulatory ability in VOR adaptation. Although the mechanism of this process is still 

unclear (Alviña and Khodakhah, 2010), activity modifications are believed to occur by regularizing 

Purkinje cell firing and increasing action potential time courses (Alviña and Khodakhah, 2010). 4-AP 

application in a set of non-pathologic mice, however, did not demonstrate a considerable effect on 

VOR eye movements, leaving the relative influence of this drug on VOR plasticity up to interpretation 

(Stahl and Thumser, 2013). The results of chapter IV suggest a considerable effect of 4-AP on non-

pathological animals. This does not strictly report a causation with respect to the cerebellum, given 

that Kv1.1 channels were not expressly observed outside of afferents in these larval Xenopus. 

Nonetheless, cerebellar contributions are inferred based on the general elevation of input from 

afferent regularization (chapter IV, Figure 1) which could drive feed-forward inhibition from 

cerebellar-vestibular inhibitory pathways (Blazquez et al, 2004; Boyden et al., 2004). As mentioned 

previously, proper characterization of the necessity of the cerebellum would be prudent to 

disassociate local vestibular inhibitory contributions over cerebellar derived influences. Further, 

assessment at different developmental stages would be beneficial given that adult grass frogs express 

Kv1.1 in central vestibular neurons (Beraneck et al., 2007). Regardless of the source of phasic bursting 

in extraocular discharge, the general bursting principle could be important in facilitation of dynamic 

VOR responses. However, the delay in peak extraocular VOR discharge could potentially arise from 

the influence of these inhibitory side loops as well. The difference between VOR ability in control mice 

(Stahl and Thumser, 2013) and here (chapter IV) should be viewed carefully however, as extraocular 

discharge is not behavior and eye movements may not precisely be impaired despite discharge delays 

or peak rate differences. Regardless of the mechanism or extent of influence, short term changes in 

vestibular circuits seem to provoke neuronal reactions that aim at providing cyclic discharges within 

VOR circuits. If this is necessary for execution of VOR behaviors in these conditions remains to be 

assessed.  

 Absence of vestibular signaling can be compensated to some degree by sensory inputs from 

other self-motion modalities (Darlington and Smith, 2000; Sadeghi et al., 2012). Here, sensory 

substation through optic flow was only profiled in one-eared animals (chapter II) and reported a 

surprising lack of compensatory influence during VOR processing. Specifically, visuo-vestibular 

interaction did not supplement VOR performance and OKR ability was generally unimpaired in these 
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animals (chapter II, Figure 3, S3). This lack of influence is shared with Xenopus following unilateral 

lesion of the statoacoustic nerve (Soupiadou et al., 2020). Interestingly, the delayed deterioration in 

OKR and continued reduction in VOR in the later study is surprising only by comparison to the 

consistent VOR impairment here, whereas the OKR was rather robust. It therefore seems that the 

secondary effects following sudden vestibular loss in Xenopus (Soupiadou et al., 2020) on visuo-motor 

centers was compensated for in these embryonic one-eared animals. Disruptions in vestibular 

signaling can drive changes in relative weights of visual cues for establishing postural control (Lacour 

et al., 1997). Heightened sensitivity to visual flow in vestibular neurons following unilateral vestibular 

loss has been demonstrated to this effect (e.g., in the cat; Zennou-Azogui et al., 1994). The absence of 

such a reliance in the animals here was a surprising result. However, a complete independence from 

visual feedback may not be entirely the case. Given that one-eared animals here were reared in typical 

light/dark circadian periods, visual input consolidation into the vestibular nuclei from visuo-cerebellar 

pathways cannot be ruled out. Organisms reared in darkness, and thus without visual feedback, show 

poor performance parameters in VOR ability but can nonetheless execute them (Collewijn, 1977, 

Harris and Cynader, 1981), which highlights the dispensability of visual input for initial development 

of VOR processing (Berthoz et al., 1975; Curthoys, 1979). Experimental visuo-vestibular mismatch 

conditions reduce VOR (França de Barros et al., 2020). Congenitally blind patients, however, seem to 

not be able to execute VOR at all (Kömpf and Piper, 1987). Valid future experiments would be rearing 

the animals here in complete darkness to see the true extent of visual input influence or necessity 

during development of one-eared animals. Substitution through proprioception or efference copy 

signaling likewise have not been examined but would be beneficial, although the former may not 

contribute substantially given its inability to correct for static postural deficits in permanently aquatic 

Xenopus (Lambert et al., 2009) compared to grass frogs (Dieringer, 1995). Behavioral substitutions, 

such as saccades in primates (Curthoys, 2000; Schubert and Zee, 2010) or saccade-like movements of 

the head in anurans (Dieringer, 1988) might have also limited the resolution of the results here. Since 

all VOR assessments were performed on head-fixed tadpoles, these contributions could not be 

examined, but such behavioral strategies could certainly contribute to performance metrics in some 

fashion. A final point to be made here is that VOR stimulation paradigms were restricted to 0.5-1 Hz. 

However, higher frequency stimulations show progressive decrease in VOR gain across compensated 

organisms (Gilchrist, 1998). Determination of frequency bandwidths would also be of interest to 

further disentangle dynamic processing measures. 

 

Conclusions and future directions: “Lessons from frogs, part II” 
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 As aptly stated in the comprehensive volume of Straka and Dieringer (2004), neurobiological 

knowledge can originate from many sources. The results from this dissertation have expanded on our 

current understanding of the extents and limitations of neuronal reorganization in the vestibular 

system. Neurobiological research on frogs, particularly Xenopus laevis, has extensive roots in 

neuroscience (Pratt and Khakalin, 2013; Bestman et al., 2015), including in the vestibular system 

(Straka and Dieringer, 2004; Straka and Simmers, 2012) and neuronal plasticity (Lambert and Straka, 

2012; Lee-Liu et al., 2017). For Xenopus afficionados, a wealth of excellent information on using this 

model organism for scientific research can be found in book: Xenopus: From Basic Biology to Disease 

Models in the Genomic Era (2022). This dissertation has used Xenopus laevis to further our knowledge 

on plasticity of the vestibular system and the results here find applicability toward other vertebrate 

species. Understanding how the brain can adapt to the environment is a critical venture, as organisms 

are confronted with considerably complex environments and must respond appropriately. Yet the 

nervous system is equally complex, and thus reconciling the biological considerations of adaptive 

reorganization is an extensive endeavor. Nonetheless, the work here faithfully reports on the 

remarkable extent with which vestibular networks can respond to induced changes. This work 

contributes to existing scopes of literature which have focused on how sensory input influences the 

development of the brain (e.g., Peusner and Morest, 1977; Elliott et al., 2015a; Roberts et al., 2017) 

as well as adaptive responses following injury and disease (e.g., Dieringer, 1995; Dutia, 2010; Cassel 

et al., 2018).  

Embryonic reduction or addition of sensory input demonstrated the potential to be 

compensated for, particularly to extents that permitted behaviorally relevant computations. Such 

changes during development likely manifest along several systemic levels and can be related to those 

which occur following injury or disease. Manipulations of sensory input on mature circuits likewise 

demonstrated the ability to evoke sensorimotor transformations and offer some perspective into the 

responsive capabilities that can be found in adult organisms. In the proceeding paragraphs several 

experimental directions have been proposed to further explore the biological results here. In addition 

to adding depth to these topics, future work should most certainly consider comparative aspects of 

developmental plasticity to that which occur in mature organisms. Exploiting such comparisons has 

practical use. Given the high prevalence of vestibular disorders in patients (Strupp et al., 2020), which 

can range from congenital (Abadie et al., 2000; Peusner et al., 2021) to sudden onset (Zwergal et al., 

2020), research along these lines can aid in therapeutic measures, particularly in aging populations 

who suffer often from balance disorders (Agrawal et al., 2020). Such considerations have been 

suggested previously following functional assessments of embryonic plasticity extents (Elliott and 

Fritzsch, 2018; Lilian et al., 2019; Elliott et al., 2022) which has even been explored in other systems 
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such as the visual system (Blackiston et al., 2017). Developmental aspects aside, taking advantage of 

intrinsic flexibility in vestibular neuronal pathways has its own measure of therapeutic advantages 

such as in aiding motion sickness amelioration (Idoux et al., 2018; Heffernan et al., 2021). Beyond 

medical use, industrial innovations will most certainly benefit from biological knowledge of flexibility 

in vestibular and self-motion networks. Leveraging such knowledge can lead to further insights in, e.g., 

augmented, or virtual reality technologies and advancements (Knorr et al., 2018; Nürnberger et al., 

2021), as well as on topics relevant to vestibular processing during space travel and exposure to 

microgravity (Hupfeld et al., 2022). To summarize, vestibular networks are incredibly plastic and 

understanding the events which govern and are executed during neuronal adaptations has many 

interesting practical uses which can be discovered from basic biological research.  
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